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DEFORMATION AND FRACTURE IN LIQUID METALS

The effect of a liquid metal medium on a =oltd tetal in an unstressed

state has been discussed in *he first section o. inis book. Let us now

examine the effect of the medium on a metal in a stressed state. The

Influence of the liquid metal in this case is characterized by a number

of pecularities and is more diversified.

In the deformation and fracture process of the metal, the medium

6 exerts a corrosive effect on it in the same manner as in the unstressed

state, however, it is of a qualitatively different nature. For example,

an abrupt decrease in strength and ductility of the solid metal in

liquid metal may occur even for a relatively weak corrosion process.

In some cases materials characterized by low corrosion rates undergo a

greater reduction in strength and ductility in a liquid metal medium

than those which are less corrosion-resistant.

Although the corrosion rate of stressed metals increases, the

effect of stress should not be considered as a factor promoting the

increase of the corrosion process. In some instancts fracture occurs

with a slight increase in the overall corrosion rate of the metal

whereas in an inactive medium under those same loading conditions

its strength is much greater.

Unusual effects which are caused by the adsorptive Influerce of the

medium can Le observed in the deformation of a solid metal in the liquid.



This type of liquid metal effect occurs specifically in a stressed state

and is not observed in the absence of stresses. In principle the

adsorptive effect differs from the corrosive effect. It occurs in

the free surface energy of the solid metal in contact with the liquid

is smaller than tha in the I'nactive medium. Reduction in the surface

energy cf the deformed metal eases the plastic defarmat!on process,

decreases strength and ductility of the solid metal and promotes some

ether effects. Unlike corrosion, the adsorption action of a liquid

metal medium is reversible. It disappears after deformed solid metal

is separated from the liquid metal.

It should be noted that the adsorptive effect of the liquid metal

on the solid metal may be associated with the adsorption of this process

in the usual physico-chemical sense. In this case by adsorptive effect

of a medium it is meant any change occurring in the mechanical properites

of the metal as a result of a change in its free surface energy under

the action of the medium.

The third type of liquid metal effect on a solid in the stressed

state is the diffusive effect, It is associated with the penetratiot.

of atoms of the medium into the solid metal. It is characteristic

that in this case, in the same manner as in the adsorptive effect,

the surface layer of the metal does not show any damage to the

s'r;cture. Metailographic analysis frequently fails to show diffusion

through the selection of special corrosion agents. Even though the

solid metal, Judging by the chaige in its mechanical properties,
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experienced the effect of the liquid metal medium, its microstructure

remained the same.

One of the characteristic features of diffusion action in contrast

to the adsorption is its irreversibility. Tsting the specimen after

removal of the medium indicates that its mechanical properties changed

when compared with the original state.

The nature of the diffusive effect enables one to treat it as a

separate type of act ion of the medium. Actually in this r'ase the

medium affects the deforration and fracture processes in t-he interior

of the metal whereas adsorption and corrosion affect its surface.

In the study of the corrosion processes we included the formation

of solid solutions by solid and liquid mete. , In conformancc with

this classificacion the diffusive effect of the mcdiunt Is another type

of corrosion. However, when describing the deformation and fracture of

metals the diffusion action should be correctly considered as an

independent process. With this type of metal defect the dislocation

of the entire surface layer is absent in contrast to other typ)es of

corrosive effect. Moreover, in many ceses the wncentration of

dissolved metal due to diffusion is increased very slightly, for

example by one thousandth per cent

Thus, the effect of liquid metal on a solid in the stressed statt

may be adsorptive, corrosive or diffusive. Consequently, one may also

In these cases the diffusive effect appears together with the adsorptive
effect (see Chapter 5).
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indicate the adsorptive, corrosive and diffusive factors of influence

of the medium. In the general case the influence of the liquid metal

may be dctermined by the combination of all three factors. Under certain

conditions only one of them can be the controlling factor. Since the

basic external appearances of the effect upon the mechanical properties

of solid metal are similar, it i s difficult to determine the degree

of the influence of each factor separately.

The first four chapters of the second portion of this book are

devoted to mechanisms of liquid metal effects on solids which are

observed under different mechanical tests. The phenomenology of the

discussed effects is given here. The factors determining the influence

of the medium are indicated in those chapters only where they are

positively established.

In the chapter on the mechanism of the liquid metal effect the

processes responsible for the adsorptive, corrosive and diffusive

influence are described as well as the characteristic features of

the action of each of these factors on the mechanical properties of

the solid metal. The mechanisms of liquid metal effect on solids,

which were described in the first four chapters are also explained

in the chapter indicated above.
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Chapter I - MECHANICAL PROPERTIES DURING BRIEF TESTS

a. General mechanisms for changing mechanical properties

Extensive investigations of the effect of liquid metals on single

crystals of different metals under constant strain rate were carried out

by Academician P. A. Rebinder and V. I. Likhtman andS. D. Shchukin

(Doctorate in Physico-Mathematical Sciences) at the Institute of E'.ysical

Chemistry of the Academy ef Sciences or the USSR and at the Department

of Colloidal Chemistry of the Moscow State University. Single crystals

were grown by the method of zone crys.allization. Tensile tLsts were

carried out on cylindrical specimens with a diameter from 0.5 to ; mm.

A low melting metal was deposite,'l on the surface of the specimens by

chemical, electrolytic or mechanical means. It was shown that tha action

of the liquid metal does not depend on the manner of its deposition.

The thickness of the coating was usually several microns. The influence

of liquid metal is determined by the adsorption factor.

The corrosive effect of the liquid met&l coating was excluded since

its thickness was small and an extremely small emount of tested solic

metal dissolved in it. Consequently, the change in the specimen

dimension was negligible. In order to verify the validity of this

assertion tensile tests of zinc single crystals were carried out in a

"bath with liquid tin saturated with zinc. The stress-strain curves

obtained from this experiments and from the expetimrLnts of zinc

specimen coated with tin were the same [186].



Expeiimental verification of the absence of the influence of volume

diffusion on the observed effect was also obtained. For example, based

on the measurement of electrical resistance of a zinc single crystal

coated with mercury, the diffusion coefficiert of mercury in zinc was

determined. It was found that at room temperature it isabout

3 x 10-11 cm2 /sec [187]. Since mercury affects the mechanicai properties

of zinc immediately after its deposition on the specimen, i.e. after

several seconds, it is obvious that the effect was not caused by volume

diffusion.

Fig. 72 shows the stress-strain curves of zinc specimens coated

wl.'_ tin [189]. It is evident that the surface layer exerts an influence

on the mechanical properties of single crystals only when it is in the

liquid state. At room temperature the stress-strain curves of the

specimens with and without the coating practically coincide. The

coaled specimen is strengthened very slightly probably due to the

thin coating film of tin. The mechanical properties of test specimens

were significantly changed at temperatures insuring Lhe melting of tin.

!rn this case two types of stress-strain curves were observed. At a

temperature of 2500 C "true stress - relative elongation" curves of

pure specimens and coated with liquid metal coincide up to the instant

of failure of the c ated specimen. The effect of the liquid metal in

this case was expressed in the decrease of strength of the solid metal

and particularly in the decrease of ductility. At temperatures 350

and 4000 C another type of curve was observed.
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In this case only the initial portion of the curves (region of elastic

deformation) coincides. The action of the liquid metal causes not only

the decrease of strength and relative elongation but also the decrease

of yield point and coefficient of hardening. The similarity in both

types of stress-strain curves was also observed when testing other

single crystai ipecimens with liquid metal surface coating.

In many cases the mechanical properties of the solid metals were

abruptly changed under the action of the liquid metal medium. This

change is so great that a coated metal has qualitatively different

mechanical properties than the pure metal [186]. High-ductile

materials capable of elongating under tension by one hundred percent

become brittle as a result of the effect of the liquid metal surface

layer. In, this case if the base metal fails locally with necking down,

the coated metal fails without local deformation with a break in the

shear plane [194).

The degree of liquid metal effect on the mechanical properties of

single crystals depends on the orientation of the latter with respect

to tensile force. fig. 73 shows the dependence of true fracture stresses

for zinc single crystals on the angle of inclination X1. between the

basal plane and the specimen axis during fracture [1883. This Fig.

also shows the results of testing specimens coated with mercury at

room temperature and uncoated specimens which were fracture at a

temperature of -1960 C. It iE evident that the orientation dependence

of strength in zinc single crystal in both cases has the same character.
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Values of normal and shear stresse.s during fracture also revealed an

orientation dependence of deformable s'ngle crystals. Such a dependence

for zinc 61r.gle crystals, tensile tetcd with constant rate at the

temperature of liquid nitrogen (-1960 C) without 8 coating and at a

temperature of 200 C with a wercury coating is shown in Fig. 74

[189, 190]. Brittle fracture caused by lowering the temperature

and by the action of the liquid metal is characterized by qualitatively

similar mechanisms. E. D. Shchukin and V. I. Likhtman showed that with

the increase in the angle between the basal plane, on which fracture

occurs, and the specimen axis, the values of normal stress increase and

the values of shear stress cecrease. Such a change in stresses indicates

that failure of single crystals occurs as a result of plastic deformation

leading to the formation of fracture [189]. If the angle between the

bacal plane and the specimen axis is sufficiently great, i.e. at relatively

great normal stresses, the brittle fractureon the slip plane which in the

givern case is also the shear plane, occurs in the earlier stages of the

fracture development. lIowever, if the indicated angle is small And hence

the normal stresses are low, then fracture occurs at a later stage of

fracture development subsequent to great plastic deformation. The decrease

in the ability of zinc single crystals to resist plastic deformation with

the increase of the angle between basal plane and the specime~n axis

can be judged by the values of limiting crystallographic shear

which are given in Table 33.
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Data in Table 33 indicate that under the conditions of brittle fracture

the magnitude of the limiting crystallographic shear steadily

decreases with the increase of the angle between basal plane and specimen

axis. However, different results were observed during tensile tests of

zinc single crystals without surface coating at room temperature, i.e.

when the metal is ductile. In this case the crystallographic magnitude

does not decrease with the increase of X0 , on the contrary it increases

[191]. Consequently, the orientation dependence of the limiting crys -

tallographic shear qualitatively varies as a result of deposition of

liquid metal layer on the surface of a single crystal.

The mechanisms of the influence of liquid metals on mechanical

properties of zinc single crystals indicated above are characteristic

not only for this metal. Experiments showed that cadmium single crystals

coated with liquid tin [192, 186], and gallium [193], as well as tin

single crystals coated with mercury [194-196] and gallitun [1973 behave

similarly to the above. It was found that the mechanisms of the influence

of different surface active liquid metals (tin [186, 192], mercury

[191, 195, 198] and gallium [193, 199]) on zinc single crystals were

identical.

Not only single crystals but also polycrystals are subjected to the

influence of liquid metals during constant strain rate It has been

established by testing polycrystallini specimens that the action of liquid

metals in this case also leads to the decrease of strength and ductility

of the material. As in the testing of single crystels, two types of
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variatioti of stress-strain curves of the polycrystalline metal with

surface coating from the initial curve of that same metal without

coating were observed. In some instances the curves coincide up

to the fracture of the coated specimen, which occurs at a smaller

magnitude of tensile strength and relative elongation than that of the

uncoated specimen. In other iftstances, less common, the entire curve

of the coated specimen, with the exception of the elastic strain pertion,

is located below the curve for the pure specimen. A special case of

the curve of the first type are the curves having only an elastic

portion,i.e. those when the specimen in the liquid metal is fractured

during strain lower than the elastic limit.

Fig. 75 shows the stress-strain curves of 30KhGSA steel at a

temperature of 5000 C in air and in liquid metals: Bi, eutectic Pb-Bi

and alloy Pb-Sn [200]. It is evident that all the liquid metal agents

caused the decreased in the true strength, tensile strength, relative

elongation and coefficient ef steel hardening. The degree of influence

of various agents is different. The changes in the stress-strain curves

of 30KhGSA steel refer to the second type of classification accepted above.

The fracture of alloy E1437A during a constant rate tensile test in

the following liquid metals: Sn, alloy Pb - 40% Sn, Pb, Bi and the

eutectic ailoy Pb-Bi occurred in the elastic region, i.e. the stress-

strain curves in this case also agree with the second type. It should

be noted that an extremely high liquid metal influence on the mechanical

properties of the alloy was observed in these experiments [201].
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Thus, for example, in air medium at a temperature of 7000 C alloy E1437A

has a strength of 75 kg/mm2 and yield point of 48.5 kg/mm2 ; contact with

eutectic Pb-BI caused its fracture under a stress of 25 kg/mm2.

Let us cite some more examples characterizing the interaction of

liquid metals on solids under the constant rate tensile tests. These

examples also irdicate the wide range of materials subjected to the

influence of liquid metals.

Miller disclosed [202] the significant reduction in strength and

ductility of 70/30 and 60/40 brasses as a result of contact with liquid

mercury, tin and tin-lead solder (50/50). With the effect of mercury at

room temperature the strength of brass decreased by a factor of three.

In liquid tin at a temperature of 260 C the decrease in the strength of

70/30 brass was 18% and 60/40 brass 28%. The strength of these naterials

in a tin-lead alloy at 2200 C decreased approximately as much as the above.

At a temperature of 3500 C the decrease in strength of 70/30 brass in

liquid lead reached 40% and in tin 33%.

The plastic properties of the moterials decreased even to a greater

extent. Thus, the relative elongation of 70/30 .brass in liquid tin at a

temperature of 2600 C was 2.5% whereas in air at that same temperature

it was 27.5%. The limiting values of relative elongation obtained in the

testing of this material in mercury and in air were 3 and 38.8% respectively.

In the case of the action on brass solder the corresponding values of

relative elongations ate the following: 2 and 28%.
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Austen [203] carried out tensile tests wiO constant rate deformation

for different steels and other materials in contact with tin-lead

(60/40) solder. He established a significant decrease in strength and

ductility In the liquid metal r-f pearlite steels as well as stainless

ferrites and austenites. Fracture in certain materials, for example,

low-alloy nickel chromium vanadium steel occurred in the elastic region

at a temperature of 2900 C. Pure metals: Fe, Ni and Cu were subjected

to a significantly lower influence of the medium. Stress-strain curve

of materials in the liquid metal usually coincide with their stress-strain

curve in air, but fractured at lower values of stress-strain and relative

elongation.

S. T. Kishkin, V. V. Nikolenko and S. I. Ratner carried out tensile

tests for 30KhGSA, l8KhNVA and 40KhNMA steels at a high temperature in

the medium of liquid solders [204]. The influence of solders was inves-

tigated by two methods. In the test by the first method the specimen

coated with solder was placed in the furnace and tensile tested at a

temperature insuring the melting of solder. In the test by the second

meihod the specimen was loaded to a certain strain, after which its

surface was coated with solder. If during the application of solder

(about3 minutes) the specimen would not fracture then it was loaded to

a strain exceeding the initial by 5 kg/mm2 . With this strain, the

specimen surface was also soldered, etc. These operations were carried

out until the specimen fractured. Results of testing by two methods

were found to be the same. Under the action of tin-lead solder
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(61% Sn, 39% Pb) the fracture of steels occurred at a tensile stres.s of

85,95 kg/mm2 , which corresponded to the elsstic region for some steele

and to the plastic reglon for others. However, the strength and duztility

in the second group of steels was also lower than in air. The change in

mechanical properties of steels was also caused by lead-si!ver solder

PSP-3 (97.5% Pb; 2.5% Ag), but its influence was somewhat lower than that

of tin-lead. In Ref. [204] it was shown that solders in the solid state

practically do not exert an influence on the strength and plastic properties

of steels.

Tensile tests for a great number of different materials were carried

out in the medium of liquid metals by Ya. M. Potak and I. M. Shcheglakov

[205, 206]. They and other investigators established that the strongest

effect of liquid metal coating was exerted on the plastic properties of

metals and alloys: relative elongation and reduction in area of certain

materials decreased more than tenfold whereas the strength in this case

decreased twofold. However, not all the materials display the influence

of surface coatings. For example, the mechanical properties of copper in

tin-lead solder did not change at a temperature-of 270-2800 C. It was

found that aluminum alloys of the AMTs and A19 type were not susceptible

to the action of this coating at a temperature of 270-2800 C. It should

be noted that high tempered 30KhGSA rteel was subjected to a significant

influence of the tin-lead coating at that same temperature. Thus, the

action of liquid metals is selective. The same melted metal exerts

an influence on the deformation and fracture of some solid metals and

not on others.
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The effect of liquid metals on the mechanical properties of solids

occurs not only during constant rate tensile tests but also with other types

of mechanical coatings, Many investigators observed the effects of a medium

in a bending test of the specimen. It was established that fracture occurred

with decreased strength and ductility of low-alloy pearlite and high-alloy

austenite steels during bending tests of the specimens in contact with

tin-lead solder (63% Sn and 37% Pb) and with babbitt (tin-antimony-copper

alloy) [207]. The influence of liquid Zn, Sn, and Sb on the mechanical

properties of steel during bending was also described [20r]. The influence

of mercury coating in copper specimens during that satic type of testing

was noted in Ref. [209].

In references cited above it was shown that the fracture of specimens

coated with liquid metal occurred in a number of cases with an insignificantly

low angle of bending, i.e. the influence of the medium, in the same manner as

during tensile testing, causes the metal to abruptly loses its ductility.

It was established that liquid metal exert an influence only when they are

deposited on the stressed side of the specimen [207, 210]. If there is a

coating on both sides, then there will be no crack- -n the compressive side.

Consequently, premature fracture in the liquid metal environment is caused

only by tensile stresses.

G. F. Kosogov and V. I. Likhtman [211] compared the influence of liquid

tin on the mechanical properties of steel of type St. 7 during axial tensile

ane' torsional tests at a temperature of 3500 C. The data obtained by them

(Tablc: 34) indicates that the action of liquid metal appeared only during stress.
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This result is probably associated with lower values of normal stresses

during torsion [212].

Many investigators have noted the intensification in the influence

of liquid metals on the deformed solid metal with the increase in strength

of the latter. For example, authors of references [204-206] have observed

a significant decrease in mechanical properties of 30KhGSA steel in

contact with tin-lead solder and tin when it had an initial strength

2of about 170 kg/mm2, and no change (or a slight change) of properties

in the steel with a strength of 60 to 70 kg/mi.a. 30KhGSA steel having

a strength of about 120 kg/mm2 in air is subjected to lesser influence

of liquid metal than that same steel with a higher strength. Table 35

shows the corresponding data obtained in references [205, 206].

The dependence between ratio of strength of aluminum alloys in

liquid mercury to air .O (air) cn the magnitude of initial

strength as (air) given in Fig. 76 is plotted according to the

data in Ref. [213]. Despite the noticeable scatter in the graph, it

is evident that with the :ncrease of initial strength of aluminum alloys

their susceptibility tý the action of liquid mercury increases. Thus,

alloys having a strength of 45 to 70 kg/mm2 in air, retain only 10-20%

of the initial ,alue of strength in the liquid metal. However, alloys

having a strength of 20-35 kg/mm2 in air either are not subjected at all

to the influence of the liquid metal or undergo a slight (about 10%)

decrease in strength.
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It should be indicated that the dependence of the influence of liquid

metal on the strength level of the solid metal is not always apparent.

For example, in Ref. [207] it has been shown that chromium-nickel steels

have about the same strength in air but differ in a medium of melted

solder. This observation as well as the dependence stated in Fig. 76

enables one to make the conclusion that the increase in the effect of

liquid metal on the defored solid metal with the increase of its

strength is only a trend. In other words a 'high level of initial

strength is only one of the many factors favoring the increased action

of the liquid metal.

Investigation of the microstructure of fractured specimens in liquid

metal has shown that polycrystallinemetals are usually fractured at the

grain boundaries. This type of fracture is observed even in those cases,

when testing in air the cracks propagate across the grain [204-206, 214].

Intercrystalline fracture was also found in those metals which are

subjected to a strong influence of the medium, being in the single

crystalline state.

Investigation of the generation of cracks in polycrystalline pure

metals during their deformation has been carried out by S. M.Zanozina and

E. D. Shchukin [215]. A special attachment was made to the metal microscope

which enabled one to deform the flat specimens smoothly by stressing it.

The deformation process was observed through the microscope.

12



It was established that cracks are formed in the specimens with a liquid

metal coating and increase with increased deformation mainly at the

grain bounderies, This type of fracture was observed in 'zinc and

cadmium with a gallium coating. Sometimes the cracks are propagated

at the grain but they are significantly less. A mixed type of

fracture, but mostly intercrystalline, occurs in zinc coated with

mercury.

E.D. Shchukin and Z. M. Zanozina were the first who showed that

fracture begins at the boundaries of those grains in which the slip

lines appear first.

Nichols and Rostoker determined the mechanical properties of

different coarse-grained materials dur.ng local deposition of liquid

metal on the surface of specimens [216].

The results of their investigation given in Table 36 showed that

during the deposition of liquid metal only at the grains the effect is

either absenL or is significantly lower than during the deposition

of the metal at th. grain boundaries. For example, the relative

elongation of silicide steel decreased from 20 to 7% in the deposition

of lithium at the grain and to 1.6% in the deposition of lithium at

the grain bound ary. 70/30 brass did not undergo any changes in strength

and ductility in the deposition of mercury at the grain but underwent a

decrease in strength from 17.7 to 6.1 kg/mm2 and relative elongation from

42 to 8% in the deposition of liquid metal at the grain boundaries.

13



It is evident from Table 36 tha, although the infiuence of the

liquid metal during wetting of the grain boundaries is greater than

during wetting of the grain body, it is weaker than when wetting

large areas of the specimen surfare. This is apparently associated

with the groaat probability of the most stresoed and the most unfavorably

orlented grain boundaries falling into the wetted area.

The results of experiments carried out oun bicrystals confirm the

extrenely significant dependence of the wetted grain boundary by liquid

metal [8]. Zopper bicrystalline specimcns wetted with bismuth were

tested at a strain rate of 0.016 min"1 . It was showed that maximum

embrittlemnent by liquid metal occurred when grain boundary was tranverse

to the axis of loading. When decreasing the angle between them from

900 to 00 the embrittlement steadily decreased and the strength and

ductility of bicrystalline specimens approach the strength and ductility

of single crystalline specimens (Table 37).

b. Influence of temperature

The temperature refers to a number of factors exerting a significant

effect on the magnitude of change in mechanical properties of solid

metals under the action of liquid metals. Moreover, at a certain

temperature this action does not appear at all [194, 346].
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Experiments carried out on single crystals coated with a thin layer

of. liquid metal showed that their strength and ductility are usually

restored with the increase in temperature and beginning with a certain

value the mechanical properties of coated and uncoated specimens are

the same. Fig. 77 shows the dependence of true strength and elongation

during fracture on the temperature for pure tin single crystals and

coated with mercury [194, 217]. It is evident that the effect of

mercury occurred beginning with the melting point. In the range -40

to 200 C the specimens coated with mercury are fractured at low values

about the same as those of relative elongation. At a higher temperature

the ductility of these specimens is increased and beginning with 200 C

it becomes the same as in the uncoated specimens. If one judges the

influence of temperature according to the change in true strength then

the-effect of liquid metal steadily decreases with the increase in

temperature from - 40 to +200 C. It should be emphasized that the

disappearance of the influence of the liquid metal during the increase

in temperature was not caused by its evaporation since the effect was

reversible, i.e. it was restored when the specimen was cooled.

It was established that the effect of liquid mercury on the zinc

single crystals is characterized by that same temperature dependence as

the effect of mercury on tin described above [195, 218, 219]. The

influence of liquid metal on zinc disappeared at a temperature higher

than 1500 C. The characteristic properties of thfs material were restored

in the tewperature range of 110 - 1600 C, while the nature of fracture
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of single crvstals changed frcm brittle, with mirror-like cleavage at

the basol plane, to ductile at an elongation up to several hundredths

of percent, with pronounced local deformation.

Experiments with zinc and cadmium single crystals with a tin surface

coating showed a different temperature dependence of influence of liquid

metal medium. In this case with the increase in temperature the influence

of liquid metal on strength and ductility of single crystals steadily

increased [186, 192 ]. The degree of this influence can be judged by

the.zinc stress-strain curves given In Fig. 72.

Experihnents of polycrystalline metals in a liquid metal medium at

different temperatures have shown that the mechanism of temperature

influence is the same as in the experiments with single crystals.

G. F. Kosogov and V. I. Likhtman investigated the temperature dependence

of the effect of liquid tin and lead on the strength and ductility when

stressing steels containing from 0.05 to 1.10% carbon at a rate of

1.25 mm/min [211] . They established that liquid metals cause a decrease

in strength and ductility of steels within a given temperature range

above the melting point of the medium. The experiments show that the

decrease of the strength and ductility have a maximum within a given tem-

perature region depending on the concentration of carbon in steel (Fig. 78).

Consequently, the temperature range in which the effect of liquid metal is

exerted increases, with 0.05 carbon content the influence of tin was observed

in a temperature range between 200-4000 C, and in steel with 1.08% carbon

the lower range boundary is the same and the upper reaches 600"7 C.
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V. G. Markov [214] observed a similar dependence of influence of liquid

tin on the mechanical properties of steel upon the testing temperature.

The experimental results of mechanical properties at a strain rate of

16% of Armco-iron and steels at different temperatures are given in Ref.

[220]. The specimens were coated with liquid Cd, Zn and Sn. It was

established that the influence of liquid metals on the Armco-iron, carbon

and low-alloy steels (St. 20, St. 45, 40KhNMA and 30KhGSA) is exerted

within a certain temperature range, which is limited to below the melting

point of the ccating; the upper temperature boundary depends on the type

of steel and its heat treatment and differs for various liquid metal

coatings. Austenitic steels IKh!8N9T and E1878 with zinc coating in

contrast to the above indicated steels steadily increase the effect of

liquid metal with increase in temperature (Fig. 79).

Continuous increase of the effect of liquid metal with the increase in

temperature was observed by Ya. M. Potak and I. M. Shcheglakov [205, 206].

Table 38 shows the results for steels 30KhGSAand E1388 tested in liquid

tin by t1he above cited authors. It is evident that 30KhGSA steel after

hardening and tempering with the increase in test temperature in liquid

tin from 270 - 280 to 4000 C becomes P. completely brittle material,

breaking without plastic deformation, whereas at 4000 C in air it has

a relative elongation of 13.2% and relative reduction in area of 36.7%.

30KhGSA steel, after annealing, is not subjected to the infldence of tin at

270 - 2800 C, i.e. at a temperLture somewhat higher than the melting point
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of the coating. The increase of the testing temperature led to a

significant decrease in its strength and ductility, so that at 5000 C

the annealed 30KhGSA steel with a tin coating became a brittle material

(relative elongation of 2%, and relative reduction in area of 6%).

Similar results for a continuous increase of the influence of liquid

metal on the strength and plastic properties of materials with the

increase of testing temperature were also obtained in references [207, 208].

Thus, the temperature dependence of the influence of liquid metals on

the mechanical properties of single and polycrystalline metals is the same

and appears in two forms, In one instance the effect has low and high

temperature boundaries, and in the other only a low temperature boundary

exists, which continuously increases with increase in temperature.

c. Influence of the deformation rate

The deformation rate exerts a considerable influence on the effect

of liquid metals on solids. This influence was detected when testing

single and polycrystalline metals.

Fig. 80 shows the change in true strength and limiting relative

elongation for tin single crystals during a tensile test with different

deformation rates [193, 217]. It is evident that by changing the rate

of strain both an abrupt embrittlement of specimens coated with mercury

can be obtained or the influence of mercury can be eliminated completely.

It follows from Fig. 80 that the maximum effect of liquid metal on the

tin single crystal at room temperature was observed for the largest
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deformation rate, higher than 106 %/min . The recuction of the deformation

rate leads to the decrease of the effect and a- a rate of less than

1031-04 %/min the effect is absent.

The tests ofpolycrystalline specimens have shown a more complex

nature of the influence of the deformation rate. In certain papers it

was also observed,as in the case of single crystals, a weakening or, in

the extreme case, & disappearance of the effect of liquid metal during

the decrease of the deformation rate. Fig. 81 shows the stress-strain

curves of specimens of St. 20 with two strain rates - 10 and 0.055 mm/mmn,

which were obtained by M. I.Chayevskii and V. I. Likhtman [221, 222].

The experiments were carried out on cylindrical specimens with a working area

of 10 mm in diameter and 40 mm 1ong. The test temperature was 4000 C. The

influence e' two liquid metal melts, eutectic alloys Pb-Bi and Pb-Sn, was

investigated. It is evident from Fig. 81 that with a deformation rate of

10 mm/mmn the carbon steel undergoes a decrease in strength and ductility

under the action of both melts (curves 1, 3, 5). With a lower deformation

rate (0.055 mm/mmn) ti.e mechanical properties of steel in air and in

the indicated liquid metals are the same.

An analogous action of the cdeformation rate on the influence of a

liquid metal medium was also observed in experiments with 20Kh steel [223].

The tensile test for the specimens prepared from this steel was carried out

with that same deformation as in the specimens of St. 20, i.e. 10 and

0.055 mm/min. The test temperatures were 400, 450, 500 and 6000 C.
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An alloy containing 59.5% Sn, 36.7% Pb and 3.8% Al was used as a liquid

metal medium and the specimens were elongated in a liquid metal bath.

It has been established that with a deformation rate of 10 mm/mmn the

effect of the melt, expressed in the abrupt loss of steel capability to

plastic deformation, occurs only at a temperature of 4000 C. The

decrease of the deformation rate to 0.055 mm/mmn led to complete

restoration of mechanical properties of steel in contact with liquid

metal to the initial level.

An analogous action of the deformation rate on the effect of

liquid indium on an aluminum alloy was observed by Rostoker, McCaughey

and Markus [8].

In other studies the influence of the deformation rate on the

described effect was directly contrary to that observed in the above

investigations. It has been indicated that the increase of the deformatio

rate of the materials leads to the weakening of the effect of liquid metal

environment. Ya. M. Potak and I. M. Shcheglakov investigated the behavior

of 30KhGSA steel under static and dynamic bending [205, 206]. The test

was carried out on a cylindrical specime-s (19 mm in diameter) with a circum-

ferential notch at a temperature of 3000 C. One set of specimens was

tested without a surface coating and the other with a tin coating.

The rate of the static bending was 1.5 mm/mmn and dynamic bending was

3.61(05 mm/mmn. The steel was tested with a high and an average strength

level. Experimental results are given in Table 39.
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It is evident from the Table that the work of rupture of steel

specimens under static bending decreased under the action of liquid tin

by more than ona order of magnitude. Rapid loading of spelimen removed

the detrimental influence of liquid metal surface film almost completely.

Greenwood investigated the mechanical properties of copper at various

strain rates [ 224] . Specimens coated with mercury were used. The

results are given in Table 40. The Table shows the mechanical properties

of uncoated copper only at a strain rate of 40%/hr, however tests were

also carried out at other rates. The experiments show that in the range

of investigated deformation rates the mechanical properties of uncoated

copper specimens remain the same. Based on data in Table 4o one can

conclude the significant weakening of the effect of liquid mercury on copper

with the increase of the deformation rate from 0.2 to 1000%/hr. The data

in Table 40 also show that the nature of the influence of the deformation

rate on the effect of liquid mercury is the same for copper with coarse

and fine grains.

The weakening of the effect of liquid solders on the mechanical pro-

perties of steels during bending with an increased load rate was noted

in Ref. [207 ].

The experimental results stated above enabled one to indicate the

two boundaries of liquid metal effect [219, 345] . Evidently, at a

constant temperature the influence of liquid rretals can be observed within

a given range of deformation rates. The effect does not appear for lower

and higher values than those determined for deformation rates.
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The correlation between the influence of the deformation rate

(lower boundary) and the temperature (upper boundary) on the action of

liquid metals should be noted. Thus, the increase in test temperature

may lead to a transfer of a boundary developing the effect into the

region of higher strain rates or to its disappearance. A similar

increase in the deformation rate may cause a substantial rise in the

threshold temperature of induced brittleness. The relationship between

the temperature and strain rate based on the tests of aluminum alloy

wetted with a liquid mercury containing 1% zinc [8] is found in the

form of

T=Alnv+B, (148)

where T is the temperature; V is the deformation rate; A and B

are the constants. Equation (148) is obtained by connecting the points

on the "temperature-strain rate" graph which corresponds to similar

magnitude of relative elongation of specimens. In the given case the

corresponding constants of the tested metal were such that the metal

possessed the same ductility.

It should be noted that the relationship between the temperature of

brittle transition and strain rate was first established when testing

metals in an inactive inedium by F. V. Vitman and V. A. Stepanov [ 343]

Its applicability for interaction conditions of adsorptive-active liquid

metal was established by V. I. Likhtman and E. D. Shchukin [ 21q]
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d. Influence of grain size

The same metal but with a different grain size is subjected to the

effect of the liquid metal environment to a varying degree. In all

investigations, devoted to the study of the influence of grain size, an

unambigous result was obtained. It was established that with the

increase in the mean grain diameter the strength of a solid metal

in contact with a liquid metal is decreased.

This was concluded, for example, from the results presented above

for tensile test with various deformation rates of copper specimens

coated with mercury. It follows from Table 40 that the strength and

relative elongation of specimens with a mean grain diameter of 0.1 mm

is lower than that of specimens with a mean grain diametet of 0.03 mm

in all rates of strain employed.

The mechanical properties of annealed LS59-1 brass with a grain

diameter of 50, 220, 280 microns were investigated in Ref. (225].

The test was carried out by elongating the specimens at a constant

deformation rate of 0.03 mm/sec. One set of specimens was tested with

mercury coating and the other without a coating. They were tested at

rcom temperature. The results obtained indicate that with an increase

in grain size the strength of pure specimetns and those with a liquid

metal surface film decreased. However the degree of decrease in their

strength is not the same: under the action of liquid mercury the decrease

in brass strength with the increase in grain size occurs more intensively.
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For example, with a grain diameter of 220 microns the strength of brass

in mercury is 31% lower than the strength in air, and with a grain

diameter of 280 microns it is 40% lower.

It has been established by bending tests of steel specimens in contact

with molten tin-lead solder that the effect of liquid metal is also reduced

with the decrease in grain size [207].

A functional relationship between the true tensile strength in a liquid

metal medium and mean grain diameter of the metal being tested was found.

Fig. 82 shows the dependence between these magnitudes for 70/30 brass at

room temperature, obtained in Ref. [226]. In accordance with the graph

the following expression nay be written

SR = So +,',K-" (149)

where Sk is the true tensile strength of brass with a mercury coating;

d is the mean diameter of grain; So and K are the constants.

Similar dependence-were also obttined when testing low-carbon steel

in lithium at a temperature of 2500 C [226], cadmium in gallium at 250 C

[227] and copper in mercury at 250 C :'228] and in lithium at 2050 C [8].

It should be noted that equation (149' is frequently not obtained when

testing those same materials in air, The reason is that significan!

plastic deformation precedes the fracture of metal in air. When the

fracture of specimens which are not in contact with liquid metal is

brittle the relationship between the fracture stress and grain diameter

is also described by equation (149) [227, 229, 230].
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The relationship (149) is valid not only for true strength but also

for the yield point [8] and limit of proportionality [227]. It is

evident from Fig. 83, which shows the results of constant rate tensile

tests carried out for 70/30 brass coated with mercury, that the constant K

in equation (149) is lower for the yield point than for true tensile

strength whereas the magnitude SO remains the same. The difference in

constants K indicates that with the decrease in grain size the difference

in true tensile strength and yield point is increased, i.e. the smaller

the graim diameter the greater plastic deformation preceding the fracture

of the specimen.

Nichols and Rostoker investigated the stress necessary to initiate

cracking or to propagate cracking in 70/30 brAss wetted with mercury at

room temperature as a function of the mean grain size. The stress

necessary for crack initiation was determined by testing the specimens

which had been pre-cracked across a portion of the test-section. The re-

initation stress was computed on the basis of measured tensile force and

the residual uncracked cross section. The experiments have showr that

the stress necessary for crack initiation is higher than the stress

necessary for its propagation during which the difference between them

is greater the lower the linear dimension of the grain. The relationship

between each of these characteristic stresses and the inverse square

root of the mean grain diameter was found to be linear similarly to

equation (149).
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The grain size of solid metals also affects the temperature at which

the transitiorn from brittle, to ductile behavior occurs (see Chapter 1).

The tensile elongation as a function of temperature for annealed 70/30

brass of various grain sizes was investigated in Ref. [2311. It has

been established that the embrittleinent in brass by liquid mercury

is temperature dependent and that che temperature is governed by the

grain size. Fig. 84 shows that the correlation between transition

from brittie to ductile behavior and the logarithm of the mean grain

diameter is linear.

e. Influence of stress concentrators

The experimental results of the influence of notched type stress

concentrators on the effect of liquid metals on solid metals in the

deformation process a;-e discrepant.

The influence of stress concentrators in the form of a circular

hole in the middle portion of flat specimen on the mechanical properties

of L68 brass in :ension was investigated in Ref. [2321. The specimens

had a working area 4 mm wide, 11 mm long and 1 mm thick. The hole

was 0.8 mm in diameter. The specimens were tested without and with

mercury coating at room temperature. Table 41 shows the experimental

results. The Table also includes values of effective coefficients

neff which were c!iculated as a ratio of specimen's strength with

stress concentrator to the strength of flat specimen.
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Tlhe relative elongation in this case is an arbitrary magnitude. It is

calculated as a ratio of elongation of the working area of tho notched

specimen to its Initial elongation.

It Is evident from data in Table 41 that a stress concentration at

the circular hole in the flat specimen appeared when testing in air

but when testing in liquid mercury its influence Is almost absent.

Consequently the degree of mercury effect on the strength and ductility

of specimens with stress concentrators is lower thah on the strength

and ductility of flat specimens. The notch action also did not appear

when testing flat specimens of L62 brass with notch in a form of circular

hole, when their surface was -- tted with mercury [233]

Results similar to those stated above were also obtained during

tensile tests of flat specimens with notches on the sides [8]

Aluminum base alloy type 2024-T4 was used as a test specimen and

mercuric amalgam as a liquid metal. It is evident from Fig. 85 that

the fracture stress is practically the same in flat specimens with

grooves of different radii of curvature up to 0.1 mm.

There ame also papers in which the intensification of liquid metal

effect on specimens with stress concentrators was compared to specimens

without concentrators. For example, authors of Ref. [ 220] tested

specimens of steel 4OKhNMA with a circular notch I mm deep and 0.2 mm

in radius. They observed a sudden drop in the strength and ductility

in cadmium coated specimens in the range 320-480o C.
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The. strength at 3500 C is only half that of the specimen!3 without coating.

At the same time the flat specimens under the action of cadmium experience

only a slfght reduction in strength.

It has been shown in Ref. [291] that the specimens of St. 20, which

were tensile tested at a constant rate in a melt of eutectic Pb-Sn, revealed

increased ductility if the working parts of the specimen are gtound and

noticeably lesser if marks from the lathe machining are not removed.

Ya. M. Petak indicates almost a sixfold reduction in strength of

3OKhGSA steel under the action of tin-lead solder during a bending test

of notched specimens [206] . Tensile test of flat specimens under

such conditions showed that their strength decreased by 10%. Although

a bending test in a liquid metal is more rigid since the surface layer of

the specimen is under maximum stress nevertheless the significant difference

in the effect during tension and ben0"ng was apparently due mainly to the

presence of the notch in the bending specimens.

Thus, the data available at the present time on the influence of

stress concentrators on the effect of liquid metal on solid under the

conditions of deformation and failue still do not enable to explain the

general mechenisms. Based on the publ i shed data it is possible to

conclude that the presence of stress concentrators either has not effect

on the strength and ductility of the ,azerial in a liquid metal medium

or leads to the increase of effect of the medium.
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Based also on the general presentations one can expcct that with a

sufficiently developed dissolution process in the liquid metal the

influence of the medium will lead to the decrease of action of rather

sharp notches. On the other hand taking into nc,•c'int that the increase

of stresses in the notch should intensify the influence of the medium

the presence of a contrary action of stress concentrators under specific

conditions should be considered possible.

f. Influence of cold-hardpning

Preliminary plastic deformation of metal leads to its strengthening

with subsequent deformation in liquid metal medium as well as in air.

The degree of liquid metal influence can be both weaker and stronger

in the cold-hardened material than in the starting material.

Table 42 shows the results of tensile tests of zinc single crystals

subjected first to plastic deformation [189, 191]. Cold-hardening was

carried by straining the specimens at roorn temperature. Subsequently

one group of specimens was tensile tested at a temperature of -1850 C

and the other at +200 C. The specimens of the first group were tested

without surface coating and the specimens of the second group with

mercury coating. Failure in both groups occurred at the basal plane

and was brittle. Table 42 ircludes also the values of normal fracture

3tresses which enables one to compare the nature of strengthening of

zinc single crystals under two types of brittle failure indicated above.

2
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It follows from the Table that cold-hardening leads to the strengthening

of single crystals which are pure and subjected to the influence of

liquid metal. In this case the degree of strengthening of both single

crystals undet similar cold-hardening is about the same.

The testing of polycrystalline metals showed that they also di•.elop

a capacity of strengthening in liquid m :al medium as a result of cold

hardening. It has been established, for example, that such a strength-

ening is shown by an annealed L62 brass when tested in liquid mercury [234].

The test was carried out on cylindrical specimens with a working area

1 mm in diameter. Cold-hardening was set by tension at room temperature

with a rate of 1.85 mm/min up to different magnitude of residual deformation

(to 40% of residual elongation). Further testing of specimens was carried

out also by tension at room temperature. It is evident from the experimental

results given in Fig. 36 that cold-hardening leads to increase in strength

and yield point and dcrease of relative elongation and relative reduction

in area of brass both in air and in mercury. However in all cases the

strength and ductility characteristics of brass are substantially lower

in liquid metal than in air. It should be noted that the yield points

become almost equal to the strength of brass when testing in air after

preliminary tension to 27% whereas when testing in liquid mercury they

approach 8% already after tension. From a strength comparison in mercury

and in air of the cold-hardened and starting material it should be concluded

that the effect of liquid metal is lower on cold-hardened material.
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A similar conclusion was made in Ref. [8] based on the determination

of elongation during rupture in air and in mercury of a preliminarily

cold-hardened aluminum alloy.

In addition to the data presented above there are investigations

in which an increase of liquid metal effect on the solid metal subjected

to preliminary plastic deformation was observed.

Fig. 87 shows the results of tensile tests carried out for 70/30

brass coated with mercury at a constant deformation after cold hardening

[228]. It Is evident that the specimens with a mean grain dianeter of

0.012 mm undergo a reduction in true tensile strength for all values of

preliminary plastic deformation. The specimens with a mean grain diameter

of 0.08 mm after preliminary deformation to about 20% are strengthened and

become soft at higher deformation. The specimens with a grain diameter

of 0.16 mm and higher are strengthened after cold-hardening.

Experimentai results on the influence of preliminary plastic deformation

can be understood if one takes into consideration in this case the action

of the following two factors. First, during cold hardening, an increase

of material strength occurs and this should intensify the effect of the

liquid metal. Second, cold-hardening causes grinding of structual com-

ponents (grains, sub-grains, block structures) of solid metal which

weakens the effect. Depending on the degree of influence of each of

these factors the final effect is determined in each specific experiment.

It is evident that for sufficiently fine grain in the tested metal the

action of the first factor would be prevaLent and cold-hardening will
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intensify the influence of the liquid metal medium. A more effective

action of the second factor should be expected in metals with relatively

coarse grain and single crystals and consequently the weakening

influence of the medium with the increase of degree of cold-hardening.

The experimental results described above are in agreement with this

explanation.

g. Influence of thermal and thermomechanical. treatment

The degree of influence of the liquid metal medium on the deformed

material depends on the thermal and thermomechanical treatment. This

influence is determined to a considerable eegreby the strength level

and grain size acquired by the materials as a result of the treatment.

However the action of thermal and thermomechanical treatment is also

associated with certain pecularities of the structural state of the

material.

V. G. Markov investigated the effect of liquid tin on pearlite

chromemolybdenum vanadium steel subjected to tempering at various

temperature [214]. In all instances hardening was carried out at

9900 C, and tempering at 270, 370, 470, 570, 670 and 7701 C; the

duration of tempering at each temperature was 1.5 hr. The specimens

were made from steel billets, subjected to the indicated conditions

of thermal treatment, with a cylindrical working area 6 mm in diameter

Subsequently the specimens were tensile tested at & rate of 1.25 mm/min.
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The experiments were carried out in a bath with liquid tin and in air

at a temperature of 250 6500 C.

It has been established that the steel after low and mean tempering

(at a temperature of 270-4700 C) was affected the greatest by liquid

metal. The specimens subjected to such a thermal treatment underfo

brittle fracture witho-ut plastic deformation and their strength is

lower than the yield point in air by a factor of 1.5-2. The specimens

tempered at 5700 C undergo fracture in tin after certain plastic deformation

and there is a discontinuity on the stress-strain curve in the region of

uniform deformation. Tempering at 6700 C caused further weakening of

tin influence on steel. In this case the yield points, strength and

uniform elongation of the specimens tested in air and in tin are the

same. The influence of liquid metal caused only the decrease of

concentrated elongation. The specimens subjected to tempering at

7700 C are not affected by the liquid metal medium.

Thu,, the increase of a tempering temperature decreased liquid

metal effect on the mechanical properties of pearlite steel. The

weakening of the effect in this case is caused apparently by the

decrease in strength of steel. Thus, strength in air changes

continuously with about 130 kg/mm2 after tempering at 2700 C to

55 kg/mm2 after tempering at 6700 C.

Similar mechanisms for the thermal treatment effect of 30KhGSA

steel on the magnitude of liquid tin and tin-lead solder influence

have been established in references [204-2063. The results are
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discussed above (see Table 35). It was noted in Ref. [235] that high

temperature tempering of pearlite chrome-nickel and carbon steels

decreased their susceptibility to melted solder effects.

Authors of Ref. [213] investigated the influence of mercury at

room temperature on the mechanical properties of precipitation-hardened

aluminum alloys as a function of the duration of agir,. Fig. 88 shows

the experimental results of an aluminum alloy with 4.5% Cu, 0.6% Mn and

1.5% Mg. It is evident that the increase in aging duration, followed

by strengthening in air, caused an abrupt decrease of its strength in a

liquid mercury medium. It is interesting that a slight alloy strength-

ening in the beginning of the aging process is caused by a strong

influence of liquid metal. This indicates the dependence of the effect

of the liquid metal medium on the structural state of the material.

A somewhat different influence of the liquid metal (mercury with

2% Na) is observed when aging Cu alloy with 2% Be [236, 237]. It

follows from Fig. 89 that testing an alloy in liquid metal does not

affect (qualitatively) the influence of aging on its yield point.

in this case the usual strengthening stages and subsequently softening

(with the iticrease of soaking) associated with the over-aging of alloy

were observed. The influence of liquid metal on the relative elongation

of the material was similar to the influence on the strength established

in Ref. [213], i.e. the effect of the medium causing the reduction of

relative elongation becomes stronger in proportion to the alloy

strengthening and has the highest magnitude during maximum strengthening.
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Over-aging an alloy causes a decrease of ernbrittlement by liquid metal

coating.

Fig. 89 also shows the experimental results of copper-be-yllium

alloy subjected to cold-hardening and tempering. This treatment

promotes greater alloy strengtheninig during aging however the

decrease of relative elongation was lower. For example, the

greatest decrease of elongation after tempeiiag and old-ha-dening

was about 60% whereas after only tewpeoing it was clcse t,) 1JC%.

Using cold-hardening after h ea t treament as shown in references

[236, 237] usually does not cause any changes in the degree of liquid

metal effect. Thus, cold-hardening of copper-beryllium alloy after

tempering and aging at 3700 C for 0.5 and 12 hrs, i.e. up to the

highest strengthening (see Fig. 89) does not lead to an increase

but to a wciakening of the influence of the liquid metal medium.

An alloy subjected to maximum strengthening during thermal treatment

(tempering and aging at 3700 C for 1 hr) discloses an increase of

effect of the medium with the increase of cold-hardening degree.

Thermomechanical treatment of the material in a nunmber of cases

enables one to increase its strength in a liquid metal medium. In

references [238, 239] the influence of thermomechanical treatment on

the mechanical properties of 40Kh steel was investigated in air and

in contact with eutectic Po-Sn. Cylindrical specimens 10 nun in diameter

with a circular notch were tested. The treatment of the material w•ai

carried out in the region of the stress concentrator.
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The specimen was placed on a special device and heated by passing an

electrical current through it up to the austenitic temperature.

Subsequently it was cooled to temperature 400-6000 C during which

the notch was rolled with profiling rollers. The initial depth of

the notch applied on the turning lathe was I mm, the radius at the

top 0.2 mm and the angle 0.8 rad. When mrlling the depth of the

notch increased to 1.5 mm while the radius remained the same.

Af~e" IoLlinb The siccL,•-i was subjected to hardening in oil with

subsequent tempering. In addition to the above thermomechanical

treatment the specimen was subjected to torsional stress. The

influence of cold-hardening at room temperature on the liquid metal

effect on the steel after hardening and normalizing was also d.termined.

It is evident from the stress-strain curves preserILed in Fig. 90

that at a temperature of 400 and 5000 C the specimens subjected to

quenching fractured under the action of liquid metal in the elastic

region undergoing repeated reduction in strength. Some increase in

strength is achieved by cold-hardening, rolling at room temperature

and thermonechanical treatment by means of torsion. Thermomechanical

treatment by rolling leads to the ;icatest increase in strength. Even

though when testing in air this treatment yields an abrupt increase in

ductility the specimens undergo bLittle ftacture when tested in a melt.

It should be noQi:d that the method of thennomechanical treatment which

proved to be effective for 4OKh steel did not give a positive result for

2Khl3 steel when tesling in air or in a melt of eutectLc Pb-Sm [2393.
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The degree of influence of the liquid metal in this case is about the

same as after hardening and tempering giving the same level of

strength and ductility to steel.

The data presented above indicate that the increase in strength

as a result of thermal and thermomechanical treatment, as a rule,

Intensifies the liquid metal effect. The strengthening effect of

40Kh steel in eu'ectic PL-Sn after rolling the stress concentrator

is associat-d mainly with the appearance of compressive stresses

in the surface layer of the specimen, since the same thermomechanical

treatment but subjecting the specimen to torsional stress does not give

similar results. The structural factor exerts apparently an influence

on the degree of liquid metal effect when tcsting precipitation

hardening alloys. An increase of the influence of the medium on

these alloys should be expected since significant stress concentration

in the region of finely divided segregations may appear in them.

The~e segregations are serious obstacles in the path of crack propagation.

h. Influence of chemical composition of liquid metal

Comparison of data on the behavior of solid metal in different liquid

metals during defonnation indicates that the change in strength and

ductility does not occur in every i.edi:.n. Thus, the action of liquid

metals ii selective. As indicated above, it is determined by the capacity

of liquid metal to decrease the surface energy of solid metal, to produce

corrosive fracture in the surface layer and to diffuse into solid metal.
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In the final anolysls the effect depends on the nature and degree

of inturaictlon between atoms of solid and liquid metals.

An attempt has been made in zcefc.rences f199, 240] to find a

relationship b,!tween the effect of adsorptive dccrease in strength

and ductility as well as the type of binary phase diagram of the

solid-liqaid metal systems, it was noted that an a')rupt decrease

in strength occurs usually whon -he phase diagram belongs to the

simple eutectic type, there is a narrow region of sulubility of

liquid mnetal in the solid at the melting point of eutectic and the

intermetallic compounds are absent. There will be no change in the

mechanical propertie!. if the liquid metal forms a wide region of

solid solutions in the solid metal or if they interact with the

fotrmation of intPrmetallic compounds. The liquid metal also does not

affect the deformable solid metal when it does not dissolve into the

solid metal and they are not miscible in a liquid state.

This rule as indicated by the authors themselves ascertains the

m.ost probable trend. However there are exceptions to this rule.

For example, M. N. Gavze has established an abrupt decrease in strength

of certain pearlite steels In liquid mercury during constant rate

tensite test at room temperature [241]. It is well Known that mercury

ir insoluble in irca and consequently should not cause an adsoriLi le

decrease in strength in steel in accordance with this. Corrosive effect

in these exp :ments CLd noL appear due to •he negligible solubility

of iron in morcurf at rooy ienpetature [119].
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The diffusion factor did not affect sirre mercury is insoluble in iron

and the test temperature was too low for the occurrence of difusion

processes with appreciable rate. Thus, the influence rf mercury in

these experiments has apparently adsorptive nature.

One of the reasons for the deviation from the above rule is a

different electron structure of metal along the grain boundaries than

the one !nside them as indicated by E. D. Shchukln, B. D. Summ and Yu.

V. Goryunov [ 446]

Certain metal additions to the liquid metal medim cause substantial

cha~ige in the magnitude of the effect. Fig. 91 shows the results of

tensile tests for zinc singl? crystals with lead-tin surface coating

[192, 242] . Liquid lead is an inactive medium with respect to zinc

and does not decrease i1, strength and ductility. However, lead addition

to tin even in A .mall aftiount had a detrimental effect on the mechanical

properties cf zinc. It is evident from Fig. 91 that the true tensile

strength and relative elongation of zinc during fracture decrease

steadily with the increase of tin concentration in lead to 20%. At a

higher concentration the effect of liquid metal remains practically

the same.

Table 43 shows the results of tensile tets carried out at a constant

rate for 2024-T3 al~uninum alloy wetted with nercury amalgam [ , ] . it

follows from the data in the Table that not all of the additions to

mercury affect its embrittlement capability.
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Thus, sodium, magnesium and cadmium do not change the strength of

the alloy in mercury, and the addition of tin seems to somewhat weaken

the effect of mercury. However, zinc and gallium even in very small

amounts substantially increase the effect of mercury. An amalgam with

2, 4 and 8% Zn exerts practically the same influence probably because

the solubility point of zinc in mercury changed and the amalgam

consists of two phases, liquid and solid. Tne same thing occurs for

amalgam with 2, 4% and 8% gallium however these compositions represent

mixtures of two liquids, one mercury-rich and the other gallium-rich.

The above described influence of additions to liquid metal on the

fracture of a high melting metal occurred as a result of a previous

introduction of admixtures to the medium. If the metallic elements

capable of exerting an adsorptive influence enter into the composition

of solid alloy, then they may transfer into the liquid metal as a

result of dissolution. Being surface active agents they ere adsorbed

along the solid-liquid metal interface and cause a decrease in its

surface tension. This causes the adsorptive effects to become more
intense.

i. Influence of radiation

The radiation of metal by electrons, y-quanta, protons or neutrons

affects its capacity to deform in the liquid metal medium. Under

specific conditions the radiation significantly inten';ifies the

liquid metal effect [ 243-248]
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Fig. 92a shows the curves of uniaxial tension at a constant rate of

10%/min for zinc single crystals coated with mercury. After amalgamation

the specimens were exposed to electron radiation in a special apparatus

containing a radioactive sample with total radioactivity cf 100 Mc.

The specimen was I mm in diameter and the mercury coating was 5 microns.

After irradiating the specimens at a temperature of 250 C tensile tests

also under irradiation condition were carried out. Moreover the control

soakings of the amalgamated specimens were conducted and subsequently

tested without irradiation. It is evident from Fig. 92a that the

specimens exposed to radiation for 7 days with subsequent tension

under -radiation almost lose their strength. Their fracture occurs

at a stress of about 20 g/mm2 with significant deformation. The

relative elongation was 1-1.5%. The test specimens also undergo

brittle fracture at the basal plane but at a stress greater by

a factor of 10. Brief pre-irradiation (for A period of 15 min) causes

strengthening on th, initial portion of the deformation curve which is

associated with a more intensive volume diffusion of mercury in

zinc under the irradiation conditions

Fig. 92b shows the change in strength of the amalgamated and non-

amalgamated zinc single crystals as a function of the duration of pre-

irradiation by electrons. The difference of the irradiation effect on

the strength of pure specimens and specimens coated with liquid metal

is clearly evident. If the strength of the pure specimens increases

steadily with the increase of exposure then the strength of the
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amalgamated specimens increased only for small exposures and subsequently

decreased. With an exposure of about two days the strength of pure zinc

single crystals is lower than that of the amalgamated ones while with

longer exposures the ratio between their strength becomes the opposite.

An abrupt initial increase In strength is due apparently to the increase

in the rate of volume 4,ffusion of mercury into zinc under irradiation.

With longer exposures an adsorptive effect of mercury becomes controlling,

which apparently is precipitated at the internal surfaces in the defect!.ve

places of the crystalline zinc lattice in the process of its deformation.

Another factor which intensified the effect of mercury on the

irradiated material is the formation of structural defects which may be

serious obstacles on the path of crack propagation. Not only the

phenomenon of intensive decrease in metal strength as a result of

irradiation and liquid metal medium is observed when tes2ing zinc

but similar effects also occurred, i.e. when testing tin coated with

gallium.

When irradiating single crystal specimens with a directed beam of

particles an anistropic effect of irradiation was established. It was

found that in those cases ihen the beam of particles is directed

perpendicular to the basal plane of zinc a significant decrease in

specimen ductility occurs. However in the case when the beam is

parallel to it the ductility increases. As far as strength is

concerned, it is lower than the strength of the atnalgmated specimens

with no irradiation in both cases. However the strength of single

crystals which were irradiated by the beam directed perpendicular to
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the basal plane is higher than the strength during parallel basal plane

of beam direction. The experiment showed that anisotropic irradiation

is more pronounced for relatively heavier particles, i.e. this effect

is greater for protons than for electrons.

The dependence of irradiation on the orientation of the beam with

respect to the crystal lattice is associated with the possibility of

the preferred transmission of the momentum of an impinging particle

along a dense row of atoms [ 249-251] . The following condition should

be satisfied in these rows: the ratio of the distance between the

atoms to their diameter should be less than two. This is well satisfied

in the zinc lattice in the directions l1 20 j, •210Oand 2 110jl in

the basal plane. The calculations indicate that the mean energy of the

displaced zinc atom during electron and protDn bombardment with the

intensity used in the experiments on amalgamated zinc single crystals

was substantially higher than the threshold e.nergy of displacement [ 248]
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Chapter 2 - LONG-TERM STRENGTH

a. General mechanisms of failure under statically applied stress

The effect of liquid metals on solids is observed not only during

short-term mechanical cests but also under the conditions of long-term

endurance tests.

Long-term endurance tests of single crystal specimens in a liquid

metal medium have ween carried out for relatively short test (usually

up to several tens of an hou:). The time dependence of the mechanical

strength (in a single and polycrystalline state) in an inactive medium is

well described as shown by S. N. Zhurkov and co-authors [ 252-254] by

the following empirical equation:

UO-Vo
T=Toe AT , (150)

where % is the time to failure; T is the absolute temperature;

a is the tensile stress; k is the Boltzmann's constant;.ro,Uo and j

are the constants of a given material. The above equation indicates that,

at a constant temperature, the time required to fracture of a metal

specimen increases according to the exponental law with the decrease

of. a statically applied stress. The experiments carried out by V. 1.

Likhtman and co-authors [ 255, 256] on single crystals have confirmed

the validity of equation (150) and the "structure factor" ( v constant)

was found to be dependent on the orientatioi of single crystal with

respect to the tensile stresses.
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When the single crystal specimens coated with a liquid metal were

tested the nature of their change in strength with time was different.

Fig. 93a shows the results of an investigation at temperatures of

20 and 500 C of the long-term strength of zinc monocrystals with an

initial orientation of basal plane. X 50'. It is evident from the

graph that if in an air medium the time f~r failure changes with the

change of stress then the specimens coated with mercury rupture almost

instantaneously at a stress close to the yield point while a slight

decrease in stress leads to an abrupt increase of time required for

failure. Similar results were obtained when testing zinc single

crystals with a thin film of liquid gallium. In this case there is

an abrupt change in the strength of the specimen within an extremely

narrow interval of stresses. There is practically no time dependence

of the mechanical strength in this range rather it appears as a threshold

strength as sbown by E. D. Shchukin and Z. M. Zarozina [ 7] .

The fracture behavior of polycrystalline samples of certain metals

is the same as that of single crystals. For example, threshold strength

was observed in long-tenrn endurance tests of polycrystalline zinc coated

with mercury (see Fig. 93b) and polycrystalline cadmium coated with

gallium. It his been established that amalgamated polycrystalline zinc

specimens rupture at room temperature instantaneously at a stress of

1 kg/mm2 whereas under a stress of 0.96 kg/mm2 they remain stable

(extrapolated by data of tests in air the value of time required for

failure under this stress is about lOll sec).
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It should be noted that threshold stresses are about the same as the

values of brittle strength obtained during tensile test at a constant

strain rate. For example, in polycrystalline zinc coated with mercury

the threshold stress and fracture strength are about I kg/mm2.

The long-term endurance tests which showed the exiscence of a

threshold strength were usually carried out without testing the specimens

at stresses significantly lower than the threshold stress since the time

requIred to failure In thi', case is extremely long. In those cases when

such a possibility waF. present it was found that the dependences T=r-(o)

in a liquid metal and in air coincide. This result was obtained for

example when 'testing cadmium in gallium [255, 256] and St, 50 in liquid

Pb-Sn alloy at a temperature of 4C0° C [257]

However, this coincidence of graphs of long-term strength in liqub-

metal and in air may be only temporary since during creep tests of

those same materials the influence of the liquid metal medium accelerated

the pile-up process of plastic deformation with time (see Chapter 1).

In connection wlth the fact that creep and long-term strength is a common

process [258] , the increase of creep rate should inevitably lead to

the decrease of time to failure. Therefore for sufficiently long tests

(hundreds, thousands of hours) and low temperatures the time dependence

of the mechanical strength in materials developing the threshold strength

and in a liquid metal medium should be similar to the depenence in air

however the value of time to failure will be lower than in air.
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Thus the decrease in long-term strength of materials under the

action of liquid metal medium occurs in the region of relatively small

stresses and large values of time to failure.

Numerous investigations of strength• of structural materials under

statically applied load and high temperature showed [ 259-261 ] that

for very long test the cyperimental data agree well with the power

relationship between time to failure and the applied stress

- Au', (151)

where A and n are the constants of the materials indepericent of stress.

Fig. 94 shows the diagrams of long-term strength for different

materials tested in a liqui'd metal medium and in air. Copper type M-I

was tested for long-term strength in liquid bismuth and in air at a

temperature of 3500 C. The specimens were machined on a lathe made from

bars. Tubular specimens were used with an inside diameter of 10 mm,

wall thickness of 0.5 mm and gauge length 50 mm. Liquid metal was

poured into the internal cavity of the specimen. To avoid air contact

during the tests the interior of the specimnra was hermetically sealed

by soldering a copper plug to the inlet. Test specimens were filled

with argon and a plug :.a, also soldered to their inlet. Long-term

strength tests were carried out in uniaxial tension on the UIM-5 device.

The temperature was maintainoe constant within the working area of the

specimen and the liquid metal bath. Thus, the testing conditions of copper

in liquid bismuth were statically isothermal.
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As will be shown in Chapter 5 the controlling factor in the effect

of liquid bismuth on copper will be adsorption.

It is evident from Fi,. 94a that under the action of liquid metal

copper experlenccd significant reduction in long-term strength. For

example lorng-term strength in liquid bismuth for 100 hours is lower

than in air by about a factor of five. Wth the increase of the test base

the difference in the long-term strength becomes steadily greaLer.

It is characteristic that the power relationship of long-tern strength

is valid also under the conditions of liquid metal effect.

Fig. 94b shows the reý;alts of long-term strength test of Armco-iron

in liquid zinc at a teriperature of 5000 C. Mdchined tubular specimens

were used as in the casc of copper testing. After preparation the

specimens were subjected to annealing in a vacuuum furnace (pressure of

about 10-4 mm Hg) at a temperature of 6000 for Lwo hours. The liquid

metal was in the internal cavity of thn specimen, which was hermetically

sealed by welding a steel plug to the inlet. Zinc at a temperature of

500° C diffuses Into iron very rapidly [ 118] . The diffusion factor

(see Chapter 5) bears the main responsibility for th,_' reduction of long-

term strength of Armco-iron in zinc. At the same time the decrease in

long-term strength is also associated with the action of corrosion and

adsorption factors.

It follows from Fig. 94b that bot.h in liquid zinc and in air the

long-term str;ength of Armnco-iron is charncteriz(ýd by a decrease in

stress with an increase of time to failure.
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However, the level ef long-term strength is significantly lower In liquid

metal than in air. Long-term strength of Armco-iron in liquid zinc for

100 hrs is 4.1 kg/mm2 and In air 9.8 kg/mm2 . The difference however

in the time to failure under constant stress is much greater. In this

case the extrapolated values were compared since tests in liquid metal

and in air were carried out because of large difference in long-term

strength in these media under various stresses.

Fig. 94c shows the diagram of long-term strength of E1612 (Khl5N35V3T)

steel in liquid lithium and in air at a temperature of 10000 C. The steel

was studied after heat treatment consisting of quenching in water from

11800 C and aging at 7800 C for 10 hrs and 7300 C for 25 hrs. The

specimens were machined on a lathe and had the same dimensions as

specimens of the first two materials. A 400 mm long tube of Khl8NIOT

steel with the same inside dimensions as the specimen (Fig. 95) was

ýel~ded to tlt upper portion of the specimens. The cavity of this

elongatcd specimen was filled with the liquid lithium by a special

filtration apparatus at a temperature close to thP melting point of

litgiumr. After filling the specimen a thennoco_,,ple pocket was placed

into the tube and welded to it. !he free space in the tube above the

lithium surface was filled with argon. Thus, the possibility of a

chemical change in liquid metal composition due to interaction with air

was eliminated. During long-term strength test the working surfaces of

the specimen and the liquid metal were maintained at a constant temperature.
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The temperature of the tube with liquid metal was lower than the temperature

of the working surface of the specimen and a continuous decrease in tem-

perature occurred in the direction from the sperimen t, the upper portion

of the tube. This caused a convection flow of liquid metal in the internal

cavity of the specimen during long-term strength test ani the material

in the working surface was subjectý to continuous dissolution due to

the thermal mass transfer process in the conditions described (see Chapter

2). The test was carried out on devices manufactured by the Krasnodar

Machine- Shop for which special hollow upper grips allowing an elongation

tube to be placed inside them wete prepared (see Fig. 95).

In all experiments a constant temperature difference of 5000 C was

maintained between the hot and cold zones (working portion of the specimen

and upper portion of the tube respectively). The method of long-tern

strength test in a convection flow of liquid metal is described in

Refs. [80, 262]

In conforma'nce with the above the controlling factor during impact

of the solid metal in a convection flow of a liquid metal is corrosion

caused by thermal mass transfer. It is evident from Fi6. 94c that

under these test conditiorr the reduction in the material strength

occurs. E1612 steel experiences a regular reduction in strength with

the increase of long-term strength test in liquid lithium.

Thus, in the region of low stresses and long test in liquid metal,

as in the inactive medium, the power relationship between the time to

failure and applied stress was observf:'d. (Fig. 94).
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This fact is of a significant practical value since it enables one to

carry out the extrapolation for determining the auxiliary properties

of materials designated for l-ng-term exploitation. The power law

of long-term strength enables one to write the following expression

fcr coefficient of time reduction to failure in liquid metAl K which

is equal to the ratio of time to failure in thu li-u•i .,trkl medium to

time to failure in air under similar stress and constant temperature:

KI 2--a-(.-,
_ A (152)

where symbols with index ((;w refer to experimental results in liquid

metal and symbols without indices refer to the results of testing in air.

Another coefficient equal to the ratio of long-term strength in t^e

liquid metal medium and in air with similar test duration and constant

temperature can be used for liquid metal effect. In conformance with

power relationship (151) the expression for this coefficient has th,2

following form

AI/n. - .J A•i ( 15 3 )

Based on equations (152) and (153) the dependence of the first coefficient

on stress and of second on time in logarithmic coordinates is expressed

by the straight line. This is convenient for comparing the intensity of the

effec under long-term strength conditions of different liquid metals on

any solid metal or for comparing the resistance of different solid metals

to the effect of the same molten metal.

I
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Failure in liquid metal under a statically applied load occurs not

only prematurely but also with lower ductiiitj. Table 44 shows the

values of relative elongation during failure of copper specimens,

Armco-iron and E1612 steel. Fig. 94 shows the diagrams of long-term

strength of these specimens. The data in Table 44 indicate that for

all three traterials the failurein l'quid metal o -urs at lower relative

elongation than in air. For example, copper specimens when tested in

air usually pile up several percent of dislocations during failure

whereas the fai'ure in liquid bismuth occur at relative elongation of

0.15-0.28%. It should be noted that the values of relative elongation

should be compared to materials tested in air and in liquid metal for

the same duration since with the increase of time to failure the

ductility usually drops due to the process itself of long-term strength

and intensification of the liquid metal effect during long soakings.

A characteristic feature of delayed failure of solid metals in a

l1quid metal medium is an intercrystalline propagation of cracks.

It should be noted that not only the crack which divided the specimen

into two parts is propagated at the grain boundaries but also other

less developed cracks. Intercrystalline failure of the material in

liquid metal medium occurs also in the case when the material in the

inactive medium fails only at the grain.

A regular reduction of strength of materials with the increase of

test duration in liquid metal which occurs with more intensity than

in air was observed by many invwstigators.
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Foi example, in Ref. [200] the reduction of long-term strength of

nickel base alloy type E1437A in liquid bismuth and eutectic Pb-Bi at

a temperature of 7000 C was described. In Refs. [263, 264] data are

given on the premature fL.ilure of brass In liquid mercury. Ref. [265]

shows the decrease of long-term strengch of copper and brass in liquid

tin and solders.

Thus, the above described influence of liquid metal on the time

dependence of solid metal strength under small stresses and large

values of time to failure has a general nature and i observed when

testing different solid-liquid metal couples. However, one should not

assume that this influence occurs in any liquid metal during test of

long duration. For example, there was no influence of liquid sodium

on the long term strength of chromium nickel austenitic steels type 18-8

when tested in static isothermal conditionas at temperatures of 540-7000 C

[34, 266, 267]. The long-term strength of St. 50 under the action of

Pb-Bi eutectic at a temperature of 4000 C and Pb-Sn eutectic at 5000 C

did not change [22!]. Consequently, during long-term strength test

and short duration tensile tests, the action of the liquid metal is

sele lve.

Thus, under the action if liquid metals the time dependence of

the strength of the solid metals changes firstly in the region of

high stresses and small values of time to failure on account of which

the threshold strength appears, and secondly in the region of small

stresses and small values of time to failure where the nature of
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correlation between stress and time tc failure will retain its power law

as in the inactive medium. However, failure under these stresses occurs

for relatively shorter time intervals. The long-term strength, in the

usual understanding of this effect, is substantially the second region.

Therefore when speaking about the influence of liquid metals on solids

under the conditions of long-term strength test we will bear this

region in mind.

b. Influence of temperature

The degree of liquid metal effect on solids under the conditions of

long-term strength test depends significantly on the temperature

Fig. 96a shows the resilts of long-term strength test for copper

type M-l in air and in liquid bismuth at different temperatures.

Machined tubular specimens with inside diameter of 10 mm, wall

thickness of 0.5 mm and 50 mm long were tested. Before filling them

with the liquid metal the specimens were subjected to annealirtg at

6000 C for 2 hrs in a vacuum at a pressure of about 10-4 mm HS.

Long-term strength tests were carried out under static isothermal

conditions by the method stated in Chapter 1.

Usually the relationship between temperature and time to failu:-e

under constant stress in an inactive medium is describid by the

following equation [252-254, 268, 449]
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r = B.e-, (154)

where T is the absolute temperature; Q is the activation eniergy

of the failure process under the conditions if long-term strength;

B is the constant of the material which is independent of the

temperature.

In order to explain whether relationship (154) is observed during

the liquid metal effect on solid metals, copper specimens were tested

2
at all temperatures under a constant stress of 4 kg/mm . It is evident

from Fig. 96P. that experimental data fall on a straight line in

coordinates "logarithm of time to failure - inversion temperature".

Consequently, with liquid metal effect being of an adsorptive nature

the exponential relationship (154) is observed.

Fig. 96a also shows the relationship of long term strength of

copper in air . It is evident that at identical temperatures the

time to failure of copper in liquid bismuth is lower than in air.

It is also characteristic that the relative difference between the

values of time to failure in air and in the liquid metal is increased

with the drop in temperature. The different slope of the lines

corresponding to the tests in air and in bismuth indicates the
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difference of values of activation energy of the failure process in an

inactive medium and in the liquid mecal. The calculation indicates

that the activation 2nergy of copper failure at a stress of 4 kg/nu,.2

is 39.8 kcal/g-ator, in air, and 23.4 kcal/g.atom in bismuth.

Thus, the adsorptive-active liquid metal causes the decrease of

activation energy of failure of a solid metal under the conditions

of long-term endurance tests.

Fig. 96b shows the temperature dependences of long-term strength

of Armco-iron in liquid zinc and in air. The iron wag tested in zinc

(in the same manner as copper in bismuth) under static isothermal

conditions. The specimens were annealed at a temperature of 6000 C

for 2 hrs in a vacuum at a pressure of about 10-4 mm Hg. The long-term

endurance test was carried out at a stress of 7 kg/mm2 . Time for fracture

of Armco-iron in air under that same -stress and different temperatures

could not be determineL. experimentally for a sufficiently large range

of temperatures and therefore were obtained by calculation with Iga--g T

dependencc s for a temperature of 400 and 5000 C. A method, stated in

reference [269], was used for the calculation in conformance with which

an empirical generalization of the long-term strength equation has the

following form

-= G-V+W (155)

where a, V, y (p are constants of the material. They -re
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associated with the constnta in equation (151) by the following

relationships

A=e .+, (156

n= (157)

Based on the experimental-data on long-term strength of Armco-ircn

at 400 and 5000 C it was found that the generalized equation for this

material crn be written in the following form

T =- O
2

,
3 5

- 72•-I i','U•Te--82,0 -8.78. I /T. (158
(158)

A temperature dependence of long-term strength of Armco-iron at a

s:ress of 7 kg/mm2 was plotted in Fig. 96b in accordance with equation

(158). It is evident from the graph that the exponential relationship

'between time to failure and inversion temperature, which is valid when

testing Armco-.iron in an.inactive medium, wgs not observed in the

case of liquid zinc effect.

Fig. 96b indicates that at a constant stress the difference in

values of time for fracture of Armco-iron in air and in zinc increases

with the decrease in temperature. This peculariaty of liquid metal

effect is associated with the controlling role of the diffusion factor.
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Since with the increase of time the depch of the solid metal layer

under the diffusive effect of the medium increases relatively more

rapidly t0an with the increase of temperature, then this explains

the deviation from the exponential law of the long-term strength and

the increase of the liquid metal effect with the decrease in tempera-

ture. A more detailed change iT the temperature dependence of long-term

strength of the metal caused by the influence of diffusion factor was

discussed in Chapter 5.

Fig. 97 shows the diagrams of long-term strength of E1827 nickel-base

alloy at temperatures of 600, 750, 800 and 9000 C in liquid sodium and

in air. The tests in sodium were carried out by the same method as for the

E1612 steel in lithium (see Chapter 2). The effect of liquid metal in

this case was caused by a corrosive process - thermal mass transfer.

The results of static isothermal tests carried out in sodium at a

temperature of 75 0 0 C confirm the absence of an adsorptive and

diffusive influence of the medium (see Fig. 97). The corrosive

influence of sodium on E1827 alloy appears, as is evident from Fig. 97,

at temperatures higher than 6000 C. The nature of liquid metal effect

is the same for all temperatures; the reduction of long-term strength

of alloy occurs in all cases during which the magnitude of relative

decrease becomes larger with the increase of time to failure. The

influence of liquid sodium on the alloy is greater the higher the

temperature. This is evident from Fig. 98 which shows the dependence
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of the coefficient of decrease of long-term strength [see equation (153)]

on the temperature.

Table 45 shows the values of long-term strength for E1612 alloy in

air and in lithium at temperatures of 700 ancO 10000 C. Tests in a

liquid metal were carried out under the conditions of thermal mass

transfer. It follows from the Table that the liquid metal causes a

decrease in long-term strength of E1612 alloy for both temperatures

but at 10000 C its degree of influence is greater.

Although from the comparison of the coefficient of the decrease of

long-term strength for E1827 alloy and E1612 steel under various tempe-

ratures it is concluded that the corrosive effect of the liquid metal

is intensified with the increase in temperature, however, if the tests

were carried out under similar stresses and the values of time to

failure were compared with various temperaturc:. then the result would

have been the opposite. This can be verified by examining the position

of • :e line in Fig. 97.

Thus, the adsorptive, corrosive and diffusive effect of linmiid

metal on a solid tested for a long-term strength is characterized by a

general rule consisting of the increase of effect with the decrease in

temperature when comparing the data for specimens tested under a

similar stress.
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3. Influence of the initial level of long-term strength /

The magnitude of liquid metal effect on a solid during both long-term

endurance tests and short mechanical tests depends on the initial level

of strength of the solid metal. For evaluating the influence of this

factor long-term endurance tests were carried out in convection flow

of liquid bismuth specimens made from several austenitic chromium nickel

steels having different levels of long-term strength in air at this

temperature. The test was carried out on steels of following types:

Kh!&lOT, KhI6NI6M3B, KhI6NI6M3BS2, Kh2ONI2S2, KhI4NIBV2B, Khl5N35V3T

and Kh20N25M3V6B.

All specimens were testid in liquid metal under a stress of 14 kg/mm2

and at a temperature of 7000 C, the drop in temperature according to the

height of the columr of liquid metal was about 4000 C. The time to

failure was determined. Subsequently the long-term strength corresponding

to the magnitude of time for failure in Uiquid bismuth at a stress of

14 kg/mm2 was calculated by the diagram of long-term strength obtained

experimentally for each material in air at 7000 C. After this the ratio

of long-term strength in bismuth k14 kg/mm2 ) to the strength in air

was given as the degree of influence of the liquid metal medium.

Fig. 99 shows the dependence of the indicated ratio on the long-term

strength of material in air. It is evident from the Fig. that the effect

of liquid bismuth on the material increases with the increase of its

initial strength, Thus, under the action of thermal mass transfer the
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degree of decrease in long-term strength of the solid metal is greater

the higher its long-term strength in the inactive medium.

d. Influence of the scale factor

The influence of scale factor on the liquid metal effect was inves-

tigated by testing the long-term strength of tubular specimens with

different wall thicknesses. The test was carried out for a E1869

nickel alloy at a temperature of 7500 C. All specimens were made of

this alloy with an internal diameter of 10 mm and a wall thickness of

0.12; 0.25; 0.5; 0.75; 1.0; 1.5; and 2.0 mm. The tests were carried

out in liquid sodium under the conditions of thermal mass transfer

caused by the drop of temperature in the specimen (see Fig. 95) from

7500 C in the working portion to the upper portion of the liquid metal

column. Since the scale factor during long-term endurance test of

material in the inactive medium also appears as t e dependence of time

to failure on the cross-sec!'onIU dimension of the specimen [270],

similar specimens were tested also in air. The internal cavity of

these specimens was filled with argon prioc to testing and hermetically

sealed by welding a plug to the inlet.

The test In liquid metal and in air was carried out under the same

tensile stress of .0 kg/mm2 . The values of time to failure obtained

in these experiments are presented in Fig. lO0a as a function of the

wall thickness of the specimen. It is evident that the lifetime of

the specimenL. decreases with the decreases of its wall thickness.
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This conformity applies to tests in sodium and in air. However, in

liquid metal the time for failure within the examined range of change

in wall thickness, with the exception of extreme valuas, is lower

than in air.

Fig. lO0b shows the ratio of time to failure of the specimens in

sodium to time to failure in air as a function of the wall thickness.

It is evident that this ratio has a minimum value with wall thickness

of 0.5 mm and increases with larger and smaller thicknesses. Thus,

the influence of liquid sodium due to thermal mass transfer process

is exerted on the long-term strength of E1869 alloy only within a

limited range of change of the specimen's wall thickness: from C.15

to 2.0-2.5 mm. It should be noted that the degree of influence of

liquid :,odium is extremely high. Thus, the maximum value of the e;fect

is 86% at a wall thickness of 0.5 mm and is within the 40-86% range

during its change from 0.25 to 1.6 mm.

In addition to the influence on time required for failure the

scale factor also affects the relative elongation of the specimen

during fracture. Table 46 includes the corresponding values of

elongations of specimens for various wall thicknessEs tested in

sodium and in air, Although all the specimens bad a working area 100 mm

long, their elongations are cowparable 3ince they correspond to uniform

deformation of the specimen. This is self-evident from examining the

absolute values of eiongations which are sufficiently low and only in

one specimen exceed A%.
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rata in Table 46 shows that despite the usual rcatter of values

for this curve, the relative elongation as well as time for failure

de&.reases with the decrease of the wall thickness of the tubular

specimen. For all wall thicknesses within the range of 0.25-2 mm

the relative elongation of the alloy in liquid sodium is lower than

in air and thus the region where the effect of liquid metal environment

appears, which is determined by this curve, coincides with the region

for the effect determined by the value of time required for failure.

e. Influence of grain size

The influence of the grain size on the long-term strength of the

material can be considered in conjunction with the effect of scale

factor, since it has been indicated in Ref. [270] that the scale

effect is determined by the ratio of average grain diameter to the

linear cross-sectional dimension of the working area of the specimen.

Consequently, the change in gramn diameter with constant specimen

dimension leads to the change of the indicated ratio, and this in turn,

affects the long-term strength of the material.

Fig. 101 shows the diagram of the long-term strength of LS59-1 brass

in liquid mercury and in air at room temperature [255]. Microspecirnens

with a cylindrical working area of 1 mm in diameter and 5 mm long were

Investigated. After the preparation the specimens were annealed in order

to remove cold-hardening. The annealing was carried out in a vacuum

2urnace for 2 hrs at a temperature of 3000 C.
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The specimens with the following three average grain diameters were tested:

50, 220 and 280 mm. The surface of the specimens was coated with mercury

by immersing then into a saturated solution of mercury nitrate. It is

evident from Fig. 101 that the long-term strength of brass decreases

with the increase of grain diameter in air and in mercury,

Consequently, the conformity that a change in long-term strength

occurs with the change of the ratio of grain di.ameter to the cross-

sectional dimension of the specimen noted in Ref. [270] was also

observed in these experiments. It is also evident from the Fig.

that for all values of grain size the long-term strength of brass

in mercury is lower than in air. With the increase of grain diameter

the effect of mercury increases. Thus, the ratio of long-term strength

in mercury and in air on the basis of 5 x 106 sec Js. 52% at a grain

diameter of 50 microns, 50% at a diameter of 220 microns and 49% at

a diameter of 280 microns.

A limited range of grain diamecer values was used in Ref. [225]

and based on the data obtained general conclusions cannot be made.

In authors' opinion it is possible that also under those experimental

conditions when the controlling factor was the diffusion action, for

a sufficiently large range of grain diameters, the conformity similar

to the one presented in Fig 100 appeared.
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f. The influence of chemical composition of liquid metal

The degree of liquid metal effect on the solid during long-term

endurance test depends on the chemical composition of the liquid metal.

The presence of other metal components in it may intensify or weaken

the effect. These changes may be associated with the change in the

interphase surface energy of solid-liquid metal intecface. For example,

an addition of bismuth into liquid lead causes a decrease in the free energy

of its boundary with solid copper. Consequently, during the long-term

endurance tests of copper in lead alloys with bismuth the time for failure

increases steadily under constant stress when changing the composition of

a alloys from the predominant bismuth-content to the predominant lead-content

(see Fig. 137a).

The influence on the long-term strength of the solid metal in liquid

is alco exerted by the non-metallic admixtures in the latter. One of

the admixtures, intensifying the corrosion action of certain liquid metals,

is oxygen. Fig. 102 shows the diagram of che long-term strength of E1765

nickel-oase alloy in air and in sodium with pure and highly contaminated

oxygen. It is evident from the Fig. that the alloy has the same long-term

stretigth in air and in pure sodium. The contamination of liquid metal by

oxygen causes an abrupt decrease in long-term strength of the alloy.

Thus, for example, the long-teým strength of E1765 alloy exposed for

100 hrs in air and in pure sodium is 20 kg/mm2 , and in contaminated

2sodium it is only 8 kg/mm
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The decrease in long-term strength due to oxygen-content in sodium

was also established when testing E1869 nickel alloy at a temperature

of 7500, E1851 steel at 7000 and Kh2M steel at 5930 C [271] (see also

Chapter 5). In contrast to these experiments, S. T. Kishkin and

G. P. Benediktova observed an increase in long-term strength of

E1437A and E1617 alloys at a temperature of 1.0000 C and lKhl8N9T

steel at 9000 C in an unpukified liquid sodium with carbon ,hen

compar:J to long-term strength in air [272-274]. Fig. 103a shows

Q'.e experimental results for E1617 alloy. It is evident that for all

the values of stress, the time for failure of the specimen, in sodium

is highcr than in air. Consequently, the long-term strength of the

alloy after 100 hrs in an unpurified sodium exceeds the corresponding

strength in air by a factor of two.

The tests of E1617 alloy in pure sodium indicated that the time

dependence of strength coincides in this case with the one obtained in

air. Metallographic analysis of fractured specimens revealed

the presence of a diffusion zone, the hardness of which is

higher than the hardness of the starting material, at their surfaces

on the side of the unpurified sodium. X-ray analysis of precipitations,

electrolytically isolated from the surface layers of E1617 alloy, which

is in contact with so.dium for 25 hrs hag been carried out. It has been

established that Me 23b carbides and titanium nitride were formed in the
23b

surface layer. The presence of these phases in alloy leads to its

strengthening and to the decrease of the plastic deformation capability

(decrease of creep rare).
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After identical time intervals, the specimen tested in contaminated

sodium has a lower relative elongation than the specimen tested in air

with the same initial stress. This difference in relative -,-'Lion

remains for the entire test up to the fracture of the specimen.

Fig. 103b shows a significant decrease in relative elongation during

fracture of the specimens in an unpurified sodium. Thts, if the

specimens of E1617 alloy in air are fractured at an elongation from

40 to almost 80%, then in sodium they fracture at 15-20%. As a result

of a significant creep rate of the specimens in air, followed by

necking-down, their long-term endurance test occurs at an abrupt

increase of true stress %'ith time. According to calculations presented

in Ref. [272], during fracture the true stress in specimens of E1617

alloy exceeds the initial by more than a factor of two. In contrast

to the specimens tested in air in contac.- ,:itL unpurified sodium, they

are deformed less and consequently the increase in true stress is

smaller. This increase at the end of testing (100 hrs) is only 25%

of the initial stress.

Thus, the presence of car:bon and appareatly nitrogen in sodium

leads to the formation of a diffusion layer on the surface of the

material causing the increase in long-term strength due to a less

intensive increase of true stresses with time.

*The test was carried out under constant load.
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The indicated admixtures in sodium were formed from organic substances

(kerosene, oil, etc.) in which sodium was stored and from which it was

not pi,rified [272-274]. According to the opinion of the authors, the

increase in strength of the materials in an unpurified sodium during

brief tests [272, 273] will not occur in tests of long-duration, if

the material abrupcly loses the ductility. The strengthening of

nickel alloy does not occur with a test duration of about 500 hrs [274].

g. Influence of chmical composition of the solid metal

The effect of liquid metal on a solid metal during long-term

endurance Lest depends substantially not orly on the chemical compo-

sition of liquid metal but also on the composition of the solid metal.

In many cases a noticeable increase or weakening of the effect in

comparison wich the influence on 'pure metal might be expected even

at relatively low content of a secondary component in alloy.

This influence of alloy may be observed, for example, in the decisive

role of the corrosion process, which occurs at the grain boundaries,

if the presence of the secondary component substantially changed

the rate of this process. In the case of the mixed diffusion-adsorption

action a small content of alloy component may exert a significant

influence on the effect, if this component is horophilic and the

liquid metal aiifuses mainly at the Crain boundaries with diffusion

rate as function of alloy content.
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The adsorption action of liquid metal may originate or be intensified

in the case of a small amount of any alloying element which penetrates

into a liquid metal solution due to the dissolution of basic alloy

components and after being adsorbed at the surface of the solid alloy

is capable of significantly changing the magnitude of the surface

interphase energy of the solid-liquid metal interface. From the

processes indicaid the latter apparently played the decisive role in

decreasing the long-term strength of E1437B alloy at a temperature of

8000 C in liquid sodium under static isothermal conditions [275] since

other nickel-base alloys (E1869, E1765, E1827) with the same oxygen

content in sodium and at similar tempe±rature (7500 C) did not decrease

the long-term strength [276].

It is quite natural that the influence on long-term strength of a

solid metal in a liquid metal medium is exerted not only by small

alloying additions but also by large edditions. In this case their

influence mechanisms may be different. For example, se2lective

corrosion can play a significant role in breaking the stressed

matrrial. Fig. 104 shows the dependence of ratio of long-term

strength of brass in liquid tin and in air on the zinc-content at

j a temperature of 2400 C plotted according to data in Ref. [265].

It is evident that this ratio characterizing the degree oi interaction

of liquid metal practically does not change with the increase of zinc

concentration in brass up to 18%. Further increaseý of its content

intensifies the influence of tin on brass.
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Thus, if the influence coefficient of tin on pure copper is 0.56 while

on brass containing 18% zinc is about 0.51 then on brass with 38% it

is only 0.21. This influence of the secondary component indicates the

decisive role of the corrosion factor in the influence of tin on'

brass, since the solubility of zinc in liquid tin at 2400 C is about

10% by wt., and the solubility of copper in tin is less than 1% by wt.

[119].

Chapter 3 - CREEP

a. General principles of creep of solid metals in a liquid metal environment

In many instances a liquid metal medium exerts an influence on the

creep process of solid metals under constant stress. This influence

involves the easing of the deformation process and increase of the creep

rate in the liquid metal as compared with the inactive medium for

identical stress in both experiments. It has been established that

solid metal experience the action of a liquid metal medium under

creep conditions, being both in a single- and polycrystalline state.

Creep tests of single crystals in a liquid metal were first carried

out by V. I. Likhtman,V. A. Lab'tin, N. V. Pertsov and Yu. V. Goryunov

(277-279]. Specimens with cylindrical working area of 0.5-1 mm in

it diameter and 10-15 mm long were tested in uniaxial stress.

Liquid metal was deposited at the surface of the specimens

electrolytically or chemically. The thickness of the coating

was usually 5 microns.
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Fig. 105 shows the characteristic creep curves for pure zinc single

crystals and coated wich liquid tin at a temperature of 3500 C and stress

2I
19.1 g/mm2. It is evident from the Fig. that under the action of the

liquid metal the plastic deformation of zinc occurs at a significantly

greater rate.

The examination of relative positions of curves enables one to

conclude that the creep rate of zinc single crystalb in liquid tin

is greater than in air both at the first stage (damping creep) and

in the secund stage (steady-state creep). Measurements of initial

creep rate of zinc indicated that this characteristic curve of the

process is also greater when testing single ystals in liquid metal

than in air [278]. When increasing the stress the initial creep rate

of zinc single crystals in tin increases In the same manner as when

testing in air but always has greater magnitude.

It shoule be noted that the Influence of liquid metal coating on

creep of single crystals is observed at a temperature both lower and

higher than the threshold temperature of induced brittleness (upper

temperature boundary of embrittlement according to the definition given

in Chapter 1).

Creep tests of zinc single crystals in mercury, which were carried

out at room temperature, gave a mcre complex picture of liquid metal

action than the one established in experimcnts on zinc coated with tin.
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In this case it was found that for high stresses, close to the yield

point, the single crystals under the action of mercury are strengthened,

i.e. are deformed with lower rate than under that same stress in air.

For stresse of lower magnitude, for example 0.7 of yield point, the

mercury as well as tin eases the plastic deformation of zinc. This

unusual action of mercury is associated with the influence of its

volume diffusion in zinc [240]. For higher stresses and subsequently

more intensive plastic deformation the diffusion occurs at a greater rate.

This in turn leads to a blocking of sources generating dislocations to

a greater extent than for low stresses.

The s~rengthening of zinc due to volume diffusion of mercury was

confirmed by the tensile tests carried out for single crystals at the

liquid nitrogen temperature after keeping them in contact with mercury

at room temperatu-e. It was found that normal and shear stresses during

fracture of single crystals steadily increase with the increasing duration

of diffusion.

Strengthening due to alloying under creep c,.nditions was also observed

when testing cadmium and tin single crystals in liquid mercury [279].

flawever, the action is not characteristic of a diffusion factor in these

experiments. In all probability, it is specific for testing solid-liquid

metal couple, which do not differ greatly in their melting point values.

If the melting point of the j.etal coating is considerably lower than the

melting point of the deformediretal, th•.n both the diffusion and adsorption

action eabes the plastic defcrracion process under constant stress.
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The experiments carried out for polycrystalline metals indicated

that they are similar to single crystals, i.e. disclosed an increase

in creep rate under the action of a liquid metal medium. The influence

of molten metal in this case is also observed in the first and second

stages of the process. The relative position of creep-time curves in

polycrystallfn,. bpecimens, which were tested in contact with liquid

metal and in air, is the same as indicated for zinc single crystals in

Fig. 105. Usually within a wide range of stresses and creep rates the

dependence between them is well described [259, 260] by the power law

V=Com, (159)

where v is the steady-state creep; c and m are constants of the

material independent of stress.

Creep tests in a liquid metal medium indicated that equation (159)

is also observed in this case. The dependence of steady-state creep

on the stress for copper of type M-l, which was tested at a temperature

of 3500 C in air and in liquid bismuth, is shows in Fig. 106b as an

example. The experiments were carried out on machined tubular specimens

with a working area of 10 mm in inside diameter, wall thickness of

o.5 mm and 50 mm long. The test conditions in the liquid metal were

static isothermal and corresponded to those described in Chapter 2.

Prior to creep testing the specimens were subjected to annealing in

-4
vacuum (about 10 mm Hg) at a temperature of 6000 C for 2 hrs.
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It is evident from Fig. 1061) that in logarithmic coordinates the

dependence of steady-state creep of copper in liquid bismuch eE well

as in air is described by the straight line, i.e. it corresponds to

e quation (158). However, the line corresponding to tests in liquid

bismuth is located on this graph below the line corresponding to, the

tests in air. This indicated that under identical stresses the

steady-state creep of copper in bismuth is greater than in air.

It also follows from Fig. 106b that with the decrease of stress

the relative difference of creep in liquid metaland in air increases.

In view of the fact that equation (159) is valid both during

creep tests of solid metal in liquid and in air, the degree of

influence of liquid metal can be easily characterized by tlhe magnitude

of ratio of creep in liquid metal to the creep in air under identical

stresses. The experimentally obtained iatio can be called the

coefficient of influence of liquid metal or coefficient of increase

of steady-state creep in liquid metal. Its expression has the following

form

A - CI"

'• m,(160)

where symbols with indices ON* refer to tests in liquid metal, the

symbols without indices refer to tests in air.

For the influence characteristic cf liquid metal on the steady-state

creep of solid metal another coefficient can be used. This is equal to

the ratio of creep limits in the liquid metal and in air corresponding

to the identical value of creep rate.
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It is convenient to use this coefficient in evaluating the influence

of temperature when there are several isotherms similar to those

presented in Fig. 106. The coefficient of decrease in creep limit

of solid metal in liquid in conformance with equation (159) has a

power dependence on creep

1/rnK0 - LI tilrn m-1I/r(61

As a result of increase of creep rate in a liquid wetal mediumthe

value of the first coefficient is greater than unity while the value

of the second coefficient is lower. If the liquid metal does not affect

the creep rate of the solid metal then both coefficients are equal to

unity.

Under the action of a liquid metal elastic strain of solid metal

occurs at a grater rate not only for steady-state creep but also for

damping creep as was indicated earlier. Data on the influence of the

liquid metal on the creep process in the first stage can be obtained

by comparing the values of mean creep rates in this stage in specimens

tested in a liquid metal medium and in air. Let, us calculate the mean

rate VD as the ratio of the elongation 81 ,acrumulatcd by the specimen

for the first stage, to the duration of the stage TI, i.e.

Fig. 106a shows the mean creep rate for the first stage as a function of

stress for annealed copper of type M-1 at a temperature of 3500 C. It was

found that the power relationship Is well fulfilled between these values.
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It is evident that the lines, which were plotted according to experimental

results of copper in liquid metal and in air, divide. The value of mean

creep rate in the first stage. as well as that of the steady-state creep

rate is greater when testing copper in liquid bismuth than when testing

in air and the relative difference between them increases with the

decrease of stress.

The effect of the liquid metal on the solid tested for creep

leads to the shortening of the duration of all creep stages . Fig. 107

shows the dependences of duration of the first, second and third stages

and relative elongation corresponding to these stages on the stresses

for copper of type M-l, which was tested in air and in liquid bismuth.

It is evident from the graphs that the action of liquid metal affects

the duration of the creep stage and the value of the relative elongation

in the third stage but does not change the relative elongation in the

first and second stages . The effect of liquid bismuth on copper is

determined by the adsorption factor. However, the regularities of changes in

creep characteristics described above are observed also in the case of

controlling action of other factors. Fig. 108 shows the dependence of

steady-state creep of lKh14Nl4M3B steel on stress at a temperature of

7000 C in air and in the convection flow of sodium. It follows from

the graph that under the conditions of action of thermal mass transfer

the power dependence of creep on stress holds . The liquid metal,

exerting a corrosion action, causes an increase of creep rate during

which the effects are greater the lower the stress.
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It has been established by the Armco-iron tests in liquid zinc that

the action of the diffusion factor on creep rate is simi'ar to the

action of adsorption and corrosion factors (see Chapter, Fig. 123).

The influence of liquid metals on the creep process of solid

metals is observed not only in the case of uniaxial stress. In

Refs. [280, 281] creep teste of single crystalline specimens under

the conditions of torsion were described. It has been established

that the mechanisms of influence of liquid metal coatings on the

creep process of single crystals under constant torsion is the same

as under constant tensile stress [277-279].

b. Influence of temperature

The magnitude of the effect of Liquid metal on the creep process

of solid depends substantially on the temperature. The influence of

temperature has been established in the experiments with single- and

polycrystals. Table 47 shows the experimental results tor creep of pure

zinc single crystals and coated with tin under various temperatures.

A stress 0.7-0.8 of the yield point was assign d to the specimens

at a suitable temperature. The data in Table 47 indicate that with

the increase in temperature the effect of liquid tin increases.

The testing of zinc single crystals at 2000 C showed the decrease

of creep rate due to the action of a solid surface metal filni, which

hinders the escape of dislocationsat the surface of the specimen.
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Fig. 109 shows the temperature curves of steady-state creep rate

of metals in the polycrystalline state for copper and Armco-iron.

Specimens with a wall thickness of 0.5 mm were tested. The testing

conditions in liquid metal were static isothermal. The purpose of

this test was to verify the application of an exponential dependence

of the steady-state creep rate on the inversion temperature

experimental results in a liquid metal environment, which was fulfilled

in the absence of the influence of the environment [268]:

v = oOe-Q./1RT (162)

where T is the absolute temperature;

Q* is the activation energy of creep

R is the gas constant;

v* is the coefficient independent of temperature.

Equation (162) is applicable to the experimental results for creep

under various temperatures but identical stresses. Therefore the creep

rate of copper in liquid bismuth was determined under constant stress of

4 kg/mm2 while creep rate of Armco-iron in zinc was determined under a

stress of 7 kcg/mm2 . Since a stress of 7 kg/mm2 is too low for iron

when testing within a given temperature range and is practically

impossible to determine the creep rate under its action in view of

cxtremely long-term experiments, a method based on the application of

the following Ewo empirical equations was developed for calculating creep

rate: creep rate as a function of stress (159' and temperature (162).
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Assuming that coefficients in equations (159) and (162) are certain

functions of the temperature and stress respectively, it is possible

to write the identity

In v0()--•(0)=Inc(T)-m(T)lna. (163)

Differentiating it successively with respect to a and T

we obtain the equations

I dQ.(a) I dvo(a)
WIT d + V-(•) d---=-' -m(T)-, (164)

dQ. (o) I I dm (T)
d RT 2 -- (165)

It follows from equation (165) that

Q. (o) ---a. In ,, +(166)

e(T)= - a* -- ,
(167)

where c, , , and y. are the constants cf the material

independent of temperature and stress.

For determining v0(o) from equations (166), (167)and (164) we

obtain a liniear differential equation

v() - VO (o) =O, ( 6
V. Yo-(-168)

the solution of which we find in the form

V* (o) = e-.-v In a. (169)
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From equations (163), (166), (167) and (169) we obtain

,.
I, T (170)

or
c (T) e-,-P*,/Rr. (171)

Finally a generalized equation,describing the dependence of steady-state

crt~ep rate on stress and temperature, is written in the form

(172)

Using equations (167) and (171) it is possible t find four constants

of equation (172) from two experimentally determined isotherms

"creep rate-stress" and then plot the creep vs temperature curve

for any stress of interest. These calculations were carried out for

Armco-iron using in this case the results of tests at temperatures

of 400 and 5000 C.

It has been established that the generalized equation of creep

hr, s the following form

6 20,5S f3,. 104 (173)? = e- - -Rty -- + --- FT-'

Let us not refer to graphs in Fig.109. It is evident that the

action of an adsorptive-active liquid metal (bismuth) on copper does not chang*-

the functional relationship between the steady state creep and temperature
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However, its action leads to a substantial increase of creep end the

effect becomes greater the lowet the temperature. The easing of plastic

deformation in an adsorptive-active melt was also expressed by a decrease

of activation energy of creep. Its magnituide for copper, deformirg

under a stress of 4 kg/wm 2 , is 42.5 kcal/g.atom in the inactive medium

while under the action of liquid bismuth it decreases to 34.5 kcal/g.atom.

The creep vs temperature curve of Armco-iron in liquid zinc (see

Fig. 109b) is of different nature. As a result of action of diffusive

active liquid metal (see Chapter 5) creep increases also for each selected

value of temperature while the exponential dependence (106) is not

fulfilled. However in this case, as in the preceding, the influence

of the liquid metal at low temperature is relatively stronger than at

high temperature.

Fig. 110 shows the experimental results of the influence of

temperature on the corrosion action of liquid sodium on E1827 alloy

under creep conditions. The testing method was the same as the one

described earlier in Chapter 2. The corrosion action of sodium on the

material when testing by this method was determined by the thermal mass

tranqf- which was caused by e drop in temperature (about 4000 C)

vertically of the column of liquid metal in the internal cavity

of the spicimen. Test specimens were filled with argon and hermetically

sealed by welCing a plug to the inlet. Tests were carried out in air.
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It is evident from Fig. 110 that at a temperature of 6000 C liquid

sodlium does not affect the creep rate of alloy E1827. At higher

temperatures the creep rate in sodium is higher than in air under

that same stress. With the increase in temperature the effect of

molten metal is increased. This is evident by the increased distance

between lines 1 v -- Ig a for testing in sodium and In air with the

increase in temperature and also by the data in Table 48 in which the

values of the coefficients of decrease of creep rate of liquid metal

are given. Table 48 also shows the resuits of creep tests for E1612

steel in air and in a convection flow of lithium, which were carried out

by that same method as for alloy E1827.

Data in the Table indicate that the increased temperatures lead to

the increase of the influence of sodium and lithium on creep rate of

both materials under investigation. However, it should be noted that

the corrosion action of liquid metal as well as adsorption and diffusion

is characterized by the decrease of the efft -with the increase in

temperature when comparing the results of creep tests under identical

values of stress. This conclusion can be made for example by comparing

the relative positioning of the lines in Fig. 110.

c. Influence of scale factor

Since the effect of liquid metal on the creep process of solid is

associated with their surface interaction, then it should significantly

depend on the cross-sectional dimensions of the specimens (details).
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Based on this one may assume the existence of a certain upper limit

of cross-sectional dimensions for which the effect disappears. The

experiments carried out under the conditions of corrosion action of a

metallic nmelt also showed the existence of a lower limit. Fig. llla

shows the dependence of steady-state creep rate of specimens made of

alloy E1869 on the thickness of their walls. The tests were carried out

on machined tubular specimens. The inside diameter of the specimens

was 10 mm and wall thicknesses 0.15; 0.25; 0.5; 0.75; 1.0; 1.5 and 2.0 mm.

All the tests were carried out at a temperature of 7500 C, the

specimens were loaded in uniaxial tension at r. stress of 20 kg/mm2.

The effect of liquid metal(sodium) on th- specimen occurred due to thermal

mass transfer caused by a drop in temperatures (about 3500 C) in the

internal cavity of the specimen vertically along the column of the

liquid metal (see Fig. 95).

It is evident from Fig. Illa that the creep rate of the material

depends on the wall thickness of the tubular specimen in the inactive

medium. The increasi of steady-state creep rate with decreasing wall

thickness is associated with the metal approaching the single crystalline

state and with the increase of the role of the surface factor in the

creep process [2701. As evident from the Fig. the creep of specimens

with small wall thickness al:;o depends on the corrosion action of

liquid sodium. It leads to a greater increase of creep rate for

specimens with a wall thickness from 0.15 to 1 mm.
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The degree of influence of liquid metal on the creep rate of

specimens with differert dimensions can be easily determined by the

magnitude of the ratio of their creep rates in sodium and In air.

The deper.dence of ,:his ratio on the thickness of the wall is shown

in Fig. 1l1b. It follows from the above that the highest influence

Is exerted on the specimens with micromil)imeter wall. The increase in

the creep raLe in this case is almost threefold. The change in wall

thickness as compared to 0.5 mm leads to smooth decrease of the effect.

d. Influence of chemical composition of liquid metal

The magnitude of the effect easing the plastic deformation of solid

metal in liquid under creep conditions as well as under other types

of mechanical tests depends also on the composition of liquid metal.

In this case both large and small amounts of admixtures can play a

significant role. The change of chemical composition of liquid metal

sometimes leads to a qualitative change of the effect of liquid metal.

Fig. 112 shows the dependence of the ratio of steady-state creep rates

in liquid metal and in the inactive medium (argon) on the composition

of liquid metal for zinc single crystals tested at a temperature of

3500 C '277].

It is evident that in pure lead the creep rate for zinc is even

lower than in argon. Small tin addition to the liquid metal cause -n

increase in the creep rate and the ratio of rates becomes greater than unity.
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Further increase of tin concentration in lead is accompanied by a continuous

increase of the effect which reaches a maximum magnitude in pure tin.

This action of the secondary compound of the liquid metal solution (tin)

is associated in the given case with the fact that this metal is surface

active with respect to zinc, while lead is not.

A bismuth addition to lead during creep test of polycrystalline copper

behaves similarly to a tin addition to lead during creep test of zinc

single crystals. In this case the nature of change In steady-state creep

and the mean rate in the first stage is similar to the change of magnitude

of surface interphase energy, which occurs with the increase of bismuth

content in lead (see Fig. 136 and 138).

Certain nonmetallic admixtures also exert an influence on the magnitude

of the steady-state creep rate of the solid metal in liquid. Fig. 113 shows

the steady-state creep rate of E1851 steel as a function of stress at a

temperature of 7000 [282]. The tests were carried out in uniaxial tension

of tubular specimens with a wall thickness of 0.5 mm. The experiments in

the liquid metal (sodium) were isothermal static. Pure sodium containing

0.01 wt. % 02 was used and sodium inside the specimen containing 1% 02 was

contaminated with an addition of sodium peroxide. It follows from Fig. 113

that pure sodium does not affect the creep rate of E1851 steel, while sodium

with oxygen admixture causes It to increase, becoming higher as the stress

falls and consequently the absolute value of the initial creep rate.
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The influence of oxygen admixture in sodium on the creep process

of the metal does not always increases its rate as in the case of E1851

steel. A strong change in the initial creep curves for deformation-time

making it impossible to isolate the usual three stages on them was

established by testing a nickel-base E1869 and E1765 alloys in sodium,

which was highly contaminated with oxygen (10% by wt. of liquid metal

in the specimcn). These changes arose from the chemical interaction

between alloys and the sodium oxide. When examining sectionq under the

microscope a wide range of highly etching reagents was observed in the

inner surface of the specimens.

The effects of the increase of long-term strength of E1437A and E1617

alloys at a temperature of 10000 C and IKhl8N9T steel at 9000 C in an

unpurified sodium was described in Chapter 2. This is due to diffusion

into alloys and carbon steel and apparently due to nitrogen in sodium.

The surface layer formed as a result of the diffusion processes has a

lower capacity of plastic deformation. The creep rate of specimens

during testing in an unpurified sodium was lower than the creep rate

in air and in the pure liquid metal. The decrease of the creep rate

is thus another of the many effects of admixtures in liquid metal on

the deforming solid metal.
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Chapter 4 - FATIGUE STRENGTH

a. General principles of failure under cyclic load

A liquid metal medium exerts an influence on the strength of solid

metals when testing them not only under constant but also under variable

load. The decrease in fatigue strength of the material is usually due

to tnis influence.

Most of the fatigue tests in the liquid metal medium wece carried

out under cyclic bending. It has been established in many cases that

the effect of liquid metal becomes progressively stronger with the

increase of testing base. This effect was observed for eirample during

fatigue test of alloy E1617 in molten lead at a temperature of 7000 C

(Fig. 114). These experiments were carried out on the Shenka machine

for specimens with a cylindrical working ara of 7.5 mm in diameter

[2831. During the test the specimen was in a liquid metal bath.

It is evident from Fig. 114 that with the increase of the number

of cycles for failure and respectively with the decrease of stress

amplitude the discrepancy in the fatigue curves for alloy E1617,

corresponding to the results of testing in air and in lead, is

increased. In this case the materiel does not have a true endurance

limit in air and in liquid metal. The absence of an endurance limit

when testing in air is due to the effect of high temperature:

irreversible changes occur in the specimo~n at small stress amplitude

leading to failure after a finite number of cycles.
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The disappearance of a true endurance limit with an increasing test

temperature has been established in many materials [284-288].

In addition to alloy E1617 a similar effect of liquid metal on the

fatigue strength was determined when testing alloy E1437 in lead,

bismuth and their eutectic at a temperature of 7000 C [283].

In some papers a different dependence of the degree of influence

of liquid metal on the endurance of the material upon the number of

cycles was observed than the one indicated in the above experiments.

Individual materials experience a greater effect of molten metal the

higher the stress amplitudc. The intensification of the aggressive

effect of the liquid metal medium with increasing stress amplitude

was observed during cyclic bending tests of 70/30 brass coated with

mercury at room temperature (Fig. 115) [289]. In this case the

material has a true endurance limit in air and in the liquid metal.

The decreaase in a true endurance limit of brass occurred under the

action of liquid mercury. The effect of mercury in the region

limited endurance was exerted to an even greater degree.

The intensification of the liquid metal effect with increauing

stress amplitude similar to that experienced by 70/30 brass in mercury

occurs apparently in those cases when the controlling factor is the

initial strength of the material. The empirical equation determined

for material fatigue in the inactive medium within the range of

limited endurance has the form
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(174)

where N ts the number of cycles for failure; Au is the stress

amplitude; ,Q and q are the material constants. At high temperature

and low frequency of changes in load, when there is no endurance

limit, another equation is valid [184, 185]

SN QAo-, (175)

where Q, and q, are the material constants.

During fatigue tests of the material in the liquid metal medium,

equations (174) and (175) are also valid but their coefficients are

different.

The degree of influence of the liquid metal medium. on the fatigue

strength of a solid can be characterized by the ratio of the endurance

limits (arbitrary and true) in liquid metal and in an inactive medium with

an identical testing base

K, = VVV (W M.)
Oxw (BA.) ' (176)

This ratio will be called the coefficient of liquid metal effect

on the fatigue strength of the material. It is evident that in the

case of strength decrease under the action of molten metal the

coefficient takes on the values within the range of 1 to 0, with the

increase of endurance (see Chapter 4) they become greater than I.
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The fatigue strength of a solid metal is decreased under the action

of a liquid not only in the case of symmetrical bending test, as in the

examples indicated above, but also under other types of loading. Thus,

the effect of tin on soft steel was observed when testing in a symmet-

rical tension-compression cycle at a temperature of 3000 C [289]. The

decrease in true endurance limit due to the tin influence and also in

resistance to cyclic load within the range of limited endurance was

observed.

The decrease of fatigue strength of the material in the liquid metal

medium was established only when loading under tensile stresses, which

varies with time according to a rectangular cycle [283]. The specimen

was under load for 25 min and 5 min without load. The test temperature

was 7000 C. Although the frequency of cycles was rather low the fracture

was of a fatigue nature since the time prior to fracture in this case was

significantly less than under constant load, i.e. when testing for long-

term strength. The experiments have indicated that alloys E1437A and E1617

undergo a decrease in plastic strength in lead and eutectic Pb-Bi under

this type of load. A comparison with the result of the test of alloy for

long-term strength at that same temperature and in those same media indicates

that even for a large magnitude of half-period during tensile stress, the

influence of the liquid metal medium under a cyclic load is relatively

lower than under a constant load.
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A continuous increase of the effect of liquid metal with the increase

of number of cycles to failure has been determined by the fatigue test

of alloys E1437A and E1617 under tensile stresses [283]. Fatigue tests

with this type of loading of 7075-T6 aluminum alloy specimens in mercury

at room temperature showed an opposite mechanism [8].

The decrease in cyclic strength of materials as a result of molten

metal effect was• observed in loading of the specimens under torsion.

Fig. 116 shows the results of fatigue tests under this type of loading

of specimens made of 70/30 brass with an uncoated surface and coated

with liquid mercury [290]. The specimens were in a cylindrical rod form

3.56 mm in diameter and 44.5 mm long. Under the action of the applied

torque the specimens first were twisted for a determined angle into one

direction and subsequently into the opposite direction. Thus, the test

was carried out by the method of a specified amplitude of deformation.

The peculiar feature of the test was the application of deformation on the

specimens which exceeded the elastic deformations, i.e. the specimens

were tested for fatigue in the elastic-plastic region. Under these

conditions the tendency towards strengthening of the material was

clearly defined (the increase ot torque with the amplitude value of

deformation) as the number of cycles increases. In this connection

the experimental results can be given in terms of torque as a function

of the total angle of twist. The total angle of twist is proportional

twice the amplitude of deformation (given in degrees) for a number of

cycles; consequently in this case all the stresses irrespective of sign

are summarized.
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As is evident from Fig. 116, in the indicated test conditions the

strengthening of brass with the increase of the total angle of twist

occurs with identical intensity with and without the effect of mercury

on the specimens. The strengthening becomes greater the higher the

amplitude of deformation. The influence of liquid metal results in the

decrease of the total angle of twist during failure as compared to the

specimens without the coating. This effect increased with the increase

of the deformation amplitude. Thus, fatigue tests of 70/30 brass under

torsion in the elastic-plastic region showed a strengthening of the

effect of liquid mercury with an increasing amplitude of deformation.

The decrease in fatigue strength of St. 40 under the action of mercury

at room tew.perature has been determined in Ref. [291] when loading the

specimens in the elastic-plastic region. The wire specimens were bend

tested in a special device [292]. Clamps with different jaw radii were

used. It is evident that with the decrease in their radius the amplitude

of plastic deformation of the specimens increases. In accordance with

this the number of bends endured by the specimens without failure should

decrease.

As is evident from rable 49, in which the experimental results are

given,this conformity was observed when testing the specimens with and

without mercury coating. The action of mercury on steel results in the

decrease in the number of bends in the wire specimens tested for failure

ai compared with an uncoated specimen with an identical jaw radius in

bothi cases.
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The evaluation of the liquid metal effect by the magnitude of the

ratio of number of bends prior to failure both in liquid and in air

indicates (see Table 49) that with the decrease of jaw radius the

effect increases. This suggests that the influence of the medium

becomes greater the higher the amplitude of plastic deformation.

Thus, the results in Refs. [290] and [291] are in agreement.

Microstructural investigation of specimens fractured during fatigue

tests showed that under the action of the liquid metal medium the

materials develop a tendency towards an intercrystallinefracture.

Cases were noted when under those same conditions the material in air

is fractured along the grain and in the liquid metal along the grain

boundaries [283]. Sometimes a transition from fatigue to intergranular

cracking occurs in the material under the action of liquid metal although

there is no decrease in endurance. This effect was observed during

fatigue test with a symmetrical tension-compression cycle of chromium.nickel

18-8 steel in liquid sodium at a temperature of 3000 C [289].

Similar observations were also made by the present author during

the cyclic bend test with symmetrical loading of several heat-resisting

steels in liquid sodium (Table 50). These experiments were carried out

on the so-called Oding's ring specimens at assigned amplitude of

deformation by the nethod described in Refs. [185, 293].

It should be noted that together with the tendency towards inter-

granular cracking of materials in liquid metals in certain cases the

failure occurs along the grain, although there is no decrease in fatigue

strength.
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b. Influence of cold-hardening

There are no systematic investigations of the influence of preliminary

plastic deformation of the material on its fatigue strength in a liquid

metal medium. However certain conclusions on the effect of this factor

can be made based on Refs. [289, 291, 294].

Fig. 117 shows the diagram of fatigue strength under symmetrical

bending of 70/30 brass in air and in liquid mercury [289). Tests were

carried out on wire specimens (2.54 nuu ir diameter) which endured

significant plastic deformation in the process of cold-drawing.

It is evident from Fig. 117 that cold-hardened material is subjected

to significart influence of liquid mercury when testing under cyclic

load. Comparing Figs. 117 and 115 where the fe.tigue tests of annealed

70/30 brass are given, we come to the conclusion that the degree of

mercury effect in both cases i.- about the same. The effect of liquid

metal on the annealed and cold-hardened materials is also similar:

the effect decreases with decreasing amplitude of stress and has a

minimum value in the region of the true endurance limit.

It follows from the comparison between Fig,, 115 and 117 that the

preliminary plastic deformation leads to the increase in fatigue strength

of the material both in air and in liquid metal. Thus, the results in

Ref. [289] indicate that cold-hardening does not cause a substantial

change in the degree of influence of the liquid metal medium on the

fatigue strength of the material and consequently is conducive co

strengthening of the material about the same as when testing in air.
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A similar conclusion also follows from Ref. [291] in which the

results of bending tests of wire sp cimens of St. 40 as received and

in the annealing state are given. Although the overall cold-hardening

of the material does not affect the degree of decrease of fatigue strength

of a solid metal in a liquid substantially, local plastic deformation may,

however, noticeably decrease the effect of the liquid metal. This effect

was observed by V. F. Karpenko during the cyclic bend test of L62 brass

and DI Duralumin [294]. He asserted that liquid mercury causes a decrease

in the endurance of these materials, however its adverse effect is

significantly weakened after rolling the surface of the specimens.

The positive influence of surface cold-hardening in this case is

determined apparently not by plastic deformation but by a secondary

effect. It is well-known that deformation of specimens by rolling

leads to residual compressive stresses in the surface layer of the metal

[295]. These stressec. may be appreciable, for example, in steel specimens

2
they reached 50-70 kg/mm . The appearance of compressive residual stresses

in the surface layer leads to the increase of specimen's endurance due

to a decrease in the active stress amplitude. The rolling of surface

defects in the structure appears to be also one of the factors promoting

the decrease of the effect of liquid metal on the fatigue strength of

rolled specimens [294].
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c. Influence of stress concentrators

It has been detennined by cyclic beud tests that the material

subjected to the effect of liquid metal when testing smooth specimens

experience its effect also when testing specimens with notches.

Fig. ll8a shows the fatigue strength curve of St. 50 at a tempera-

ture of 4000 C in air and in the melt cf eutectic Pb-Bi [296].

EperimentG we-:e carried out with symmetrical bending of specimens at

a frequency of 50 cycles/sec. Smooth cylindrical specimens and specimens

with a circumferential notch 0.5 mm deep (working area 16 mm in diameter),

radius at the tip of about 0.05 mm and an angle of 450 were tested.

It is evident from Fig. 118a that the 'iquid ietal causes a decrease

in the endurance of both smooth and notched specimers. The nature of

the fatigue curve as a result of effect of liquid metal on the material

does not change. If the smooth specimens when tested in air do not

develop a true endurance limit then it is also absent when testing

the specimens in liquid metal. The true endurance limit in specimens

with stress concentrators was also observed in the inactive and active

medium. The degree of the liquid metal effect on specimens with stress

concentrators is greater than on smooth specimens based on the magnitude

of the ratio of endurance jimits in liquid metal and in air.

It has been determined by fatigue tests of specimens of IKhl8N9T

steel with circumferential notches under symmetrical bending that this

material at a temperature of 5000 C does not have a true endurance limit [297].
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Its fatigue strength curve in coordinates of stress amplitude (the

number of cycles to failure) develops a break in the region of small

stress amplitude but in this case the right branch of the curve retains

a certain slope towards the abscissa, i.e. the number of cycles to

failure is finite under any load (Fig. 118b). The fatigue strength

curve of lKhl8N9T in the medium u' liquid eutectic Pb-Bi has Jhe sace

shape, however it falls below the curve corresponding to the testing

in air. It should be noted that the endurance curves in air and in

molten metal diverge after bnding, i.e. the effect of the medium in

this case increases continuously with the decreasing stress amplitude.

It is obvious that fatigue strength -- es in Fig. 118 do wnt indicate

all kinds of possible material endurance both in the inactive medium and

in the aggressive liquid metal when testing specimens with stress con-

centrators. Although there are no pertinent experimental data, it

follows from the general presentations on the effect of the medium

that there is a possibility when (for example during corrosion action)

the mlterial has a true endurance limit in air and not in liquid metal.

d. Strenghtening during the formation of intermetallic surface layer

The effect of the liquid metals does not always cause a decrease in

fatigue strength of solid metals. As shown by M. I. Chayevskii the

endurance of the material in liquid metal medium is increased in some

cases [298-303]. This effect was observed during cyclic deformation

of carbon steeis tind chromium nickel austenitic IKhl8N9T steel in liquid
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tin and eutecdic Pb-Sn.

Fig. 119 shows the fatigue strength curve of St. 50 under symmetrical

bending in air and in th|o eutectic Pb-Sn. The experiments were carried

out on cylindrical specimens, smooth and with circumferential notches.

The test temperature in all cases was 4000 C. It is evident from

Fig. 119 that under the action of eutectic Pb-Sn the fatigue strength

of steel increases.

The strengthening action of the liquid metal appears when testing

smooth specimens and specimens with stress concentrators. The degree

of strengthening of the latter however is greater. Thus, the maximum

increase of the arbitrary endurance limit in liquid metal reaches 60%

when testing specimens with stress concentrators and only 12% in smooth

specimens.

A similar ratio of magnitudes ff strengthening effect of so-oth and

specimens with notches was also observed when testing other types of

carbon steels and IKhl8N9T steel.

M. I. Chayevskii established that the increase in fatigue strength

of materials is determined by the formation of .an intermetallic layer

on the specimen's surface. In case of steel in contact with tin or

eutectic Pb-Sn the intermetallic compound FeSn2 is formed. The FeSn2

lattice is larger than that of Fe. For this reason compressive stresses

arise in the newly formed surface layer.

The existence of compressive stresses was confirmed by M. I.

Chayevskli who carried out experiments with steel plates. The steel
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plate surface was coated with a liquid metal. The heating of these

plates is accompanied by the growth of an intermetallic layer resulted

in their bending [302]. Compressive stresses in the surface layer

were also determined quantitatively [303] by the methol of cutting

ring specimens developed by N. N. Davidenko. It was found that holding

a steel container with molten tin at a temperature of 4000 C for 73 hrs

causes the appearance of compressive stresses of up to 20 kg/mm2

The origination of comprescive stresses in the surface of the

specimens during the interaction with liquid metal Is also confirmed

by the fact that greater strengthening occurs in notched specimens

than in smooth ones. These effects were also observed when testing

specimens having compressive stresses due to surface cold-hardening

in air [295].

The sLrengthening action of tin and eutectic Pb-Sn on steel under

cyclic straining is not observed at any temperature. The experiments

have indicated that with the increase of temperature the strengthening

effect decreases and subsequently gives away to the effect of decrease

in fatigue strength. For example, it has been established by testing

specimens of St. 35 with stress concentrators that the endurance limit based

7
on 2 Y. 10 cycles at a temperature of 2500 C in the medium of eutectic

Pb-Sn exceeds the limit at the same number of cycles and temperature

in air by a factor of one and a half [301]. The increase of test

temperature leads to the continuous decrease of ratio of tu-se limits

so that beginning with 5000 C it becomes less than unity, i.e. endurance
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of ";teel in eutectic Pb-Sn at this temperature becomes lower than

endurance in air. The corrosive action of liquid metal at high

temperatures can be explained in this case by the intensive disso-

lution process [301].

The strengthening effect of steels during fatigue tests in tin

and eutectic Pb-Sn is observed w'hen loading specimens ,ot only by

bending but also by torsion. However, under the second type of loading

the degree of strengthening is lower than under the first. This dii-

ference becomes clear when it is considered that the formation of

a surface layer with compressive stresses by any method (for example,

rolling) leads to much lower strengthening during cyclic twisting than

during bending in air.

The strengthening effect of liquid eutectic Pb-Sn on St. 50 is

intensified during cyclic twisting as shown in the experiment of [296],

if the specimen was aged in liquid metal. The specimens were at first

loaded with a stress of 15 kg/mm2 , which was subsequently Increased in

stages by 0.3-0.5 kg/mm2 at 10 min intervals up to the ultimate testing

value. It was found that aging in liquid metal causes an increase in the

endurance limit of St. 50 by 40% and in an air medium only by 10%. It

is possible that during this aging a significant role is played by the

increase in soaking time of specimen in liquid metal for small stresses

when there is not fatigue damage and the thickness of the intermetallic

layer increases. Data on the smaller increase of fatigue strength of

steel in eutectic Pb-Sn if the specimens are not previously coated
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indicate the important role of time in the experiments under considera-

tion [296, 303]. The decrease in fatigue strength of specimens with

notches occurs in the eutectic at a large stress amplitude (see Fig. 119)

and increase in endurance with a decreasing loading frequency [222].

Examination of Fig. 119 idi ates tht. thc otren tharii.~, ig

fatigue tests in eutectic Pb-Sn should disappear at a given number of

cycle to failure exceeding the expe.ýrimental data. This action of

liquid metal is apparently issociated with the fact that the inter-

metallic layer after reaching a certain thickness fails. A more

durable strengthening during cyclic torsion may be achieved by adding

aluminum into liquid lead alloys with tin. The experiments on

St. 50 and 20Kh steels showed that additions of 3.8% Al to liquid

metal promoted the increase of its strengthening action. This is also

associated with the formation of a surface layer of intermetallic

compound. In the Fe-Al system several intermetallic compounds are known:

FeAI 3 , Fe 2 AI5 , FeAl 2 , FeAl and Fe 3 Al [119]. Possibly one or several of

them form the surface layer on steel during cyclic straining. The

presence of this layer was confirmed by microstructural analysis of

specimens during fatigue tests [223, 304]. In view of the layer cracking

on the specimens subjected to long-term tests and also in view of its

intensive growth at high temperatures the method of strengthening by

introducing aluminum into eutectic Pb-Sn is apparently useful for a

short time.
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e. Damage to metal in the process of cyclic load

In the preceding section of the present chapter the total effect

of liquid metal on the solid in the process of cyclic straining of the

latter which was expressed by the decrease of a number of cycles to

failure was evaluated. However, the effect of the medium on the metal

during deWormation is a continuously developing process. Therefore

for each stage of cyclic straining the influence of liquid metal leads

to some damage to the solid metal which is continuously intensified

with an increasing number of cycles.

This nature of liquid metal effect on a solid during cyclic straining

was confirmed by the resultv in Refs. [305-308]. The mechanical properties

during fracture of specimens subjected previously to a thermal fatigue

test for a period of a different number of cycles were detecmined.

The test was carried out on wire specimens which were periodically

heated (by passing an electric current through them) and cooled. The

duration of heating was 8 sec, and cooling 17 sec. An abrupt change

in temperature led to the origiiiation of thermal stresses in specimen.

Periodic oscillations of these stresses caused the appearance of lateral

cracks in the surface layer of specimens coat:ed with liquid metals.

In specimens coated with a liquid metal there were no cracks even at

a maximum number of cycles, such as 1000.

The formation of cracks and other microdefects in the metal structure

during cyclic straining was due to the decrease of its strength and
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ductility which was established by tensile tests of specimens with a

conotant deformation rate. Fig. 120 shows the dependence of damage

to annealed nickel coated with bismuth on the number of cycles to

deformation. In order to prevent damage caused by liquid metal effect

the ratio of difference in strength of coated and uncoated specimens

to strength of uncoated specimen was used. The mechanical properties

of the metal not subjected to the action of the medium should be taken

into account because cyclic straining also damages the uncoated metal.

As evident from Fig. 120 the damage to nickel under the action of liquid

bismuth is continuously intensified with an increasing number of cycles.

A similar influence was also obtained when testing copper, L62 brass

and phosphor bronze with tin and other type coatings. The Influence of

the effect of liquid metal with the increase of the upper temperature of

the cycle and lower constant temperature has been determined, i.e. with

the increase of thermal stresses. The decrease of the effect afterg a

given number of cycles or beginning with a certain upper temperature

and with their further increase has been noted in certain cases. This

result can be associated with some of the pecularities of physico-chemical

interaction between liquid and solid metals as well as with the oxidation

of the coating since the experiments were carried out in air.
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Table 13. Values of limiting crystallographic shear
during brittle fracture of zinc single crystals on basal plane

Specimens coated with Specimens without surface
mercury, temperature 200 C coating, temperature -1960 C

13 0.33 21 0.74

27 0.28 36 o.60

32 0.20 43 0.24

48 0.17 56 0.13

61 0.09 72 0.08

76 0.04
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Table 34. Mechanical properties of steel type St. 7 tested in
uniaxial tension and torsion at 3500 C

Tension Torsion

Environment Strength Relative Strength, Relative
kg/mm2  elongation,% kg/mm2  elongation, %

Air 90.0 20.5 33.8 41.9

Tin 57.4 1.2 34.1 40.8

IL
II

1 105
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Table 35. Mechanical properties of 30KhGSA steel in air and
coated with tin at a temperature of 270-2800 C

Uncoated specimens Specimens coated with tin

Thermal treatment
of steel aB.p 6,,% $.,% o, • ,

Hardening in oil, 165.9 13.3 58.3 115.2 1.5 2.0
tempering at 3500C
for a period of I hr

Hardening in oil, 121.0 10.7 52.0 96.2 2.7 7.9
tempering at 5000C
for a period of 1 hr

Annealing 66.4 12.3 30.2 63.6 11.3 25.4
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Table 36. Mechanical properties of coarse-grained metals wetted
locally with liquid metal

0 U

C0

01 -r

Solid metal 0 • o •cq> Cd
E t

0 CL -4 .d

Fe-3% Si, cast Li 200 1 23.8 32.7 20.0
2 23.4 24.0 1.6

3 23.6 25.3 1.6

4 24.3 29.8 7.0

70/30 brass cast Hg 20 1 5.1 17.7 42

2 4.6 5.0 2
3 3.9 6.1 8
4 5.1 17.4 43

AI-6% Mg, cast Hg 20 1 6.6 10.1 3
2 - 5.7 0

3 - 4.9 0

4 7.1 8.0 1

Cu, cast Bi 300 1 3.1 11.0 24

2 3.0 7.5 8
3
4 **

Cu, wrought Bi 300 1 ' 5.7 20

3 3.2 8.0 4
4 **

AI-4% Cu, wrought H& 20 1 8.6 29.2 14.5

and aged 3 14.9 20.5 6
4 12.6 19.7 7

*1 - unwetted specimens; 2 - large area of the surface wetted (grain boundaries

and grains); 3 - grain boundary wetted only; 4 - grain center wetted only.

**Specimens failed ductilely outside the wetted area.
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Table 37. Meriaitical properties of copper single and bicrystals
it) the presence of bismuth at 3500 C

Specimens Angle between Yield Relative Relative

tested the grain strength, elongation, reduction
boundary and kg/mmn % in area, %
tension axiP,

deg

Single crystals 9.41 45 6u
8.15 45 50

Polycryatals 4.86 - -

Bicrystals 90 1.41 -
60 2.04 5 -

45 2.82 10 10
30 4.70 25 10
IL 3.63 30 20
0 8.94 40 40
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Table 38. Influence of test temperature on mechanical properties of steels

Specimens coated Specimens without
with tin coating

Material [emperature,
0 C

013. 6, % 1V % B ,6 % %' %

kg/mm2  kg/mm2

3OKhGSA steel 270-280 96.2 7 7.9 121.0 10.7 52.0

(hardening in oil, 400 22.0 0 0 105.0 13.2 36.7
tempering at 5000C 500 25.0 0 0 86.0 14.8 77.8
for I hr)

40KhGSA steel 270-280 75.5 20.0 66.3 14.0 21.2 67.3
(anneal!ng) 400 68.7 6.4 11.0 70.5 22.7 69.0

500 46.0 2.0 6.0 59.8 19.1 '12.0

E1388. 270-280 73.3 33.3 50.5 70.4 30.8 54.3
400 66.5 26.0 29.2 72.0 33.5 51.0
500 58.5 18.8 24.1 71.5 38.0 38.2
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Table 39. Work of rupture during static Pmd dynamic bending of
notched specimens of 30KhGSA steel at a temperature of 3000 C

Work of rupture, kgm

Thermal treatment Surface
of steel coating

static dynamic
bending bending

Hardening in oil, 22.3 14.3
tempering at 3000C Sn 0.35 13.9
for 1 hr

Hardening in oil, - 19.5 28.9
tempering at 500 0 C Sn 0.97 26.5
for I hr
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Table 40. Influence of deformation rate on mechanical properties of copper
at room temperature

I 22 .

C: Cm r. 4

0 0 2 0 w 0

S0.03 Hg 0.2 19.7 34.5 0.1 Hg 0.2 19.0 20
40 20.0 36 40 17v. 22

1000 22.2 44 1000 20.4 30

Uncoated 40 21.3 50 Uncoated 40 19.4 42

41 OH

0 4 -4 W 1 0 V!iii4



Table 41. Me•'hanical properties of L68 brass at room temperature

Specimens without stress Specimens with stress concentrators
concentrators

Medium
QB. 6 , % Sw 8.E.. 6, % % sk ' e ff

kg/mm2  kg/mm2

Air 36.3 50.5 59,5 89.7 30.1 25.0 15.2 36.7 0.83

Mercury 16.5 7.0 10.0 18.6 16.3 9.0 8.0 18.4 0.99
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Table 42. Influence of cold-hardening at 200 C on the magnitude of normal
fracture stresses of zinc single crystals coated with mercury at 200

and uncoated at -1850 C

fn Normal fracture stress, kg/mm2

Preliminary
deformation
(elongation), % Uncoated specimens Specimens with mercury

coating

0 1.8 0.8
50 2.6 2.0

150 4.8 4.2
300 7.6 5.2
450 9.6 5.4
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Table 43. Strength of aluminum alloy 2024-T3 during constant rate

tension of 2.5 mm/min in contact with amalgams of different composition

Maximum breaking load

Composition of
amalgams, kg Per cent of

ultimate load

Hg 3080 80
Hg+0.25% Zn 2580 67
Hg+0.5% Zn 2527 65.5
Hg+l% Zn 2560 66.5
Hg+2% Zn 2215 57.5
Hg+4." Zn 1910 49.5
Hg+8% Zn 2042 53

Hg+0.25% Ga 2660 69
Hg+l% Ga 1785 46
Hg+2% Ga 1005 26
Hg+4% Ga 893 23
Hg+8% Ga 870 22.5

Hg+l% Na 2700 70.1
Hg+l.5% Na 2913 75.6

Hg+2% Na 2802 72.7
Hg+0.25% Cd 2904 75.5
Hg+O.5% Cd 2990 77.6

Hg+l% Cd 2970 77.0
Hg+2% Cd 2994 77.9
Hg+4% :,d 2885 75.0
Hg+0.25% Sn 3300 85.6
Hg+0.5% Sn 3193 83.0

Hg+l% Sn 3825 99.2
Hg+2% F.i 3150 78.2

Hg+4% Sn 3665 95.0
Hg+0.25% Mg 3551 92.1

Hg+0.5% Mg 2795 72.6

Hg+IZ Mg 2940 76.4

Hg+2% Mg 2800 72.7
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Table 44. Values of relative elongation during fracture under testing
conditions for long-term strength of copper, Armco-iron and E1612 steel

Relative

Material Medium Temperature, Time to elongation
oc failure, hr during fracture,

Cu Air 350 10 4.02

350 21 5.11
350 45 3.12
350 181 4.34
350 215 1.64

Cu Bi 350 9 0.18
350 74 0.28
350 284 0.15

Armco-Iron Air 500 4.5 10.37
500 23 17.64
500 45 11.03
500 500 13.96

Armco-Iron Zn 500 14 6.55
500 40 4.32
500 97 3.00
500 364 4.03

E1612 steel Air 1000 18 9.06
1000 72 7.03
1000 147 2.90

E1612 steel Li 1000 10 4.16
1000 46 2.37
1000 315 0.81
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Table 45. Results of long-term strength tests of E1612 steel in air
and in convection flow of lithium

o Long-term strength, Ratio of long-term strength0 kg/mm2 , for different in lithium and in air for
time, hr different time, hr

Medium

1 100 1000 100 1000

700 Lithium 19.5 14.0 0.87 0.82
Air 22.5 17.0

1000 Lithium 1.8 1.0 0.82 0.67
Air 2.2 1.5
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Table 46. Values of relative elongation during fracture under testing
conditions for long-term strength of specimens of E1869 alloys in
liquid sodium and in air at a temperature of 7500 C and a stress

__. . . .. .. __ _ of 20 kg/mm2

o o 00

0 ,j 0 ,.

O.~~e Q5 0.0 V.1 . .703

0.w 0.0 to 18 1.5 CO9 0.4

0. 0 0 .0 4.4 .-4 J-4C U
ci4 -U $ 1'

W 441.4 C: 1-a -44 W .454

w:, -0:, " - UC Ai r.

0.15 0.03 0.13 1.0 1.47 0.3ý'

0.25 0.07 0.12 1.5 2.99 0.68

0.50 0.38 0.1.5 2.0 4.14 3.41

0.75 1.59 -
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Table 47. Values of steady-state creep rate of zinc single crystals
coated with tin ( , ) and uncoated ( v

Temperature, °C Stress,g/mm2 r. /min Vno' %/min ,,,,'

200 76 0.7 0.2 0.3

280 51 1.7 10.0 6.0

350 19 1.0 15.0 15.0
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Table 48. Values of decrement coefficients of creep limits for E1927
alloy in liquid sodium and E1612 steel In liquid lithium

Decrement coefficient of creep
limit Ko, at a creep rate, % hr

Material Temperature, 0C

10- 4  
10-3

E1827 600 1.00 1.00
750 0.79 0.86
800 0.60 0.68
900 0.18 0.35

E1612 700 0.86 0,95
1000 0.80 0.81
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Table 49. Results of bend tests for wire specimens of St. 40 in mercury
and in air at room temperature

Radius Steel a'- delivered Steel after annealing at 8400 C

of grip
Jaws, mm Number of Number of Number of Number of

bends in bends in 'PnA bends in bends in pin,

air, mercury, air, mercury,

1.0 9.70 7.34 0.78 8.6 6.84 0.79

2.0 18.40 16.60 0.90 10.44 9.50 0.91

3.0 26.80 25.90 0.97 12.70 11.92 0.94
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Table 50. Results of fatigue tests ouring symmetrical bending of steels

and alloys in aiv and in 2iquid sodium

Arbitrary fatigue limit, kg/mm,

in air and in sodium based on cycles

Material Temperature, Medium ______ ______ _______

104 105 106

E1437B 700 Air 44.0 37.0 32.0
Na 44.0 37.0 32.0

E1855 700 Air 26.0 22.5 13.0
Na 26.0 22.5 19.0

E1850 700 Air 23.0 20.0 17.0
Na 23.0 20.0 17.0

E1853 600 Air 24.0 21.0 18.0
Na 24.0 21.0 18.0

15KhMA 500 Air 27.5 25.0 22.5
Na 27.5 25.0 22.5
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Fig. 72. Dependence of true stress S on the relative elongation
of zinc single crystals uncoated (I) and coated with tin (2).

The initial angl between basal plan: and specimen's axis
is 440. The test temperature is shown on the graph.
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Fig. 73. Orientation dependence of true fracture stresses

for zinc single crystal uncoated at room temperature

of o196o C (D) and coated with mercury at

room temperature (2).
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Fig. 74. Orientation dependence of nor,:ial Pc and shear -r

stresses for zinc single crystals during fracture:

a - uncoated at a temperature of -1960 C;
b - coated with mercury at a temperature of 200 C
( xl is the angle between basal plane and specimen'b
axis during fracture);
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Fig. 75. Stress-strain curves for 30KhGSA steel after
high tempering in air (1), in liquid bismuth (2),
eutectic Pb-Bi (3) and alloy Pb-Sn (4) at a

temperature of 5000 C.
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0.6

24 40 to EA,,

Fig. 76. Dependence of relationship between strength of
aluminum alloys in liquid mercury and in air on

the magnitude of initial strength (in air).
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Fig. 77. Dependence of true strength (a) and elongation

during fracture (bi on the temperature Ior pure

(1, 3) and coated with mercury (2, 4) tin

single crystals with
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Fig. 78. Relative decrease of strength (a) and ductility (b)

for steels in liquid tin as a function of temperature:

Carbon content: 1 - 0.05%; 2 - 0.35%; 3 - 0.55%; 4 - 0.73%; 5 - 1.08%.
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Fig. 80. Dependence of true strength and limiting relative
elongation on the logarithm of reciprocal of deformation
rate for pure (1, 3) and coated with mercury (2, 4)

tin single crystals with xo--5.5Q at
room temperature.
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Fig. 79. Strength and relative reduction in area for E1878 (a)
and IKhl8N9T (b) steels at different temperatures:

I - uncoated specimens;
2 - spezimens coated with zinc.
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Fig. 81. SLress-strair curves for specimens of St. 20
teste-d at 400oC:

1 - testing in air ai; I' = 10 mm/mmn;
2 - testing in air at v = 0.055 mn/min;
3 - testing coated specimens in a melt of eutectic Pb-Sn

at v' = 10 wnm/min;
4 - testing coated specimens in a melt of eutectic Pb-Sn

at r = 0.055 mm/min;
5 - testing coated specimens in a melt of eutectic Pb-Bi

at t, = 10 mm/min;
6 testing coated specimens in a melt of eutectic Pb-Bi

at V, = 0.055 mm/min.
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Fig. 82. Dependence of tensile strength of 70/30 hruss on

the average grain diameter at room temperature.

I - uncoated specimens;
2 - specimens coated with mercury.
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Fig. 83. Dependence of yield point (1) and true tensile
strength (2) for 70/30 brass coated with mercury on

the average grain diameter.
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Fig. 84. Correlation between transition from brittle

to ductile anid aierage grain diameter for 70/30 brass

wetted with mercury.
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Fig. 85. Influence cf stress concentrator in the
form of a groove in the lateral surface of the
flat specimen on the magnitude of tensile
stress of aluminum alloy at room rem-

perature:

1 - testing in air;
2 - testing in mercury.
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! Fig. 86. Influence of cold-working by tension on the

mechanical .properties of L62 brass in air and in

mercury at room temperature:

' I and 1* - strength;
2 and 2* -yield point;
3 and 3* - relative reduction in area;
4 and 4* - relative elongation.

1, 2, 3, 4 - in air;

I", 2", 3", 4* - in mercury.
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Fig.87. Dependence of true tensile stress of 70/30 brass
coated with mercury on the degree of preliminary plastic

deformation ( cop ) at room temperature:

Average grain diameter: 1 - 0.032 mmn;
2 - 0.08 mam;
3 - 0.16 mm;
4 - 0.275 mm;
5 - 0.366 mm.
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Fig. 88. Influence aging duration of aluminum alloy at
room temperature after hardening in cold (OC) water
an Its yield point when testing in air (1) and

strength when testing in liquid mercury (2).
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Fig. 89. Dependence of yield point and decrease of
relative elongation Of alloy Cu - 2% Be in contact

with liquid metal (HB - 2% Na) on the duration
of aging at 370° C:

I - l•rdene4 alloy;
2 - hardened and cold-worked.
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Fig. 90. Stress-strain curves for specimens of 4OKh steel

with stress-concentrators after various thermal and

thermomechanlical treatments:
I

a - testing at 4000 C.

1, 1 - oil hardening at 8500 C;

2, 11 - thermomechanical treatment (TMT) by roiling;

3, III - oil hardening at 8500 C, roiling at room temperature

b - testing at 5000 C.

1, I - oil hardening at 8500 C;

2, 11 - thermomechanical treatment by rooling;

3, ILL - thermomechanical treatment with deformation by

torsion (angle - 0.5 rad);

4, IV - normalization, rolling at room temperature;

1, 2, 3, 4 - testing in air;

1, 11,111, IV - test specimens coated with eutcctic PB-Sn.
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Fig. 91. Dependence of true tensile strength (1) and
relative elongation during fracture (2) of zinc

single crystals ( x0 =-42' ) on the tin con-
centration in PA-Sn alloys at 3500 C.
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Fig. 92. a - Influence of electron irradiation on the deformation

process of zinc single crystals ( XZo- 50° ) coated with mercury.
Single crystals after being amalgamated were exposed Lc. 7 day (I)

or to 15 min (2) irradiation and were stretched under irradiation:

- test specimens (nonirradiated);
- irradiated specimens.

b - Dependence of strength of amalgamated (1) and pure (2)
zinc single crystals on the duration of preliminary

electron irradiation.
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Fig. 93. Dependence of the time to rupture on the stress:

a - for zinc single crystals ( xo," );

1, 2 - nonamalgamated specimens at 20 and 500 C respectively;
3, 4 - amalgamated specimens at those same temperatures;

b - for polycrystalline zinc;

1, 2 - nonamalgamated specimens at 20 and 1000 C;
3, 4 - amalgamated specimens at those same temperatures.
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Fig. 94. Long-term strength curves for copper type 
M-1 at a

temperature of 3500 C (a), Arrnco-irofl at 5000 C (b) and

E1612 steel at 1000 C (c):

I - testing in air;
2 - testing in bismuth;

3 - testing in zinc;

4 - testing in lithium.
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Fig. 95. Diagram showing the arrangement of the specimen
in machine grips during long-term strength test in

convection flow of liquid metal:

1 - upper grip;
2 - thermocouple pocket;
3 - elongation tube;
4 - crossarms of extensiometer;
5 - specimen;
6 - thermocouple;
7 - lower grip;
8 - crossbar of extensiometer.
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"I - testing in air;
2 - testing in liquid bismuth;
3 - testing in liquid zinc.
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Fig. 97. Long-term strength curve for alloy E1827 et a temperature
of 600 (1), 750 (2), 800 (3) and 9000 C (4) in a convection flow

of sodium ((D ) and in air ( S ).

A - testing in sodium under static isothermal conditions at 1500 C.
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Fig. 98. Dependence on the temperature coefficient in

decreasing the long-term strength of E1827 alloy

in a convection flow of liquid sodium:

I - too hrs;

2 - i-1ooo hrs.
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Fig. 99. Dependence of the coefficient of decrease of
long-term strength of steels in liquid bismuth on

the value of their strength in air.

Tests were carried out at a temperature of 7000 C.
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Fig. 100. a - Dependence of the time to rupture of specimens of

E1869 alley on the thickness of thAr walls during long-term

strength test in liquid sodium (1. and in air (2) at a

temperature of 7500 C and under stress of 20 kg/mm2.

b - Dependence of ratio of time to rupture in sodium to time to

rupture in air on the wall tchil.ness of specimens of E1869

nlloy under those same test conditions.
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Fig. 101. Long-term strength curve for brass type LS59-1 in
liquid mercury (0) and in air ( X ) at room temperature.

Average grain diame~ter: 50 microns (1);

220 microns (2);
280 microns (3).
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Fig. 102. Long-term strength curve for E1765 alloy at
a temperature of 750° C:

- testing in air;
- testing in pure sodium (0.01% by wt. 02)
- testing in sodium contaminated with oxygen (10% by wt. 02).
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Fig. 103. • - Time dependence of strength for E1617
•.l~oy at-a temperature of 1O000° C.

b. rependence of limiting relative elongation on
the stress during long-term strength test:

- testing in air;
- testing in unpurified sodium.
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Fig. 104. Dependence of ratio of long-term strength after
10 hrs in liquid tin and In air on the zinc-content
in brass. The test temperature was 2400 C.
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Fig. 105. Creep curves for pure zinc single crystals (1)
and coated with tin (2) at a temperature of 3500 C

and under a stress of 19.1 g/mm2 .
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Fig. 107. Dependence of the duration of the first, second,

and third stages of creep ( TI, ', 1 ) and relative elon-

gation (8. 6,, ds ) on the stress for copper in liquid

bismuth (0 ) and in air ( ) ) at a temperature

of 3500 C.
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Fig. 108. Dependence of steady-state creep rate on the stress
of IKhl4INl4MZB steel at a temperature of 7000 C in air (1)

and in a convection flow of liquid sodium (2).
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Fig. 109. Temperature dependence of steady-state creep
rate for copper under a.stress of 4 kg/mm2 (a) and

Armco-iron under a stress of 7 kg/mm2 (b):

1 - testing in air;
2 - testing in liquid zinc.
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Fig. 110. Dependence of steady-state creep rate on the

stress for E1827 alloy at a temperature 
of 600 (1),

750 (2), 800 (3) and 9000 C (4) in air (0) and

in a convection of liquid sodium (0 )
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Fig. Ill. a - Dependence of steady-state creep rate of specimens

of E1869 alloy on the thickness of their walls when testing

in liquid sodium (1) and in air (2) at a tem erature of

7500 C and under a stress of 20 kg/mm ;

b - Dependence of ratio of creep rate in sodium and in air

on the wall thicknesses of specimens of E1869 alloy

under identical experimental conditions.
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Fig. 112. Dependence of coefficient of decrease of
steady-state creep rate of zinc single crystals

in liquid metal on the tin content in
alloys with lead.
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Fig. 113. Dependence of steady-state creep rate of E1851
steel on the stress at a temperature of 7000 C:

- testing in air;
o - testing in pure sodium;

" - testing in sodium contaminated with oxygen.
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Fig. 114. Fatigue strength curves for E1617 alloy
at a temperature of 7000 C in air (1) and in

liquid lead (2).
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Fig. 115. Fatigue strength curve when bending annealed
70/30 brassat room temperature:

I - specimens without surface coating;
2 - specimens coated with mercury.
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Fig. 116. Dependence of torque on the total angle of twist

of 70/30 brass tested for fatigue in torsion at room

temperature. Solid lines represent testing in

m~ercury, broken lines represent testing in air.

Deformation amplitude: 1 - 10;

2 - 30;
3 - 40;
4 - 50;5 - 7.50;
6 - i0°;

7 - 150;
8 - 20°0;
9 - 4000
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Fig. 117. Fatigue strength curve for cold-worked
70/30 brass bent at room temperature:

I - specimens without surface coating;
2 - specimens coated with mercury.
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Fig. 118. a - Fatigue strength curve for normalized St. 50 bent
at a frequency of 50 cycles/sec a'. a temperature of 4000 C:

1, 2 - Smooth specimens;
3, 4 - Specimens with notches;
1, 3 - testing in air;
2, 4 - testing in eutectic Pb-Bi.

b. Fatigue strength curve for IKhl8N9T steel bent at a
frequency of 40 cycles/sec (hardening in water at a

temperature of 5000 C. Specimens with notches:

0 - testing in air;
o - testing in eutectic Pb-Bi.
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Fig. 119. Fatigue strength curve of normalized St. 50
under symmetrical bending at a temperature of 4000 C:

1, 2 - Smooth specimens;
3, 4 - Specimens with circumferential notches;

o - testing in air;
o - testing in eutectic Pb-Sn.
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Fig. 120. Dependence of damage to nickel coated
with bismuth on the number of cycles to

deformation. Change in temperature
when testing within 80-8000 C.
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PART II

CHAPTER 5

MECHANISM OF REACTION OF LIQUID
METALS ON SOLIDS IN A STRESSED STATE

Three Factors Determining The Action of
Liquid Metals

It was stated in the introduction to Chapter iI of this
book that the influence of liquid metals on solids during the
process of deformation may result from three factors: adsorption,
diffusion and corrosion. Certain effects related Lo the influence
of each of these three were described in the preceding four
chapters. The appearance of each factor was generally related to
specific conditions of experiments, which were selected so as to
demonstrate the action of the factor in question. It must be
expected that in many cases, particularly when a material
operates over an extended period of time, tne influence of a liquid-
metal medium may be the result of the influence of all three
factors. It is therefore of interest to perform experiments which
do not give preference to any of these factors, then eliminate
each one in sequence, in order to determine the nature and
relative share of the influence of each one individually.

It was decided to perform an experiment on the long term

strength of armco iron in liquid zinc. As we know, zinc diffuses
into iron even at relatively low temperatures 7309-311] , the
diffusion of the zinc occurring at rather high sneed. For

example, according to the data of 1 310_j , at 5 0 0 C C, zinc
penetrates into iron to a depth of 75 /4 and 10 min. We also
know that iron is corroded in liquid zinc, primarily a result of
its dissolution E312, 313] . It has been experimentally
established that zinc wets iron L314:] ; consequently, it is an
adsorption-active medium. Thus, the appearance of all three
factors -- the adsorption, corrosion and diffusion factors -- is
possible in principle as iron is deformed in liquid zinc.
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Long term strength tests of armco-iron were performed at
5000 C. Tubular machined specimens were used; the external
diameter of the gauge section was 11 mm, the wall thickness was
0.5mm. After preparation, the specimens were annealed in a
vacuum (about 10-t mm Hg) at 6000 C for five hours. During the
test, the liquid metal was held in the internal cavity of the
specimen. The internal volume was sealed by welding on a cap made
of armco iron like the specimen. Before welding, the free space
beneath the cap was blown through with argon. Specimens were test-
ed for long term strength with monaxial extension using UIM-5
machines.

In order to determine the role of the adsorption, corrosion
and diffusion factors in the overall effect of reduction of long
term strength of the iron in zinc, four series of tests were
performed. The specimens in the first series were used to test
the properties of armco iron without the influ6nce of the liquid
metal. These specimens were not filled with liquid metal, but
"their internal cavity was sealed with a plug. The specimens of
the second series was filled with zinc (TSV zinc was used). The
testing of these specimens did show the change in long term
strength of the iron under the simultaneous influence of the
adsorption, corrosion and diffusion factors. The third series of
specimens was filled with zinc saturated with iron. Saturation
of the zinc was performed by holding it at 6000 C for fifty hours
in a tank made of armco iron containing iron filings. Thus, the
corrosion effect of the liquid metal was eliminated in the third
series of experiments and, consequently, the change in long term
strength could have been caused only by adsorption effects and
diffusion of zinc into the iron.

It should be noted that zinc forms intermetallic compounds
with irons so that, strictly speaking, corrosion of the iron by
zinc is related to dissolution and formation and intermetallides.
However, since the formation of the layer of intermetallic
compounds can only" result in an increase in time to rupture of
the specimen in the case of good bonding with the surface, as has
been established for example in the testing of materials for
fatigue (see Chapter IV, Section 4), only the process of
dissolution of iron in the liquid metal should be considered in an
analysis of the affect of decreasing long term strength as a
result of the corrosion factor. It will be shown below that the
bonding of the layer of iron-zinc intermetallides to the surface
of the specimen was poor in the experiments. This allows us in
this case to limit ourselves to consideration of the influence of
the dissolution process alone.

Specimens used in the fourth series of experiments were
filled with iron-zinc alloy powder, which did not melt at the
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long term strength testing temperature of 5000 C. The alloy was
made (iron 8 ontent about 1.5 weight %) so that its melting point
was 600-650 C. Consequently, the wall of the specimen in this
case contacted not liquid metal but a finely dispersed powder.
Since the melting point was only slightly higher than the experi-
mental temperature, and since it was well packed into the specimen,
the powder is rapidly sintered, and the internal 3urface of the
specimen becomes a boundary between two solid phases.* Obvious2y,
the free surface energy of this boundary is higher than the energy
of a solid iron -- liquid zinc boundary. Therefore, specimens of
the fourth series should have greater long term strength than
specimens of the third series. The increase in long term strength
results from weakening of the influence of the adsorption factor.

The diffusion factor was present in the fourth series of
experiments to the same extent as in the third series. Some
difference was possible only with brief experimental time; as
concerns specimens tested for ten or hundreds of hours, the
diffusion influence of the medium was doubtless identical.

The results of long term strength tests are shown on
Figure 21 in the form of the time to rupture as a function of
stress. As can be seen from the graph, zinc is a highly corrosive
medium in relation to iron. Whereas the tensile strength of
armco iron after 1900 hours without the influence of the liquid
metal is 8.5 kg/mm in zinc the strength ib only 2.2 kg/mmi. The
effect of the zinc on the armcco iron is weakened by saturating
the liquid metal with iron, that is by eliminating the influence
of the corrosion fact r. In this case, the long term tensile
strength is 3.0 kg/mm2. Weakening the adsorption factor causes
a further increase in long term strength of armco iron: the long
term tensile strength determined in the fourth series of experi-
ments was 3.6 kg/mm%.

In all cases, the influence of the n.edium increases with
increasing test duration and correspondingly with decreasing stress
applied to the specimen. An exponential dependence is observed
between stress and time to failure for specimens in all series.

The affect of the zinc leads not only to a decrease in the
total life time of specimens, but also to a decrease in all
individual creep periods. (Figure 122). The greatest decrease in
the lengths of the second and third creep periods is caused by the
pure tine.

Sintering of the powder was noted in all specimens tested for
long term strength; after rupture sintering was found to be
practically independent of test duration.
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Figure 121. Diagram of long term tensile st-ength
of armco iron at 5000 C; tosted in air (1)
in pure liquid zinc (2), in iron-saturated
liquid zinc (3) and in contact with solid
iron-zinc alloy (4).

The relative elongation of the specimens as a result of the
creep during the time to rupture is also reduced as a result of
the zinc. Thus, whereas the elongation of specimens tested with-
out zinc fluctuates between 10 and 18%, the relative elongation of
specimens exposed to zinc lies between 2 and 10%.

The influence of the zinc is also manifested in an increase
in the creep rate of the armco iron. We can see f.om Pigure 123
themt the rate of stable creep is most strongly increased in pure
zinc, although the results for the pure medium and the iron-
saturated medium correspond. Consequently, in this case elimina-
tion of the corrosion factor had no influence on the creep rate of
te iron. The diffusion influence of zinc, as the results of
tosts in the fourth series of experiments show, also facilitates
a rise in the creep rate of armco iron. Tbi difference in the
creep rates in air and in contact with zinc increases when the
stress is decreased. An exponential dependence between applied
stress and rate of stable creep is observed when specimens are
tested in air and in contact with zinc. The regAlarities of a
change in the stable creep rate are similar to the regularities
of the change in average velocities of creep during the first and
third periods.

Studies of the microstructures of the long term strength
specimens after rupture showed that the influence of the zinc in
all cases leads to an increase in the numbvr of intercrystalline
cracks. In specimens tested for extended periods of time, almost
all grains in the surface layer are separated by cracks (Figwe
124).
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Figure 122. Creep periods as a

200 - -function of stress for
armco iron at 5000 C:
1, 2, 3, 4, first, second,

- - third and fourth series of

rths e e of specimens respectively.

Figure 123. Stable creep rate as a function
of stress for armco iron at 500 C :
1, 2, 3, 4, f~irst, second, third and
fourth series of experiments resp~ectively.
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Figure 12.Microstructure ofA s__ urface layer of
specimens of armco iron
"after tests for long term
strength in contact with

F- u,, N "> -zinc at 5000 C X150):

specimens,

c- 'Ak/mm2 , Z= 364 hr;
b, third series,
(-r= 5 kg/mm2, ~94 hr;

B .c, fourth series,
aL= 4 kg/mm2 , = 598 hr.

".-,:'••.' ýi -IN.-"

Analysis of a microstructure of the iron-zinc boundary showed
that the intermetallide film was not well bonded to a surface of
the specimen*. The appearance of a new phase along the grain
boundaries was noted in specimene subjected to the influence of
zinc for extended periods of time. This phase is apparently an
iron-zinc alloy with high zinc concentration, separated as the
specimen cooled.

The bara which can be seen on the photographs of the sections
(see Figure 124) were formed as a result of oxidation during
etching.
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The changes in the processes of creep and long term strength
are a result of the effects of the corrosion, adsorption and
difiasion factors. The role of corrosion can be seen from a
comparison of results of tests for long term strength in the pure
and saturated zinc (Figure 121). Comparison of the long term
tensile strength after 1000 hours indicates that the influence of
pure zinc leads to a decrease in the strength relative to the
initial value of 74%, whereas if the corrosion factor is eliminated
the material undergoes a decrease in strength of 65%. The
corrosion effect of zinc on armco iron is manifested in this case
as general dissolution, particularly dissolution of inter-
cristallite zones, which are in less favorable energetic conditions
than the sectors of metal within crystallites.

The time dependence of strength (see Figure 121) and the
dependence of creep rate on stress (Figure 123) indicate the
influence of the adsorption factor in the deformation of iron in
liquid zinc. Comparison of the results of testing of specimens
!.n the third and fourth series indicates that the decrease in
the surface energy of the deformed metal-medium boundary leads to
a decrease of time to rupture and an increase in creep rate with
identical stress value.

The diffusion influence of liquid zinc on armco iron is
confirmed by the decrease in time rupture and the increase in
creep rate of specimens in contact with solid iron-zinc alloy in
comparison to specimens whose internal cavity was filled with
argon (see Figure 121 and 123). The diffusion penetration of
zinc into the wall of the specimens was determined directly by
chemical spectral analysis. It was found that the zinc appears
near the external surface of specimens tested over 100 hr. If we
base the determination of the diffusion factor on the dependence
D I 12 /t, where 1 is the distance, t is the time, the order
of magnitude of the effective diffusion factor of zinc into iron

is 1 • 10-8 cm2 /sec. In the presence of zinc in the material of
the specimens was confirmed by metalographic analysis (Figure 124).

The influence of the diffusion factor on c:eep and long
term tensile strength of armco iron in zinc ia also confi-meo by
the following experiment. Two specimens filled with zinc which
had been saturated with iron were held in a furaace in the un-
loaded state at 5000 C, one for 38 hours, the other for 200 hours.
Their holding times corresponded to the ti-, to rupture specimens
in the fourth series tested at stresses U- / .,d 5 kg/mm2

respectively. Thus, the quantity of zinc ;.1hich diffused into the
material of the specimens was approximately identical (if we do
not consider the influence of stresses and plastic deformation
on diffusion). After this holding and removal of zinc from the
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internal surfaces (melting of the liquid metal with subsequent
etching in 201O" NaUH) the specimens were tested for long term
strength Lt stresses of 7 and 5 kg/mm'. Although they underwent
the influeoce of the diffusion factor along during the tests, as
did the coý,responding specimens of the fourth series, their time tc
rupture was found to be less -- 26 and 68 hours respectively.

"This risult can be exnlained by the fact that these specimens
contained apyroximately the same quantity cf zinc at the beginning
of the test 'vr long term strength as the corresponding specimens
from the fourth series contained at the end of their testing. The
stable creep rates on thl specimens subjected to preliminary
diffusion were 8.8 - u1- and 2.8 • lo- % / hr respectively.
Comparing these figures with the data of Figure 123, we see that
they are near the values of creep rate of specimený in the fourth
series, tle rate of the spec- nen tested at 5 kg/mm stress beirg
even somewhat higher which is also related to the specific
feature of the test just noted.

Comparing the placement of the lines of long term strength
and creep of armco iron on Figure 123 and 123, constructed using
the results of tests of the fourth series of specimens, we reach
the conclusion that the corrosion, adsorption and diffusion
factors act simultan6ously when armco iron is exposed to pure
liquid zinc. Due to their simultaneity and identical direction,
the effects of corrosion, adsorption and diffusion must be inter-
related and must influence each other. This in turn means that
the resulting effect is no.- simply the sum of the influences
produced by superimpcsing the influence of the various factors,
but rather the result of the interaction of the corrosion,
adsorption ana Jiff•,s.4 factors.

We must note the quantitatively identical nature of the
influence of all three factors od the long term strength and
creep cf the material. However, the degree of influence of each
factor differs. Obv-..ously, the intensity of the manifestation of
the influence of corrosion, adsorption and diffusion depends on
the nat-ire of the solid and liquid metals and the experimental
condktions (temperature, deformation rate, quantity of liquid
metal, etc.). Therefore, we must expect that under certain condi-
tions the influence of the ach of these factors will predominate,
while under other conditions the inflnence of the same factor may
even be absent.

Thus, the results of experiments presented above indicate
the complex nature of the influence of e liquid metal medium on
a deformable s-'id metal. They also indicate the necessity of the
individual ap, :h to each solid metal -- liquid metal system.
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A. Adsorption Effect

1. Mechanism Of The Adsorption Effect

We co. see from the data represented in the preceding four
chapters that the regularities of deformation and rupture of metals
in an aquative Liquid metal medium are usually the same as in an
inactive medium. For example, the effects of various factors
(temperature, graii size, etc.) when metals are tested in active
and inactive med..a are similar. The influence of the liquid metal
causes only a change in a magnit-:1e of the strength and plasticity
charocteristics of the metal. Therefore, we must consider that
the mechaniscs of deformation and rupture of the solid metal in
the liquid metal are the same as in the inert medium. This
conclusion t'idica.sa the possibility of using the results of
investigatiun of tle rupture and the deformation of solid metals
with no consideraxion of the influence of the external medium in
our study of the rechanism in the influence of adsorption -- active
liquid metals.

Many investigators have estimated the theoretical strength
of an ideocxyatalline lattice [315 - 319] . Regardless of the
models used In calculation, it hi, been found that consideration
of the forces of the interatomic i-teraction alone leads to a
similar expression in all cases for the rupture stress

-I• , (177)

where E is the normal elasticity modulus; ' is the specific
free surface energy; a is the crystalline lattice constant;
X is a coei.ficient near unity (differing in the works of

different authors).

It is well known that the actual strength of metals is two,
sometimes three orders of magnitude lower than the theoretical
strength. The first attempt to explain this differential is made
by Griffith C3203 . He suggested that the lower strength of
actual solids results from cracks. Griffith solved the problem
of the rupture of a thin plate of an isotropic material containing
a penetrating crack of elliptical form with the large half -- axis
perpendicular to the direction of application of the external
force. Calculation produced the following expression for the
rupture stress:

1(178)
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where c is the length of the crack (large half axis of the
ellipse); ,c is a factor near unity.

Griffith's equation can be easily produced by an analysis of
changes in the energies of the metal resulting from the development
of a crack [321) . Before the formation ?f a crack, the density
of elastic energy in the metal is & = c- /2E. The appearance of
a crack of lengths c results in removal of the elastic stress
over an area of apuroximately c 2 , or correspondingly to a
decrease in energy of - 2 c 2 /2E. Considering the fact that the

expenditure of work involved in the formation of the new surface
is 2 n. , we can produce an equation for the totas increment of
energy in the form

AE=2yc--o'c'/2E. (179)

Differentiating A E with respect to c, we find that the

maximum energy increment is produced if the equality 2 - - o•c/E=O.

This means that with stresses less than j/-T7• , a crack of length
c will close spontaneously, but that after the critical value

T-k = -2EY- is reached it will grow spontaneously, that is the

solid metal will be ruptured.

In later works [322-325, 361] the resistance of solids
with cracks to rupture was calculated with a different statement
of the problem. The solutions were produced in all cases in a
form similar to Griffith's equation (178); the difference was only
in the value of coefficient /L . Experimental tests of equation
(178) indicated that it corresponded well to experimental data if
the rupture of the metals was brittle. In the case of plastic
rupture, however, the calculated value of resistance to rupture
differed essentially from the observed experimental value. If we
assume that in the development of a crack the work is expended
not only in the process of increasing the surface, but also in
plastic deformation at the ends of the crack, we can introduce
the quantity p, which represents the main work expended in
increasing the length of the crack* per unit area, thus converting
equation (179) to

AE-•-2yepc 2E (180)

On the basis of equation (180), the resistance to rupture
is

A crack of unit width is analyzed.
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+p/2) (181)

Experimental data igdicate that in plastic rupture of the
metal -J + p/2 ;- 1 • 100 erg/cA2 [326] , where as in brittle

3 2rupture )i • 10* erg/cm . The value of the free surface energy
of a solid metal produced by calculation using formula (178)
agrees with the values produced on the basis of other estimates
114) .

It follows from equation (181) that plastic deformation is
important in he rupture of metals. Since p is a variable
quantity in an actual crystal, that is, it has different values
during different stages of the development of a crack as a result
of various obstacles on the path of crack propagation, the Griffith
condition in form (181) will be fulfilled only during certain time
intervals and, consequently, it determines the value of critical
stress necessary for extension of a crack over a certain sector.
Thus, the Griffith condition for brittle materials is correct for
the specimen as a whole, while for plastic materials it is correct
for individual sectors of the specimen. As a result of this, the
rupture of brittle materials occurs when high propagation velocity
of the crack -- almost instantaneously, while the crack propagates
in plastic materials in jumps. During periods when the crack is
stopped, when its dimensions are temporarily stable, plastic
deformation occurs, after which condition (181) is fulfilled once
more and the crack moves further. As a result, the mean rate of
development of the crack c er the entire cross section of a
plastic specimen is much l.wer than the speed of a crack in a
brittle specimen.

One defect of Griffith's hypotheses is its analysis of a
crack in a solid body as such, that is the supposition of the
presence of the cracks of critical dimensions before the beginning
of formation. Further investigations have shown that such cracks
are absent in materials in the initial state and, consequently,
the processes of their formation must be clarified. A. V.
Stepanov [327-329] first indicated the decisive role of plastic
deformation in the formation of seed cracks in solids. Later,
this idea was extended to metals by N. N. Davidenkov [33370 . The
modern theory of dislocations essentially concretizes tnese
concepts.

There are several dislocation models of the formation of
racks in metals (Figure 125). The best developed and most wide

spread variant is chat which explaine the formationi of seed cracks
as a result of concentration of tensile stresses at the head of
accumulation of boundary dislocations before an obstacle (Zener-
Mott-Stroh mode) E-31-334]; see Figure 125, a). In this case,
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the crack is located at an angle of 700 to the slipping plane.
Gillman and V. N. Rozhanskiy have demonstrated the possibility of
formation of cracks in the slipping plane in which accumulation
of boundary dislocations occurs [335, 3363 (see Figure 125, b).
V. L. Indenbaum established the possibility of appearance of such
a crack as a result of movement of dislocations in a curved
crystalline lattice [3373 (see Figure 125, c). A crack seed may
also be formed due to rupture of a vertical wall of dislocations
£338, 3391 (see Figure 125, d). Cottrell established that a
crack may arise upon interaction on accumulated dislocations moving
in intersecting planes of slippage ( 340] (see Figure 125, e).
Formation of a crack may occur as a result of imposition of tensile
stresses from two dislocation accumulations of opposite sine
located in two slipping planes which are parallel and located
near each other (Fujita model [3413)(see Figure 125, f).

a b

Figure 125. Diagrams of
formation of internal
cracks in metal
(3423

c d

p f

Analysis of the conditions of development of a crack in a
solid metal in contact with an adsorption active liquid metal
melt was performed by Ye. D. Shchukin and V. I. Likhtman 1344-
3453 . This analysis is applicable to practically any of the
prticular models of crack formation indicated above. The area of
localization of an incomplete shear (not extending through the
entire cross section of a crystal) with a length in the slipping
plane of S is analyzed. Two stages are differentiated in the
process of crack development. In the first stage, the shear
stress Z , causing movemcnt of dislocations and formation of
defcrmation heterogeneities of the incomplete shear type, is
decisive. As a result, local stress concentrations avpear which
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exceed the applied stress Ta by many times. The sharp concen-

tration of normal stresses arising leads to the appearance of
equilibrium seed cracks (not extending to the entire crystal under
the normal stresses). The dimensions of such a crack can be
determined as follows.

The density of elastic energy C near the area of the

incomplete shear is proportional to - aS/2Er, where E is the

normal elasticity modalus; r is a distance from the point in
question to a certain point in interval S, where S ? r > ro,

where r 0  is the minimum distance for which the laws of the

theory of elasticity are still applicable (ro 0lO cm). As a

result of formation of a crack of length c, elastic stresses are
removed over the incomplete shear interval S and over a distance
approximately equal to c to the side of area S. Considering
the work expended in the formation of the surfaces of the crack,
equal to 2 -Y c, the total change in energy can be written in the
form

AE • 2yc-- I s(r) dS ; 2yc-- 1. (8E re (182)

where a is a coefficient near unity. The magnitude of the
equLilibrium crack can be found from the condition d(8 E)/dc = 0:

=TY (183)

where 0 is a dimensionless coefficient near unity.

A crack of maximal size is formed if the area of incomplete
shear encompasses the entire cross section L of the monocrystal
(or grain of polycrystalline metal):

MAX Ev(184)

Thus, the dimensions of an equilibrium crack are determined
by the value of free surface energy. It follows from equation
(184) that in a surface active liquid metal, the length of the
maximum equilibrium crack is greater than in an inert medium.

In the second stage of development of a crack, the decisive
role is that of the normal stress T- . Rupture occurs when the
critical value of normal stress a-k is reached (for the most
dangerous crack)

%ax (1851
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We can see from equations (185) and (184) that in a iurface
active liquid metal, the value of resistance to rupture is less
than in an inactive medium. These equations also indicate that
disruption of monocrystallines specimens with various orientations
relative to the aoplied tensile stress should occur with a
definite relationship between normal and shear stresses, namely
with constant value of their product

(186)

where K = ×jEy/L.

2;presenting the angle of the inclination of the plane of
rupture to the direction of application of the force at rupture
of the specimen ",X 1 we can produce the following formulas on

the basis of (186) and known geometric relations for r and Z
[3451

a., =K Vt X1,(187)

Ts,, = K r e g- it. (188 )

Chapter I presented experimental data on the rupture of
pure z•nc monocrystals at liquid nitrogen temperature and mono-
crystals with a thin surface film of liquid mercury at room
temperature, which agreed well with equations (186-188). On the
bas~s of these data it has been calculated [1901 that in the first
ease KZn = 209 g/mmx, while in the second case KZn-Hg = 95 I/MM2.

It follows from this that the reduction in strength of zinc
monocrystals in mercury is caused by a decrease in surface in er-
phase energy, which amounts to Y Zn-Hg / Zn (KZn-Hg/KZn)
= 1/5. Thus, if the free surface energy of zinc is approximate-

ly 1000 erg/cm2, the mercury coating reduces 4t to approximately
2200 erg/cm

On the basis of the concepts concerning the mechanism of
the influence of liquid metals on solid metals in the process of
deformation presented above, we can explain many other effects
observed experimentally in short-term mechanical tests as well
(see Ccapter I). The disappearance of the influence of the
liquid metal medium as the temperature is increased was first
explained in a work by V. N. Rozhanekiy, in the Pertsov et al.
11951 . These concepts were then develo-ed in L240, 346, 4501

The explanation was presented using an exp.'ession for the
probability of penetration of an obstale by an accumulation of
lislocations located in a common plane presented by Stroh (3473:
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W 'T) =-exp ( 0110e-U/k-) (189)

where U is the activation energy used by the dislocations to
cross thp barrier on the path of development; o is a natural
frequency of thermal oicillatticas of the atoms; 1 is the length
of the retarded dislocation front; t0  is the time required for

accumulation of dislocations sufficient to form a -rack; b is
the Burger vector. Structure of equation (189) definea the sharp
change in probability of plastic deformation from 0 to 1 in a
narrow tompera6ure interval located on either side of a certain
mean critical temperature

b

On the basis of experimental duta on tensile rupture of
monocryatals of zinc, and estimate has been formed of the quanti-
ties included in formula (190), giving a valu3 of about 1 ev for
the activation energy. Then, the values of the variables were
substituted in the formula (189) and it was u&ed to construct the
temperature dependence of the probability of plastic deformation
of zinc monocrystals covered with mercury. 1, was found that the
tetmperature interval of the change of W(T) fr!m 0 to 1 agrees
fully with the interval of restoration o1 plasticity (relative
elongation) of amaJgamated monocrystals to the level of pure mono-
crystals, that is in both cases this interval was 120-1600 C.
Thus, the effect of restoration of plasticity as test temperature
was increased for rupture at constant deformation rate results
from an increase in probability of plastic deformaLion due to
thermal fluctuations. Due to this, the concentration of stresseE
in the end portion of the crack is decreased (the stressed state
is discharged as a result of plastic deformation) and an increase
in stress'becomes necessary for the crack to grow to the
Griffith dimensions.

The nature of the solid and liquid metals and the test
conditions result in the formation of three variants of the
relationship of melting points of the base metal To, liquid metal
T1 and critical brittleness temperature Tk C345J. With the
relationship T1 4 Tk - To, a reduction in plasticity and

strength of the base metal in the temperature interval T1-Tk is
noted. Where T1 4 T0 • Tk, tho effect of the adsorption

influence of the liquid metal is noted from the melting point of
the medium right up to the melting point of the base metal. When
Tk z T1, the effect does not appear at all. The first of the~e
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three variants is observed, for example, when zinc is tested in
liquid mercury, the second - when carbon steels are tested in
liquid tin (see Chapter I, Section 2).

Another effect - the influence of the liquid retal on the
dependence of the strength of the polycrystalline metal on grain
size (see Chapter 1, Section 4) -- can ba easily explained using
the Stroh-Fetch relationship E334, 348, 349_

On= ý 00-t ( !ýG I/ -1, (191)

wheri O-k Is the tearing resistance; G is the shear modulus;

Y is the free surface energy; d is the grain diameter; V is
Poi'son's coefficient; r-0 is the material constant.

We can see from equ3tion (191) that the slope of line

4T- d"1/2 in reletion tc the abscissa (d"1/2) decreases with

decreasing surface energy of the solid metal. This result was
also produced in experiments with adsorption active liquid metals
(see Chapter I, Section 4). Using dependence (191) and experi-
mental data on tensile rupture on 70/30 brass, the authors of
C 226) showed that the surfaqe energy of brass in contact with

liquid mercury is 280 erg/cm , whereas in an atmosphere of its
own vnpors it is 1500 erg/cm2 . Obviously, a dependence such as
(19i) should also be retained for the strength limit, which is
confirmed by the experimental data (see Figure 83).

The linear dependence between Tk and in d, established in

L2313 in tests involving the rupture of specimens of 70/30 brass
covered liquid mercury, has been confirmed by theoretical
analysis of brittle riupturea performed by Fetch C-3503. The
formula which he predents: 1 =

k A + - in d

indicates that the value of A depends on the value of surface
energy of the metal deformed. The absence of any results of tests
involving the termination of Tk = f(d) for the same material in

a surface active liquid metal and an inert medium prevents a
check of the dependence of A = A(')') produced in C3503.

Chapter I (Section 1, 6 and 7) shows the increase in the
degree of action of liquid m'tals with increasing initial
strength of the solid metal on the basis of 'xperimental data.
This effect can bt explained by the adsorption influence of the
medium, if we consider that the increase in strength corresponds
to an increase in barriers across the path of movement of
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dislocation accumulations. Then when an influence of the medium
is present, the formation of cracks in a material with high
initial strength occurs with lower applied stress than in a metal
with lower strength. Obviously, the size of the barriers created
by various types of hardening is not identical. For example,
dispersion hardening of an alloy creates more serious obstacles
to the movement of dislocations than work hardening. Correspond-
ingly, the effect of the action of liquid metal on a dispersion-
hardened alloy is greater than on a work hardened alloy. The
increase in the barriers resulting from the arpearance of additional
defects in the crystalline lattice is also explained by a re-
inforcement of the influence of the surface active liquid metal
medium on the metal after irradiation (see Chapter I, Section 9).

In correspondence with the concepts which we have presented,
the formation of seed cracks is assumed to occur within the metal
being deformed (mono- or polycrystalline). In the opinion of the
authors of reference [L44-345] , the liquid matalpenetrates into
these cracks by turp-dimensional migration along the hollowed dis-
location nucleii which may be formed in the very early stages of
deformation,, In the presence of internal cracks in the mono-
crystalline specimens has been established by microscopic investi-
gation. However, this nature of the development of cracks under
the influence of the liquid metal is apparently relatively rare.
Even ir inert medium, particularly at high temperatures, the cracks
are usually formed on the surface of the metal and then gradually
extend into the entire cross section. The formation of surface
cracks in polycrystalline metals has been confirmed, for example,
in a work by S. T. Kishkin and A. A. Klypin [3511 by grinding off
the surface layers, and also in 13521 by periodic loading of a
specimen with compressive stresses, with constantly applied
tensile stresses. Due to oxidation of the surface cracks, the
loading witY compressive stresnes caused no increase in long term
strength of the materials.

Figu-,e 126. Di3grams
of formation of
surface cracks.
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The electron microscope method was used to establish the
formation of cracks on the surfaces of specimens of nickel in the
very earliest stage of extension at constant rate [3531 .

Surface cracks were observed in the deformation of mono-
crystalline specimens in a liquid metal medium, which can be seen
easily on photographs prasented in [7, 354] . Naturally, when
cracks form on the surface the question of penetration of the
liquid metal medium into the crack by the mechanism mentioned above
is answered.

The mechanisms of formation of burface cracks may be as
follows. larker [355] considers it possible that cracks may be
formed at points where two intersecting slipping planes reach the
surface (Figure 126, a). Rostoker, et al C8J believe that surface
cracks may arise upon formation of accumulation of dislocations
before the grain boundary near the surface of the metal (see
Figure 126, b). Of these models, the former, as we can see from
Figure 126, a, may operate in both monocrystals and polycrystals.
The formation of a surface crack is also possible at the point
where a slipping plane reaches the surface of the specimen (mono-
or polycrystalline). We know that plastic deformation causes steps
to form here (see Figure 126, c) with dimensions oi up to 1000 A

L356, 354] . Assuming that the relationship a-f/ - exists

between the applied stress a- and the maximum stress at tge point
of concentration 0 -m' and considering that r = 3.5 10- cm,

while I z 10- cm, we find O-m •l7o- . Consequently, with

relatively low applied stresses, rupture of the interatomic bonds
may occur at the point where dislocations reach the surface,
resulting in formation of cracks. The growth mechanism of seed
cracks already present on the surface of the crystal, formed due to
interaction with boundary dislocations passing nearby, was suggest-
ed by Orovan ['571 .

We must point out that the analysis of the adsorption
influence of a liquid metal on a solid metal performed above is
insufficient, since it gives us no picture of rupture at the
"atomic level." In recent times, investigations have developed in
the area of analysis of atomic interactions [227. 446-448].
Further development of the theory of adsorption effects during
rupture will doubtless occur in the diriction of consideration of
the active interaction of atoms of liquid and solid metals at the
end of a crack. An attempt has already been made on the basis of
analysis of this interaction to conclude an equation for the
long term strength of a solid metal in an adsorption active liquid
metal medium [58, 3591
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In recent times, we have come to believe that the edges of
cracks formed as metal ruptures are not rounded, but are formed
of two asymptotically approaching the crystalographic planes right
down to the normal distance between them, corresponding to a
crystalline lattice constant [360-363] . However, it can. be easily
shown that such a crack cannot be equilibrium and should cause
rupture of the solid body in a field of tensile forces. Actually,
the distance between atoms in the terminal area of the crack is
increased gradually and regularly, a pair of atoms should be found,
the strength of interaction between which will be equal to the
theoretical strength so that, consequently, the bond betwepn them
should be broken. Then, the next pair of atoms will be in a similar
situation, etc, as a result of which complete separation of the
crystal into two parts will occur. This conclusion agrees with the
resltsa of calculations of A. N. Orlov [64] and Yu. 1M. Plishkin
r365, who demonstrated the impossibillty of the existence of
equilibrium cracks in a crystal with an ideal lattice.

an
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Figure 127. Diagram of crack (a), distribution of
normal stresses at crack edge (b), and changes
in force of interaction of two atoms with
changing distances between them (c); I. inert
medium; II, adsorption active medium.
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Thus, in the end area of an equilibrium crack, the approach
of a plane cannot be even everywhere: in the area of maximum Values
of atomic interaction force, relatively sharp approach of the planes
should be observed (Figure 127). The change in crack form may be
related to plastic deformation of thc metal. We will differentiate
three areas in such a crack [36]: 1, the area where stresses
increase from their nominal value to their maximal value; 2, the
area where normal stresses change from the maximal value to zero*;
3, the internal area of the crack, where the forces of the inter-
action between stems on opposite surfaces are practically equal to
zero. This disti otion of stresses (see Figure 127, b) is

d&termined by th; well known nature of the dependence of forces of
interaction between two atoms on changes in the distance between
them (see Figure 127, c).

In correspondence with the above, the configuration of an
tquilibrium crack is such that the value of maximal normal stress
at the boundary of the first and second areas Irk should be less

than the theoretical strength r-T, that is, a-mO less than 0-To

The value of -m depends on the value of the nominal stress I-,

and this dependence is determined L366] by the relationship

Umo C0 G/V P, (192)

where c0  is the depth of the crack, equal to the distance from
the external surface of the solid to the bcundary of areas 1 and 2;

r 0 is the radius of curvature of the crack of this boundary. The

development of a crack should begin at the moment when conditions

TmO = 'T is fulfilled. This moment can be determined as the

loss of stability by the crack.

If a solid metal is located in a surface active liquid metal,
the atoms of the liquid metal will penetrate into the crack mnd
interact wit," the atoms of the solid metal located on the Ea:faces
of the crack in the second and third areas. (See Figure 127, II a).
This results in a decrease in normal stresses in the end areas of
the crack (See figure 127, II b), which results in a decrease in
forces of interaction between atoms of the solid metal (see Figure
127, II c) due to changes in their energy field due to the
influence of the atoms of the liquid metal.

A boundary between the second and third areas is largely
arbitrary.
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Since fmA 4 f.O, the critical stress in the end area in lie

presence of a surface active medium will be achieved with lower
nominal stres, than in the inert medium. The result of this is
r-.iure of t14 solid metal in the liquid metel medium at decreased
strength value.

However, it must be noted that a crack, after reaching its
critical state, can move only over a slight distance if defects in
the structure of the crystal of lattice (grain boundaries, packing
defects, accumulations of dislocations, etc,) are encountered in
its path, causing a decrease in maximum stress in the end area
below the value of theoretical strength. This results in temporary
stabilization of the crack, and further propagation can occur only
with an increased nominal stress.

Under the conditions used in long term strength testing,
movement of the irack becomes possible if thermal fluctuation arises
in the end area, 4ausing 0 -A to reaca tfi val.ue o . let us

represent o( the width of the end area cf the crack where the
stress exceeds the nominal value. Keeping in mind that for a non-
equilibrium crack . 2

a.,dj - 2 V,, (.193)

where IA is the surface energy of the division boundary of the

solid and liquid metals, and expressing this integral approximately
for an equilibrium crack in the form of the product (Q

we see that the value of thermal fluctuation required to convert
the crack* from the equilibrium state to the nonequilibrium state
with fixed constant nominal stress T- is approximately

2yA- - oa 7A a2, where a is the crystalline lattice constant.

However, this expression does not take full consideration of the
work expended in the development of the crack. To do this, we must
also add the quantity Q, representing the work expended in plastic
deformation and the energy dissipated in the form of heat. Consider-
ing this, we can write the following formula for the probability of
rupture of bonds in the end nortion of the crack:

Q "J.'*YA- Mato Ij , A
w e-r , (194 )

Calculation performed for a crack in 3 monoatomic layer.
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where w is the characteristic frequency; k is Boltzman's constant;
T is the absolute temperature. Using formula (194), for the rate
of the development of the crack under long term strength testing
conditions, we produce the equation

2 A (195)
j1_ n ,ae

Obviously, the configuratinn of the end portion of a crack
depends on the nominal stress. AP- a result of the interaction of
atoms of the surface active liquid metal with atoms of the solid
metal, the configuration of the crack also depends on YA* Thus,

the radius of the end portion of the crack is a function of the
nominal stress and the surface tension. As a first approximation
w( will consider that this function has the form

rA--= A(196)OMYA 0

where P and m are constant coefficients. Substituting (196)
into (195), we produce

1,xaVA 12 p-t2014 "'A /2

dCA "- =aeA- 2 (197)dt

Using this last formula, we can write an equation for determination
of the time to rupture of the metal

Q+2a2VACA~p aalO I+mYA/ 2  (1
TT e 2n1 ,AhT (198)

•a
0

where cA kp is the critical (Griffith) crack length, beginning

with which its rate of propagation becomes near the speed of sound.

Introducing the following substitution to equation (198)

Sa42a.|+-YA,2/_
_- p,,~ /C"A, (199)

2ft'1'kT

we produce
Q+ 2 aYA XHP

x (200)

The integral in equation (200) is practically equal to unity,
since the upper limited integration Xkp is on the order of

103- 10 . Therefore, we can replace the integral with coefficient
A, approximately equal to unity, but having dimensionality.
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Finally, the equation for time to rupture of the metal under
long term strength testing conditions takes on the form

, .!i~ VA)2 o-gnA-2 (201)

Analy,3is of equation (201) leads to the conclusion that it
reflects properly the dependence of time to rupture on strens and
temperature. In the first case this dependence is exn'onent;.al,
that is, as has been confirmed by many experimental data involving
long term testing of structural materials *. The dependence of
time to rupture on temperature both on the basis of (201) and on
the basis of experimental data, is exponential (with an accuracy to
the factor before the exponent, practically constant throughout the
entire range of temperatures for which experimental results are
generally presented).

Evaluating equation (201) from the standpoint of its reflec-
tion of the dependence of time to rupture on the value of surface
interphase energy, we can see that it reflects this dependence
properly. Thus, it follows from (201) that in a surface active
liquid medium, the time to rupture of the matejial should be
decreased in comparison with an inactive medium with identical
stress and temperature in both medium. It also follows from (201)
that this slope of the long term strength line in relation to the
time access (in coordinates log T - log T) constructed according
to the results of tests in a surface active liquid metal is
steeper than the line for tests in an inert medium. Furthermore,
equation (201) shows that the activation energy for rupture, solid
metal in contact with a liquid metal is lower than the activation
energy for rupture in an inert medium.

These regularities agree fully with the results of tests for
long term strength of copper in liquid bismuth (see Chapter II)
and alloy E1437B in liquid sodium (see Chapter V, Section A2),
that is when the action of the liquid metal medium was by
adsorption.

-je can make an estimate of the magnitude of the change in
surface energy nf copper when tested for long term strength in
liquid bismuth using the boundary of activation energy for rupture
presented in Chapter II, Section 2. On the basis of equation (201)
we can vroduce
*

As was already indicated in Chapter II, with brief test durations
and exponential dependence is generally observed r252-254].
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Y7 - YT k QT -. QT. R
RYT'R 2a ' (?02)

where T and YT, represent the specific free surface energy

of the boundary of the solid metal with the inert medi-am and with

the surface active liquid metal respectively; QT and • .

represent the energy of activation of rupture in the inert medium

and in the surface active liquid metal.

It was shown in Chapter II, Section 2, that when copper was

tested for long term strength in air, T = 38.6 kcal/g * atom,

while in liquid bismuth .. = 23.4 kcbl/g # atom. Calculations

using formula (202) will be performed assuming a = 3.5 - 10"8 cm.

Substituting these values into (202), we find that the decrease

in surface energy of copper is the result of the action of the

bismuth was 430 erg/cm2 . It has been experimentally established

[367, 368'1 that IT = 12?0 - 1680 erC/csi, 1 T.j = 280 erg/cm2 ,

tiat is, - T - YT.2=- 990 - 1400 erg/cm 2. Consequently,

c•ilculatio-s using (201) - (202) yields a value of change in
soArface energy which corresponds in its order of magnitude to the
experimentally determined value, which is good agreement.

In all probability, the value of the difference Y" -

determined from the data on long term strength should always
be less than that determined directly, since in the first case
during some time intervals in the development of the crack the

liquid metal will not succeed in filling its end area, while
during the second case experiments are performed in equilibrium
conditions. Thus, the value of the change in surface energy
calculated according to lonr term strength data is an effective
value rather than a true value. *'e note also that the exponential
denendence of time to rupture on the inverse temperature produced
for copper (see Chapter II, Section 2) may not be observed over the

broad range of temperatures as a result of the changes in surface
tension as temperature changes [369].

We have analyzed the influence of an adsorption active
liquid metal on the process of ruptuie durinr short-term testing
of materials under tensile stress at constant rate and during long
tsr,.! strength testing. The experimental data presented in Chapter
NV indicate the adsorption influence of the liquid metal medium on
the trocess of rupture under fatijue testing conditions as well.
As we know [370, 3711 , fatigue rupture is a result of performance
of repeated microplastic deformations in the metal. At a certain
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stage in their development, the formation of a fatigue crack
becomes possible. The formation of this crack may occur as a
result of the action of the mechanisms mentioned earlier C727, o:
as a reault of a mechanism which is specific for testin& under
variable load, such as extrusion or intrustion "372-374/.

An adsorption active liquid metal influences the formation
of fatigue cracks, since they generally arise on the surface of the
deformed specimen. However, this influence is most strongly felt
in the stage of development of a crack, since according toL3707,
this stage makes up 90-97% of the time to rupture of a specimen.
At the present time, this stage has been insufficiently studied
even for metals which are not subjected to the influence of a
corrosive medium. However, doubtless processes of microplastic
deformation are important in this stage, preparing the metal at
the end portion of the crack for rupture of the interatomic bonds.
It is quite natural that rapture of bonds and the corresponding
jump in the crack into the next sector of the metal, not as yet
prepared for the rupture, occur in the adsorption active liquid
metal as 8 result of interaction of atoms of the medium and the
metal beiftg deformed in the end portion of the crack at lower
nominal stress or after a shorter preparatory period than in an
inactive medium with identical stress amplitude. Obviously, the
general regularities of the adsorption action of the liquid metal,
noted earlier for other conditions of deformation of the metal
are correct for fatigue tests as well.

Up to this point, they have analyzed the influence of a
surface active liquid metal on the development of rupture cracks
in a solid metal. This influence results in a deep decrease in
total plasticity of a strength and time to rupture of deformed
metal. Another group of effents of the action of a liquid metal
medium is related to the facilitation of plastic deformation. The
facilitation of deformation results from a decrease in the yield
point and hardening factor during extension at constant rate, as
well as an increase in the creep rate when the metal being de-
formed is in contact with a low-melting liquid metal (see Chapters
I and III).

These effects, as Ye. D. Shchukin first showed J79, are
determined by a decrease in the energy barrier preventing movement
of dislocations to the surface of the metal. The existence of
this barrier is related to the formation of steps of a new surface
at the point where the boundary dislocations reach the surface.
The width of this step is equal to component b in the Burger
vector normal to the contour of the slipping plane and located in
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it. Therefore, the maximum value of the surface energy barrier* is
Um = abY or U. = bV , iC a =b , The presence of the energy

barrier in turn leads to the necessity of increasing the shear
stress acting in the plane in order to complete the shear movement,

Let us estimate the excess value of shear stress resulting
from the surface barrier. The work expended on displacement of the
boundary dislocation of unit length over a distance equal to the
crystalline lattice constant is expressed J~g by the equation

A :*b'T,, (203)

wkhere is the shear stress acting in the plane of movement

over dislocation. The magnitude of work calculated per atom
(or over a sector of the dislocation line of length b ) is

A =b3T1.. (20')

"";hin the dislocation reraches the surface of the metal,
additionail work b2 j' must be performed. Consequently, the work
require6 to bring the dislocation to the surface (beginning
calculation at distance b from the surface) is

Ajj z-, (br, +V).(205)

The additional work resulting from the necessity of overcoming the
surface energy barrier can be performed by increasing the stress,
which should have the magnitude

T.. (206)

Using (205), we produce the following expression for the
shear stress required for the boundary dislocation to reach the
surface:

bI (207)

Thus, when the stress is increased to a value equalling Y/b,
the dislocation can overcome the surface energy barrier. Assuming

=1000 er,-I/cm 2and b = 3.5 * 108 cm, we fin:d thit It a =

2
-290 kg/mm . We can see from this that the surface barrier is
r' rathor serious obstacle to the movement of disloc~tions.

.ie:.- we do not consider t'he force of the "mirror reflection,"
facilitating movement di~slocations to the surface of the-metal.
This is possible due to a great steepness of the surface energy
barrier 59
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It follows from formula (207) that as a result of the action
of a surface active medium, leading to the decrease in surface
energy of t)e solid metal from Y T to T.It the excess value of

shear stress is decreased by the quantity

AT _Lb(y(YT - y..t) (208)

Thus, under the influence of a surface actl.ve liquid metal,
completion of shear in the slipping plane in question, with
formation of a surface step, occurs with a shear stress which is

s less tr.an that required with the formation in an inert

medium. We can see from formula (208) that the decrease in 6hear
stress is Iroportional to the decrease in surface energy.
Consequently, the effect of facilitation of plastic deformation is
greater, the higher the surface activity of the liquid metal.

Analysis of the effect of facilitation of plastic deformation
from the standpoint of the atomic interaction shows that it results
from weakening of the forces of interaction of neighboring atoms
in the external surface layer of the solid metal as a result of
establishment of new bonds with atoms of the liquid metal. Weaken-
ing of the bonds facilitates their rupture as dislocations surface
at lower stresses than when the influence of the medium is absent.

The diagram on Figure 128, which was suggested for explana-
ti)n of the influence of surface active media on metal being
deformed by Benedict 57Z7 and M. I. Chayevskiy ZT7, gives a
clear idea of this type of interaction. We can see from this
diagram that the excess bonds of surface atoms of the solid metal,
causing its free surface energy, are partially used in the inter-
action with stoms of the liquid metal, leading to a decrease in
surface energy.

The importance of the surface in the process of deformation
of a crystal is dttermined by the presence of the subsurface
sources of dislocation, which have one point of attachment, as well
as the Increased density of dislocations sources in the surface
layer Z343, 344, 37 /. For example, we know that the critical
stress determining the activity of the Frank-Reed source with
one attachment point is only half the critical stress of a source
with two attachment points J76, 3827. The increased density of
dislocation sources in the surface layer of metal has been
established in experiments involving the etching away of this layer
L/797.
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0 = Figure 128. Diagram of
0 0 O0 • interaction of atoms

o0 0 of liquid and s.'lid
00 m~tals at interphase
004 O0 Cie boundary:

a, inert medium;
a b b, surface active

medium.

Let r's analyze the influence of a aurface active liquid metal
on the process of stable creep of a solid metal. Let ua trace the
movement of a boundary dislocation to the surface of the crystal,
terminating in the formation of a step. First of all, the dis-
location must travel from its initial point to the surface. We
represent by td the time required for it to move to the surface,

by id the activation energy defining the movement of the dislocation

over the sector. The probability of passage of a dislocation along
a path within the crystal is d = 1/td over

d
TWd =- we-%/PT, ( 209 )

where • is the natural frequency of thermal oscillations of the
atoms. The final stage-movement of the dislocation to the surface -
occupies a time equal to tB, while the probability of movement to

the surface WB -I 1/tB is defined by the value of the surface energy

tarrier, which is L-/ " Q'(O)7a2 , where Y is the free surface;

%'0 (f) is the work .erformed by external forces; a is the
crystalline lattice constants. From this the probability of move-
ment of a dislocation to the surface is determined by the equation

O=y-Qo)

IIQ(@)hT (210)

2where r-(0-) = a2Q,( o-. The time required for performance of the
entire rrocess is td + tB, while the probability W = 1/(td + tB) or

-vW I W," (211)

Since the creep rate v is proportional to the probability of
plastic deformation, Q&-QtYQ(o)
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Let us analyze the two extreme cases. In the first case, the
probability of overcoming barriers within the crystal is much less
than the probability of overcoming the surface barrier, that is
nd <( WB" This relationship is apparently realized at high tempera-

tures, when movement of dislocations is achieved by t~he mechanism
of creeping over into neighboring slipping planes J81-3bg and is
determined by the activation energy for self-diffusion L•d in

equations (209) and (212) is in this case the self-diffusion
activation energyj. Representing the creep rate at a certain
stress level in the metal in an inert medium as vT, and in a

surface active liquid metal medium at the same stress as 'I,
we can use relationships (211) and (212) to find vj/vTT i,
thet is in this case the liquid metal will not influence the stable
creep rate.

In the second case, we assume that the surface barriers are
., more serious obstacle for dislocations than the internal
,;lrriers, from which it follows that '0 less than 4., This

varia'at is apparently possible at relatively low temperature with
low applied stresses. One favorable condition for the aprearance
of this variant is low transverse size of the specimen. Using
relationships (211) and (?12) and assuming that the proportionality
factor is (212) for vj and vT is identical, we produce*

o2(Y7-YT. 1)
• e hT (213)

VT

Thus, in the second case the liquid metal can perform its
adsorption effect. It follows from equation (213) that with
identical applied stress and identical temperature, the rate of
creep in the liquid metal is higher than in the inert medium
(-i T . dT.• according to the condition). Equation (213) also

shows that the influence of the liquid metal on the creer rate of
the solid metal should decrease with increasing temperature.

This relationship of rates of stable creep in liquid metal
and in an inert medium was observed in experiments with copper,
the results of which are presented in Chapter Ill. Apnarently
in this case the value of the surface energy barrier io comparable
to the value of the internal barriers.

.e note that an equation similar to (213) was produced earlier
by V. I. Likhtman on the besis of the concep3tion of creep as a
process of viscous flow.
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On the basis of formula (213), we produce the following
approximate relationship:

k __-Q_._

V,--Y'.• e QQ a2 (214)

where 4 and Q. are the activation energies for stable creep

in an inert medium and in liquid metal respectively. Comparing
(214) and (202), we find

QT- QT. 2. (215)Q; - Q;.

Consequently, in the second variant the change of creep
activation energy under the influence of surface active liquid
metal is approximately half as great as the change of rupture

activation energy.

This result follows from the fact that two atoms move into
new positions as the crack length is increased by one interatomic
distance, while when the dislocation reaches the surface of the
crystal, only one atom moves into a new position. In other words,
this result is caused by the formation of a new surface unit of
area 2a 2  upon the rupture of one atomic bond in the crack and a
surface unit of area a 2  upon the rupture of one atomic bond,
accompanied by appearance of a dislocation on the surface. This
relationship thus demonstrates that the influence of the adsorption
active medium on the process of rupture is greater than its
influence on the process of deformation. The quantities
characterizing the process of rupture of the metal should undergo
greater change due to the adsorntion influence of the medium in
the quantities characterizing the process of deformation.

Let us use the experimental data on the temperature
dependence on the creep rate of copper presented in Chapter III,
Section 2. The experiments showed that the activation energy of
stable creep of copper with a strers of 4kg/mm in an inert
medium is " = 42.5 kcal/g.atom, while in liquid bismuth

= 34.5 kcal/g.atom. Using the value Q = 38.6 kcal/g.atom

and the value . 23.4 kcal/g.atom presented earlier, we find

( - . )/(0 - ) = 1.9. Thus, fulfillment of relation-

ship (215), as well as the data presented above, indicates that
the experiments with copper represent the second variant.

Another result follows from formula (213), which is correct
for the second variant. Apparently, the increase in the stable
creep rate under the influence of the liquid metal occurs in the
followinr inequality is observed:
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kTVT --VT. i> U - (210)

This inequality can be looked upon as the energy condition
for the adsorption influence of the medium on the stable dreep
rate of the metal.

For the case of tests of copper for creep in liquid bismuth
at temperatures of 300-400 C on the basis of equation (216), we
find that AW 80-100 erg/cm2 . Consequently, the increase in
the creep rate of copper in liquid bismuth may occur if the decrease
in free surface energy of copper in the liquid metal is about

100 erg/cm2 . Comparing this ouantity w.Lth the values of 6 Y,
presented above, which were produced experimentally and by
calculation using the results of creep tests, we find that they
are in good agreement.

It was assumed earlier that the liquid metal influences the
processes of deformation and rupture of the solid metal because it
causes a decrease in free surface energy of solid metal. !iowever,
the fulfillment of this condition ic necessary but insufficient
for the observation of adsorption effects. Cases are possible
when the liquid metal causes a strong decrease in surface energy
but still the changes in strength and plasticity characteristics
do not occur. These cases can be explained by conoidering the
kinetic factor jL.

If the rate r, propagation of a crack under the influence of
an applied strerc is iigher than the rate of penetration of the
liquid metel into the end portion of the crack, the influence of
the medium on the strength and plasticity of the deformed metal
will not be observed. Achough in this case the interface energy
of the newly formed suriace is less than in the case of rupture in
an inert medium, this decrease occurs after its formation.

Obviously, with sufficiently high rate of appearance of
dislocations on the surface, the atoms of the liquid metal
located at the point of appearance will be "repelled" in the
direction of movement of the dislocation as a result of inter-
action with the atoms of the solid metal located in the slipping
plane, which makes up the surface of the step. As a result, the
next atom (looking at a one-dimensional model) must overcome the
surface barrier of the same magnitude as in an inert mediun.
Thus, an increase in the rate of deformation should lead to
disappearance of adsorption effects. This influence of deformation
rates on strength and plasticity of a material in such a medium
has been observed experimentally, for example during dynamic
bending of steel discs covered with solder (see Chapter I, Section
3).
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Ar. ap 'roxinate expression of the kinetic condition of
adsorption reduction in strenrth can be produced for the case of
deforration of the metol with constant rate J89. We represent
by 6 the relative elonration of a specimen at the moment of
rupture when tested at constant extension rate at E = d /dt
in an inert medium. The time to runture of such a specimen is
t = S/ i . '-.e repres.ent further by vI the mean rate of

penetration of liquid metal atoms into the end portion of a crack.
Assuminr that the diameter of the specimen is L, we find that the
time required for extension of the liquid metal through the entire
cross section is t1 z L/v,. Since the rate of movement of the

liouid metal must be higher then the rate of propagation of a
crack, the kinetic condition for the adsorption effect is written
in the form t ltO

or <(217)

Thus, the rate of deformation of a specimen should not
exceed vI 6/L if the adsorption decrease in strength is to occur*.

However, ccndition (217) is quite approximate. The deformation of
metal and development of cracks in it occur unevenly both in time
and in space. 3'requently, several cracks are formed in a metal
each of which develops at a different rate at the same time.
During the course of deformation to rupture of a specimen , each
,:rack develops unevenly - its rate of propagation increases, then
decreases. Dislocations move to various portions of the surface
at different rates during deformation of metal as well. Their
mean rate of movement, and consequently, the mean rate of appear-
ance on the surface change with time as the stress state and
structure of the metal change. Therefore, a surface active medium
will fail to influence the development of certain groups of cracks
and will fail to facilitate the apzearance of certain dislocations
on the surface in the various time intervalr. During the same
time interval, however, another group of .racks and dislocations
mi-ht experience the full influence of the liquid metal. Finally,
yet a third group may experience a partial Lnfluence. The effects
of the liouid metal, evaluated according to the loss of strength,
plasticity or decrease in time to runture of the specimen, is an
integral effect in relation to The elementary events of inter-
action of atoms of a solid and liouid metals. Nonfulfillment of
the kinetic condition of the adsorption influence of the medium on
the microscooic scale should lead to a decrease in the macroscopic
effect relative to itr maximal possible value. Consequently, the
value of free surface energy in enuations describing the rupture

'ihe more complex rase when thi auantity of liouid metal is
limited and the liquid metal is dissolved in the metal of the
specimen is analyzed in reference JL'4-387.
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and the deformation of a solid metal in a liquid metal is aneffective quantity, not a true (equilibrium) valiie.

I. describing the runture of polycrystalline metals in a
liquid metal medium (see Chapter I-IV) it was noted that cracks
develop preferentially along grain bouindaries. Although the
particular role of grain. boundaries may be related to inter-
crystalline corrosion and boundary diffusio,, of liquid metal atoms,
the intercrystallite rupture under stress may also result from the
adsorption influence of the medium methods Lb?, 215, 3897.

As before, we will represent the free surface energy of
the solid metal in an inert medium as • T' and in the liquid as
Y ; we will further sup-ose that the free energy of

the grain boundaries of the solid metal is Y 2hen we
produce the value of 2 YT for the work TPT expended in the

formation of a rupture surface of unit area .1n an inert medium if
the crack is a transcrystallite type, or 2 YT " • if the

crack is an intercrystallite type. The work expended in the
formation of the same surface in case of rupture in a surface
active liquid metal will be 2 YT.I end 2YT. -' ) T.T. respectively.

! Although (2 YT - YT.T) less than 2 T since usually iT.TT
Sr67, 3827 still at low temperatures the increased grain boundary
energy in comparison to the grain volumie is not as teat as the
higher strength, That is, the decisive factor is not their non-
equilibrium state in the thermodynamic sense, but rather their
ability to withstand a higher load. The analogy with a work-
hardened metal, the free energy of which is higher th3n annealed
metal, although the strength of the former is greater then that of
the latter, is applicable. In connection with this at low temner-
ature in an inert medium, a polycrystalline metal rupotures through
the body of a grain.

When the same metal is acted upon b, a liquid metal,
(2 YT." ^T.T.) L1 2 T. Z, since • T.hT. In this case, the

nonenuilibrium state of the -rain boundaries is decisive, so
that a crack develops between crystallites. .Incidentally, it
can be shown that the second inequality is more stronrly expressed
than the first, if the first is divided by 2 1., the second by

S2T.J' Then, assuming that the left portion of the first in-

equality is greater than the left zortion of the second, we find
l/hT. > l/• , which is true according to the condition.)
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At high temperature, polycrystalline metals rupture between
crystallites in the inert medium as well L5i46, 268, 3907; a liquid
metal medium therefore causes no change in the nature of rupture of
the metal, nearly facilitating more rapid development of inter-
crystallite cracks.

let us now present the results of certain experimental
investigations revealing the various specifics of the mechanism of
the adsorption influence of liquid metals on solid metals during
the process of deformation.

2. Regularities of Change in Characteristics of
Long Term Strength and Creep of Metals Under-
neath the Influence of Adsoiption

The regularities of the influence of adsorption-active liquid
metal on solid metal during the process of creep can be analyzed
on the basis of experimental data for IE437B nickel alloy. This
alloy has been tested for creep to rupture, that is the test were
tests for long term strength as well. The influence of liquid
sodium on the alloy was investigated 5921. The tests were per-
formed using turned tubular specimens with external diameter
11 mm and wall thickness 0.5 mm.

The specimens were filled with liquid sodium filtered at
120-1l30 C, providing for an oxygen content of about 0.01 wt. %.
After the specimens were filled, plugs made of the same material,
as the 7pecimen were welded on in order to seal the volume contain-
ing the liquid sodium during the tests. Thus, in contrast to the
more commonly used experimental methods involving specimens with
surface coatings or tests in open liquid metal baths, in this case
the physical and chemical properties of the liquid metal could not
change as a result of interactions with components in the air. In
addition to the specimens filled with sodium, control specimens
filled with argon were also tested. (Subsequently, we will
arbitrarily refer to these s-ecimens at this being tested in air,
and will refer to the specimens containing sodium as having
been tested in sodium.)

Long term strength tests of alloy E1437B in liquid sodium
and in air were performed with monoaxial extension using the
ordinary method. The deformation of specimens in the process of
creep wa• recorded using circular dial type indicators. All tests
were pertormed at 8000 C.
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Figure 129 shows the dependence of time to rupture of
specimens in air and in liauid sodium on applied stress. It
follows from the graph that the liquid metal medium causes a
significant decrease in lonr term strength of the allow, the effect
of its influence increasing with decreasing stress. Since the
exponential dependence between time to rupture and stress is
observed in both cases, the effect of the adsorption influence of
the liquid metal can be characterized by thf, equation

K = A ,l/n-l/nj where K ,D is the coefficient of the influence

of the liquid metal on the long term strength of the solid metal
(see Chapter II, Zection 1).

20 -LJ - -

10 0 03 rhr

Figure 129. Time to rupture as a function of
applied stress for alloy EI437B at 800°C
in air (1) and in the liouid sodium (2).

The creer characteristics were also significantly changed
when the alloy was tested in liquid metal. These changes can be
clearly seen, for example, from the graphs of the dependence of
duration of the first creep period t,, the second creep period

2 and the third creep period It3 as well as relative elongation

during each period S i9 S 2' and 3 resulting from the stress

(Figure 130). 4e can see from the figure that the duration of all
periods of creep is decreased in the liquid sodium medium; the
relative elongation accumulated by a specimen during the first and
second periods was found to be identical in sodium and in air;
however, during the third neriod the relative elonraticn in the
liquid metal decreased sharnly. All of these c'an"e increase with

decreasing stress. The dependence shown on Firure 130 represent
the schematic curves of solid metal creep in an inert medium and in
a surface active liquid metal with identical stress, as shown on
Fi-gure 131.
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Figure '30. Duration of individual creep periods
and relative elongation as functions of
stress for EI437B alloy at 8000 C in air
(1) and in sodium (2).

The liquid sodium caused an essential increase in the creep
rate of E1437B alloy. Figure 132 shows the dependence of the
stable creep rate on stress in liquid metal and in air. We can
see from the graph that the adsorntion effect of the medium on the
creep process increases with decreasing stress. The dependences of
the mean velocities on stress for the first (vI = jl/ Z ) and

third (v 3 = S 3/ t 3 ) creep periods were constructed. It was found

that the liquid metal causes an increase in the creep rate both at
the beginning and at the end of the process. Yurthermore, it was
established that an exnonential dependence is observed between the
mean creep rate in the first period and the stress, just as in the
second period (at least within the rate intervals studied).

In corresnondence with the above the adsorrtion influence of
liquid metal is characterized by the following expression for the
coefficient of increased creep rate: K = C, - - , where

V
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3 is the stress; C., m and m) are constants (see Chapter
III, Section 1).

I Figure i 31. Diagr~m of change
SI in creep curve of metal

0 caused by adsorption

I influence of liquid metal
2medium: 1, in air; 2,

oIi Iin liquid metal.

Si I II

time

There is interest in a comparison of the values of the
coefficients of increased creep rate in liquid metal in the first,
second and third periods on one graph. This comparison (Figure
133) shows that the liquid metal medium has the least influence on
the stable creep rate, and influences the creep rate in the first
and third periods much more sharply.

70.1 .] II 1 I Xl

Figure 132. Rate of stable creep as a function
of stress for E1437B alloy at a 8000 C in
air (1) and in sodium (2).

Firmure 133. Coefficient of
increased creep rate

as a function of stress
"±or L1437Bl alloy in
liquid sodium at 8000 C:

1', Kvl; 2, K2; 3, "

,v2 v
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The effects which we h:ve described in the influence of
liquid sodium on long tern strength end creep of E1437B alloy
result from adsorption. In order to test for corrosion damage of
the specimens, microsections were prepared after rupture. Mlicro-
structural analysis showed no traces of corrosion effects of the
liquid metal. Spectral analysis confirmed the absence of
diffusion of sodium into the alloy. Thus, the influence of the
liquid metal in this case results completely from its ability to
decrease the surface interface energy at the boundary between the
solid and the liquid metals. This would be expected, for example,
on the basis of data on "wetability" reference j§587 . It should
also be emphasized that the conditions of performance of the
experiments (grain size of material - 2-3 grains in cross section
of specimen) facilitated appearance of the adsorption effect of the
m6dim g502.

The effects of the adsorption influence of the liquid metal
correspond to the existinr dislocation concept concerning the
processes of creep and rupture of metals /81-383, 393, 39g7. Let
us attempt first of all to explain why the adsorption-active medium
causes an increase in the creep rate which is much sharper in the
first period than in the second period. At first, immediately
after loading of the specimen, a large number of dislocations begin
to move. The rate of plastic deformation in this case is deter-
mined by the rate of movement of tie dislocations and the influence
of applied stress. As time passes, the number of movinr dis-
locations decreases, since some of them are held up by the various
obstacles. Certain obstacles were already present in the structure
of the metal before the beginning of deformation, while others
arose as a result of deformation (for example, dispersive separa-
tion of the second phase, packing defects, interstitial atoms,
steps at dislocations, stress fields of other dislocations, etc).
As a result of this, the creep rate drops rradually and, finally
reaches its equilibrium value, characteristic for the second
creep period. During this period, if creep occurs at high tempera-
ture, further displacement of dislocations is possible only after
creeping over into a neighboring slipping plane, where obstacles
on the creeping path (or a portion of the path) are absent. The
rrocess of creep over is a diffusion process, and its acti-'ation
energy is equal to the activation energy of self diffusion. If
the creep occurs at lew temrerature, the activation energy of the
creep is less than the activation energy of self-diffusion and
depends on the value of stress arrlied (decreases with increasing
stress).

Th'us, with both high and low tem-erature creep che difference
between the vsiuo; of the energy barriers which the dislocations
overcome as they move within the metal and come to the free
surface are greater for the second creep -eriod than for the
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first period. This means, according to the preceding section,
that the degree of the influence of the surface active liquid
metal on the first period should be greater than on the second
period.

Obviously, the increase in the adsorption influence of the
medium at the beginning of creep also results from the greater
activity of suriace sources of dislocations. Frank-Reed sources
with one point of attachment can play an essential role in this
process, since they beg-in to act at stresses half as great as the
activation stress for sources with two points of attachment.
Experimental proof has been presented to indicate that plastic
deformation begins in the surface layer of a crystal; for example,
this has been shown by the well known experiments of Suzuki L9/7
and of Chalmers and Davis L967. The influence of the state of
the surface on plastic deformation, including its initial stage,
has been confirmed by rany experiments with specimens covered with
films of solid metals J977.

The weakening of the adsorption influence of the liquid metal
on a solid metal upon transition from the first stage of creep to
the second stage is also confirmed by the results of relaxation
tests c' steel in liquid sodium J9W* It is then established
that in this case the iafluence of liqu.d metal on the process of
relaxation of stresses decreases with passing time. If we consider
that relaxation is creep with decreasing stress, it should be
expected that the physical processes forming the two phenomenon
would be identical. T' decrease of stress in relaxation tests
can lead to an increase in activetion energy of displacement of
dislocations in comparison with its value durinr creep tests under
stress maintained equal to the initial stress upon relaxation.
(The follojinv dependence of activation energy on stress -s js

considered correct: Q - Ab Zs' where b is the 73urger vector;

A is the area of the surface covered by the dislocation.)
Therefore, the time dependence of the adsorption effect in tests
with relaxation should be expressed even mnre sharply than in
tests with creep.

Figure 133 shows that the adsorption effect of sodium on
the alloy is reinforced once more in the third creep period. This
peculiarity of the influence of the liquid metal can be undar, .ood
if we consider that in addition to the defor.ation processes,
cracks develop under creep conditions, Ae time passes, both the
number of cracks and their length ircrease. iurthermore, the
rate of growth of cracks increases A99-401o7 It is al~o
characteristic that all of these changes are particularly 5harply
expressed during the third creer period. Therefore, the rein-
forcenent of the adsorptiorn effect can he caused by the following
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factor: first of all, by an increase in the number and length of
cracks, leading to an increase in the effective stresa and
causing an increase in the number of active dislocations; secondly,
by the fact that the surface active metal facilitates acceleration
of the development of the cracks themselves, which is reflected in
the total value of relative elongation (an important part of the
relative elongation of the specimen during the third period is a
result of increasing velocity 5O07). The specific nature of the
third creep period related to the intensive development of cracks
is also reflected in the fact that the Dlasticity during the
third neriod in liquid metal i3 less than air, where.,s during the
first and second periods the plasticity is identical in the two
media.

The effect of the increased adsorption influence of the
liquid metal with decreased stress described above is apparently
related to the decreased rate of movement of dislocations in this
case. The dependence of tIP mean rate of movement of boundary
dislocations v on aprlied stress Z in reference O0•7 can be
rerresented in the form

V = v0e' (18)

where v0  is the maximum nossible rate of movement of dislocati.ons

en'ual to the speed of sound in the metal; (I is a constant.

F'ormaula (218) allows us to calculate the mean rate of
dislocations with constant stress. However in various sectors of
the crystal individual dislocations move at different speeds, as
a result of the influence of local stresses, which may be either
higher or lower than the applied stress. Therefore, and in
consideration of the factors outlined in the vreceding section,
one proup of dislocations with mean velocity v1  will not

experience the influence of the liquid metal as it arrives at the
surface; the mean velocity of dislocations of another group were
increased to the maximum under the influence of the medium (from

"f2 tr i2 d )and, finally, the mean velocity of dislocations of

the third group will increase but to a lower degree than the
velocity of the second zroup (from the v• to v-4 ). Obviously

in connection with (218), the follov-inr inequalities will be
fulfilled: i 7 v , •2 and il vi.> v . if we represent1 3 > . "10 '3>;2;
the dislocation density as n, its partial values corresponding to
each group of dislocations nl, n, and n,3 and the Burger vector

as b, the creep rate in an inert medium is expressed by • :

bl 1n + n2 v2 + n3; 3 -, while the creep rate in the liquid
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2 l nvj. Since themetal of 1:1 + "21.2 35iC2 72. 'V2

and v v3 , we -roduce 7 Z

As the anplied stress is changed the values of the
differences (7, -2 3 will change, as will the

number of dislocations in each group. Increasing the stress first
leads to a decrease in the values of n then to comnlete

disarrearance of the second Froup of dis2ocations and, finally,
at a certain critical stress value, the adsorption effect of the
medium annears no longer.

3. Adsorption Effect w.';h )efornation by
Copinressive Load

In works on the investiration of the influence of a liauid
metal medium on a solid metal in the stressed state it is o.enerally
emphasized that this influence apnears in the presence of tensile
stresses. For examnle, tests with short term bending have .Jmonstra-
ted that the strength and plasticity of solid metals do not charne
if the linuid metal is aMDl1-1 to the compressed cide of the
specimen (see Chapter I, Section 1). however, on the basis of the
concepts concernin- the mechanism of the influence of an adsorntion
active linuid metal medium on the crocess of deformation of a
solid metal which we have presented, we would expect the medium
to have an influence durinn comnression as well. Natv':ally, if the
adsorption effect is mlated to facilitation of movement of dis-
locations to the sitrface of the specimen as e result of decreased
resurface energy of the steps formed, it should be observed during
compressive stress as well.

In order to check this assumption, the influence of liquid
metal on the rocess of creep during monoaxial compression was
studied JO4/. The combination of solid copper (type i4-1) and
liquid bismuth was selected for the experiments, since the presence
of adsorption effects in this system is beyond doubt. As we
know, in liquid bismuth a significant reduction of the free
surface energy of solid copper occurs Jll7, and a decrease in
plasticity of copper in contact with this liquid metal has been
observed repeatedly T, 'Lo.

Tests were performed with tubular cylindrical specimens'
with a wall thickness of 0.5 mm and an internal diameter of 10 mm.

7- 0
63 rcimens tested after anneaiing for two hours at 600 C in a

vacuum (about 10-4 mm ;g).
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The liquid metal was contained inside the specimen; the working
volume was sealed by welding on caps. The specimens were tested
for creep using type UIM-5 machines. Loading of the specimens
with a compressive load was achieved using a reverser. Identical
specimeis were also used to p--rform tensile tests for comparison
with results of the compressive creep tests. All creep tests were
performed at 3500 C. The stresses uaed in the tensile tests were
lower than in the compressive tests since when high tensile loads
were applied the specimens in contact with the liquid bismuth
were ruptured at the moment of application of the load.

0 20 i0 0 80o 7007o20 thO M 40 '0 0 100 720 10 70 180I IMt, Y
Figure 134. Curves of creen of copper at 350 C

in liquid bismuth (6) and air ( W ):
a - compression; I - a- = - 4kg/mm ;
2 - - 2 ; 3 - a-= - 2 g 2

r- CS 3 kg/mm3 Z--2 g/imm
b - extensions; 1 - = 1.8 kg/mm2 ;

22
2 - T = 1.5 kg/rm2; 3 - = 1.0 kg/mm.

Figure 134 shows creep cures -in air and in liquid bismuth
for compressive and tensile stresses. We can see from the graphs
that the creep of copper in liquid bismuth occurs more rapidly
than in air, both in extension and in compression. One common
feature of the influence of the liquid metal medium in both cases
is the f3ct that as stress decreares, relative influence of the
medium increases. The difference lies in the absolute values of
deformation, in the relative strength of the influence of the
medium and in the fact that during extension in liquid bismuth,
even in extremely low stresses, creep goes over into the third
period and the snecimen is ruptured.

Figure 135 shows the dependence of the rate of stable creep
on stress. nese dependences indicate that during compression
and extension the dependence between these quantities is logrith-
mic and that this is true to:, tests in air and in the liquid metal
medium. The degree of influence of the liquid metal medium is
different in extension and in compression: ir extension, the
liquid bismuth .causes a considerib.-y greater increase in creep
rate than in compression (with identical stress values). It is
also characteristic that the difference in creep rates in air ,,nd
in liquid metal is greater, the lower the applied stress (Tnble 51).
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Figure 135. Stable creep as a function of stress
for copper at 350 C in air (1) and in
liquid bismuth (2): a - compression; b -
extension.

Thus, a surface active liquid metal influencing the process
of deformation in extension also influences the process of
deformation in compression. The nature of the influence is
identical in both cases, but the degree of influence is higher in
extension. The greater increase in creep rate in the liquid metal
in extension than in compression is explained apparently by the
fact that during extension rupture cracks are formed and developed,
while during compression the deformiation process occurs without
formation of cracks (at least in the material tested for the values
of deformation covered by the experiments). Consequently, in
compression the liquid metal has an influence only on the process
of deformation, while in extension it also influences the process
of rupture and the process of crack development.

Table 51

Results of Creep Tests of Type
X-l copper at 3500 C in Liquid

Bismuth and in Air

Type of Test Stress, kg/mm2 Ratio of Creep Rates
in Bismuth and in Air

Compression - 4 1.)

-3 1.4
- 2 3.8

Extension + 1.8 18.2

+ 1.5 26.o

S.. . .. + 1.0 30.0
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4. Adsorption Ef:Kects as Functions of Free
.nergy of Solid-Liqiuid Netal Boundary

The adsorption nature of the influence of liqui.d motal on
solid metal is particularly clearly seen when the change in free
energy of the solid-liouid metal boundary is established by
direct experiments. Figure 136 shows the dependence of the energy
of the solid copper-liquid metaý Bi - Pb alloy boundary on the
composition of the alloy at 350 C ASI. The graph shows a
continuous decrease in surface energy with changing alloy composi-
tion: from 390 erg/cm2 for a boundary with pure lead to 280 erg/cm2

with pure bismuth. The decrease in surface energy is particularly
sharply noted in the lead concentration interval from 80 to 40o.

Wiork Z81 presents the results of tests of copper for short
term rupture in the Bi - Pb melts. It was found that the change
in the tensile strength and relative elongation depended
strictly on the change in surface energy as the composition of the
liquid metal was changed, proving the adsorption origin of the
effects observed. This conclusion would be even more convincing
and general if a similar regularity were produced with another
type of test. Therefore, copper was tested for creep and long
term strength in Bi - Pb alloys of varying compositions j0g.

Y, erg/°

-Figure 136. Free interphase

350 Ienergy of boundary of
--- copper with Bi- Pb

alloys at 350°.

270 - - - - -

0 20 40 60s

The tests were performed with monoaxial extension of tubular
turned specimens with wall thickness 0.5 mm using the methodology
described above The specimens were prepared of Ni-I copper,
annealed at 6000 C for two hours in a vacuum of about 10 mm Hg.

All tests for 2long term strength and creep were performed at
stresses of 5 kg/mm and 350 0 C. The time to rupture of the
copper as a function of liquid metal composition was represented
on the graph of Figure 137 a. We can see that the lifetime of a
specimen under constant load decreases regularly with an increase
in the content of bismuth in the melt. T1'e amount of this
increase is significant; for example, whereas the time to rupture
in lead is 540 hours, in liquid bismuth a specimen is ruptured
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after 17 hours. It is characteristic that #.he form of a long term
strength curve on Figure 137 a is similar to the curve of inter-
phase energy shown on Figure 136. The sharp change in time to
rupture curves as the content of lead in the alloy is varied
between 40 and 80., that is in the same interval where the inter-
phase energy changes sharply.

Figure 137, b shows the relative elongation of specimens up
to the moment of rupture as a function of liquid metal medium
composition. We can see from the graph that as the content of
bismuth in the rlloy increases, that is as the surface interphase
energy decreases, the plasticity of the copper decreases continual-
ly. The relative elongation of the specimen tested in lead is
14.95%, in bismuth - 2.69% . In this case as well, the curse of
Figutre 137, b is similar to the curve of Figure 136.

500

100 -

0 20 0 60 0 a, o 20 0 I5 C.

Figure 137. Time to rupture (a) and relative
elongation (b) of copper qecimens tested
for lont term strength at 5 kg/mm2 stress
and 350 C in Bi - Pb alloys.

The influence of the composition of the li..c.id metal medium
and consequently of the interphase energy un the creep rate of
copper is shown on Figure 138. A decrease in interphase energy
causes an increase in the creep rate of the copper. The influence
of the medium is reflected both on the stable creep rate (Figure
138 a), and on the mean creep rate during the first period
(Figure 138, b). In order to establish whether the influence of
the liquid metal is greater at the beginning of the creep process
or during the stable stage, the dependence of the ratio of creep
rates of copper in Bi - Fb alloys with a corresponding creep rates
in pure lead was constructed (Figure 139). It follows from this
dependence that the surface of active liquid metal causes a
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greater increase in creep rate at the beginning of the process,
that is in its first period, and in the second period. Further-
more, Figure 139 shows that the degree of the influence on creep,
as well as the difference in the degree of the influence in the
first and second periods increase with increasing surface activity
of the liquid metal medium.
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Figure 138. Rate of stable creep (a) and mean
creep rate in the first period 2(b)
of copper specimens at 5 kg/mm stress
and 3500 C in Bi - Pb alloys

Thus, the experimental data presented above show clearly
that a decrease in interphase energy at the solid metal-liquid
metal boundary causes a regular decrease in long term strength
and plasticity and an increase in the solid metal creep rate.
Consequently, they indicate reliably an adsorption influence of
the liquid metal on the processes of deformation and rupture under
the conditions of testing of the material for creep and long term
strength.

"ftb -- Figure 139. Ratio of creep
7 rate of copper specimens

5 . - -in the first and second'•- " M periods in Bi - Pb

- - -alloys to creep rate in
2-- - -pure lead.
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We indicated earlier that the liquid metal medium causes the
number and length of cracks formed in the structure of the metal
deformed to increase, and causes a change in the nature of a
rupture -- a transition from intracrystallite to intercrystallite
rupture. It seemed of interest to determine whether finer changes
in the structure occurred under the influence of the adsorption
active liquid metal. These changes eould be expected due to the
intensification of the process of plastic deformation, particularly
in the surface layer of the metal.

The influence of organic surface active media, manifested as
a decrease ir. the thickness of slipping units and an increase in
their number D,7, as well as an increase in dislocation density
/4027, has been experimentally established. In order to determine
the influence of liouid metal, X-ray structural studies of the
surface layer of copper specimens were performed after long term
strength tests in Bi - Pb alloys*. Plates 3 mm wide and 12 mm
long (the long side corresponding to the generatrics of the gauge
portion of the specimen) were cut from the specimens for which the
results of mechanical tests are presented in Figures 137-139. In
order to remove traces of the low-melting metal from the surface of
the plates, they were etched in 10% aqueous HO 3. Irradiation

(Cu•) of the specimens was perfurmed using a URS-50I apparatus.
During irradiation, the specimen was rotated at 2 rpm. The X-ray
reflections from the (311) plane were recorded, and the changes in
the intensity of the corresponding line were used to determine
III order distortions in the structure of the metal. The
reflections from plane (311) of an annealed copper iecimeu were
used as a standard.

In order to differentiate the influence of the liquid metal
on the intensity of the (311) line from the influence of the
plastic deformation occurring in the specimen in an inert medium
using the same load as in the experiments, this line was recorded
for the external and internal surfaces of the copper plate.

1:ew results of measurement of the intensity of line (311)
are presented on Figure 140. We can see from this figure that
the intensity of X-ray interference from the same plane changes
differently depending on the composition of the medium for the
external (air side) and internal (liquid bismuth side) surfaces.
The change in intensity of the first case obviously indicates the
influence of the duration of test time on III order distortions.
Comparison of Figure 140 a 3nd 137 a indicates that these
distortions increase as the loading time of the specimen 4ncreases.

X-ray tests performed by G. D. Pigrova.
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The decrease in the intensity of X-ray interference from the
internal surface of the specimens tested in alloys with high
bismuth content indicates the increased distortion of the
structure in volumes on the order of the dimensions of a unit
cell under the influence of the surface active liquid metal. These
distortions are on the order of the crystalline lattice constant
of the specimen. The coincidence of the right parts of the two
lines of Figure 140 a indicates the identical influence (or
absence of all influence) of the air medium and alloys with high
lead content and Dure lead.

, Figure 140. a - Ratio of
•S intensity of (311) line

for external (1) and
internal (2) surfaces of

0,7- copper specimens tested
for long term strength in

Bi-Pb alloys to intensity

of same line for annealed20 40 0 s copper; b - Ratio of
.7,, (r) 6intensities of (311) line
40- for internal surfaces of
47- specimen to intensity of

4 : the same line for external
20 40 to s P% surface.

In connection with the fact that the intensity of X-ray
interference from the external surface can be looked upon as a
standard for determination of the adsorption effect of the liouid
metal, this influence can be judged by the ratio of intensities
of the lines for the internal surface I1 ( 1 1 h) and external

surface I311 (T) (see Figure 140 b).

Comparing Figure 140 b with Figures 137-139, we conclude
that the adsorption effect of the liquid metal leads to the
formation of III order distortions in the metal structure tested
for creep.

5. The Reason for Differences in the Nature
of the Adsorption Influence of Liquid
Netals and Organic 11aterials

The most important difference in the adsorption effects of
organic and liquid metal media on the deformable metals lies in
the absence of brittle rupture of metals in organic media, since
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this form of rupture is a characteristic feature of melted metals.
This difference was first noted by Ye. D. Shchukin and i. A. Rebin-
der L34J. They indicate that the differing nature of the influence
of surface active organic and liquid metal media is related to
the essentially greater decrease in free surface energy of the
solid metal in liquid metal media. Thus, whereas in liquid metals
the decrease •n surface energy may amount to some hundredths of
ergo per 1 cm , in organic media it amounts to but some dozens of
ergo. In certain cases, the increase in the adsorption effect of
liquid metals is related to rapid penetration of the adsorption
active atoms to the surfaces of internal micro cavities by two
dimensional migration along defects in crystalline structure L34V.
It was noted at the same time that the plasticizing effect of
organic adsorption active media is based on their surface inter-
action with the specimen, which leads to a decrease in the
potential barrier preventing movement of dislocations the surface
of the crystal, and the formation of a new surface; it was
considered that the plasticizing effect of liquid metal media
cannot be explained in the same way [34].

The experimental material which has been accumulated at the
present time allows us to state an additional consideration
concerning the reasons for the differing manifestations of
adsorption effects of liquid metal and organic media.

First of all, we should note the fact that the results of
tests of materials for long term strength and creep in surface
active liquid metal media presented above (Chapter V, Section 2-4)
indicates simultaneous occurrence of effects of facilitation of
plastic deformation (increased creep rate), embrittlement
(decrease in total relative elongation at rupture) and decreased
strength (long term strength). These results were produced in
experiments with polycrystalline metals, but the results would
apparently be the same for monocrystals if the specimens in
experiments on creep (see Chapter III, Section 1) were subjected
to testing to rupture.

Furthermore, if we look at the results of tests in extension
at constant velocity, we can conclude that the changes in the
stress-strain diagrams in organic [V7 and liquid metal (see
Chapter I, Section 1) media in comparison to the diagrams in an
inactive medium are similar: in both cases the yield point,
hardening factor and strength are decreased. The differences
only that the relative elongation of the metal is greater in
tests with an organic surface active agent than in tests with an
inert medium, while it is less in tests with liquid metal
surfactant.
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These facts indicate that liquid metals accelerate the pro-
cess of rupture to a greater extent than do organic surfactants.
The largv molecules of the organic materials cannot penetrate into
the submicrofissures or to the ends of micro-and macrofissures.
The small dimensions of cracks, as was indicated earlier in 14..?,
represent a steric obstacle. The atoms of liquid metals, on the
other hand, can penetrate into the smallest defects in the
structure of the solid metal. Therefore, the process of rupture
in a liquid metal medium occurs incomparably more intensively than
in an organic surface active agent.

The acceleration of the process of deformation in both media
occurs as a result of interaction of atoms of the solid and liquid
metals at the points where dislocations reach the surface or as a
result of the corresponding decrease in surface energy of the step
formed at this point. The intensity of the influence of the medium
in this case is apparently independent of the dimensions of the
molecules and atoms, and is determined only by their mobility and
the degree of the decrease in surface energy.

Thus, the practically identical effect of surface active
organic and liquid metal agents on the process of deformation
results in an identical manifestation - facilitation of the
process of deformation (decrease in yield point and hardening
factor in extension at constant rate and incr,.ase in creep rate
under constant load). Consequently; the effect of facilitation of
deformation is a universal effect, characteristic for various
surface active agents.

The difference in organic media from liquid metal media is
the greater acceleration of the process of rupture in liquid metal
than in the organic media. This difference is manifested as a
significant decrease in plasticity in the liquil metal in compari-
son to the inactive media. The effect of embrittlement also
appears in extension with constant rate and under conditions of
long term strength testing. In organic media the metal is deformed
to a considerably greater extent before rupture than in an inactive
medium.

Consequently, the differing influence of organic and liquid
metal surface active agents on the process of rupture and their
identical influence on the process of deformation means that
rupture of a metal in an orgPnic medium occurs later and at higher
plasticity, while in a liquid netal medium it occurs earlier and
with lower plasticity than in an inactive medium.
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B. Corrosion Influence

1. Mechanism of Corrosion Influence of Liquid
Metal on Solid Metal in The Process of
Rupture

The corrosion infl,,ence of liquid metals on solid metals in
the stressed state depends on the same corrosion processes which
are observed when metals are tested in the unstressed state. That
is, in this case as well, simple dissolution, thermal and iso-
thermal mass transfer, intercrystalline corrosion and other
processes are possible (see Part I). However, the manifestations
of these processes in metal under stress have certain specific
features.

The rupture of metal as a result of the simultaneous effects
of stress and a corrosion active medium is not a result of the
decrease in cross section of the specimen (part) bearing the load
and the corresponding increase in effective stress alone. If
materials are placed in sequence according to characteristic
resistance to total corrosion (for example, according to the
inverse of corrosion rate), this series will not coincide with the
sequence in order of resistance to the effects of liquid metal on
the stressed solid metal (for example, the sequence in order of
increasing long term strength reduction factor). In particular,
although certain materials undergo corrosion in liquid metal at
identical rates, this does not mean that the degree of redemption
of their strength under conditions of extension at constant rate
or long term strength testing or fatigue testing will also be
identical. For example, corrosion tests have shown CV that the
rate of thermal mass transfer of nickel.based alloys ZI827, EIS69
and E1765 in liquid sodium at 7500 C with a temperature drop of
3500 C is identical, at 2.62 10"o me/hr. however, when these
materials were tested for long term strength under analogous
conditions, it was found that they have varying abilities to
resist the corrosion effect of the liquid metal. (Control tests
of the alloys in sodium under static, isothermal conditions have
shown that the effect of the liquid metal in the presence of
tVermal mass transfer is corrosive: under isothermal conditions,
tha change in long term strength in relation to its level in air
did not occur.) Table 52 presents values of the reduction factor
for long term strength of these alloys in liquid sodium over 100
and 1000 hours. We can see from this table that the greatest
resistance is that of alloy E1765, the least being that of alloy
E1869, and that the values of long tern strength reduction factors
in 1000 hours indicate that the degree of influence of the liquid
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metal medium on the former is 12% less than on the latter. In the
100 hour test, alloy El 765 showed no changes in the level of
long term strength in sodium at all, whereas the redi:ction of the
corresponding strength of El 869 was 26'.

Some types of corrosion influence of liquid metals on solids
are more dangerous for stressed metal than others. The greatest
danger is not that of the total corrosion of the material, but
that of local and microlocal processes. Therefore, a material
subjected to intensive intercrystalline corrosion in liquid metal
in the unstressed state, for example, cannot withstand the effects
of stresses.

Table 52

Values of Long Term Strength Reduction
Factors of Alloys E1827, E1826 and
E1765 in Liquid Sodium under Thermal
iass Transfer Conditions. (Temperature

7500, Drop 3500 C).

Al o 1) to KO 1000- K
typ I/.,um ' ."ji I KOD 100 1 .,.ms KD f000

El (;j Air 25,5 0,74 14,0 0,68

Na 18,8 9,5

EB 127 Air 34,5 0,80 26,0 0,71"
Na 27,5 18,5

El 765 Air 27,0 1,00 20,0 0,80
Na 27,0 16,0

The dangerous types of corrosion influence of liquid metal
also include selective corrosion, particularly if the easily
soluable component horophilic. The results produced for brass
(see Figure 104) indicate the influence of selective corrosion on
the resistance of alloys to the effects of a liquid metal medium
when tested for long term strength. Experiments have shown that
with increasing content of zinc in brass -- an element easily
dissolved in tin -- the long term strength decreases sharply.
The conclusion of the essential influence of selective corrosion

on the strength of alloys in a liquid metal medium is confirmed
by the results of reference 408U. It is shown in this work that
the tensile strength in extension at constant rate of 70/30 brass

increases to 17.3 kg/m2 in a medium of pure mercury to 23.6 kg/mm2

in mercury containing 2.02% Zn. It is established in this work
that the surface tension of pure mercury and its amalgams
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containing 2.02% Zn is practically identical. Apparently, these
facts can be lookee uron as an indication of the identical value
of the free interphase energy of the boundary between brass and
mercury and its amalrams.

Due tc the local nature of the corrosive influence of a
liquid metal on a solid metal in the stressed state, specifics of
the structure of the solid metal become important. Cbviously,
heteroreneity of the structure, the nresence of phases easily
dissolvec in the liquid metil or enterinr into active nhysical-
chemical •iteractions with it should cause an increase in the
influence :,f the medium. Increcsed corrosion runture of the
material, related to the development of cracks, may be~in at such
thermal -,a.3mically non-equilibrium sectors of the structure and
grain bour!aries and mosaic block boundaries, noints of contact of
slipping &*%anes with the surface, etc.

The nature of the develonment of rupture processes of thc
solid metal in the inert medium is also significant. For examrle,
if intercrystalline cracks appear in large number in the carly
stages of deformation, the reduction in long term strenrth in a
corrosion active liouid metal medium will be rreater than that of
a metal having relatively, lonr, incubation period for the formation
of cracks and smaller numbers of cracks.

As was indicated in kart I of this book, the most dangerous
form of corrosion damage to materials in a liquid metal medium is
thermal mass transfer. The occurrence of this process is unavoid-
able in rrinciple in heat exchan.-e installations, since they have
different temperatures in different areas along the length of the
heat transfer medium channel. In spite of the linear corrosion
rule effective under such conditions and the absence ^ ?ný
acceleration or deceleration of the process, even ma;.rials sub-
jected to even d4ssolution when stresses do not act iupon them will
show an essential increase in the effect of the inflieence of the
medium in the stressed state due to the occurrence o! local
corrosion processes.

This conclusion has been confirmed, for example, by the
results of tests for long term strength of type EI669 n4.;.el-
based alloy in liquid sodium Z276, 40g. The teats were performed
at 7500 C in a current of the liquid metal usinr a method
described in Chanter I, Section 1. During the tests, a flow! of
sodium moving throuzh the internal cavity of the tubular specimens
by natural confection arising due to the temnerature drop maintain-
ed (in this case 3500 C) through the height of the liouid metal
column acted uuon the material. Under these conditions, the
vrocess of thermal mass transfer of the material of the gauge
section of the specimen in the "hot" zone up to the hi-her "cold"
zone is continuous.
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Tests of alloy EI869 showed that its long term strength is
si,-nificantly decreased as a result of the thermal mass transfer
(Figure 141). It is important to note that the effect was
in entirely a result of thermal mass transfer: the absence of
adsorption and diffusion effects of the medium was indicated by
the correspondence of the results of the test in sodium under
isothermal conditions and in air (see Figure i41). The micro-
.tructural study of the specimenc after rupture establish that
the liquid metal causes no structural changes in the alloy.
Corrosion tests of the alloy is the unstressed state under the
same conditions demonstrated [?8] that intercrystalline corrosion
of the specimen does not occur. Therefore, it can be assumed that
the reason for the decrease in long term strength is the effect of
reduction in cross sectional areas of the specimen. The influence
of this effect can be easily evaluated by using the hypothesis of
linear addition of damage, which yields satisfactory correspondence
of calculated quantities to experimental values ZAlo-414J. The
initial dependence with this estimate is the relationship

T11

* ,ý-1 (219)
0

wi;ere t is the current time; ' 0  is the time to rupture with

constant stress; in this case the constant stress acts on the
specimen over time dt; Itk is the time to rupture with vae'iable

stress, provided in these experiments by thermal mass transfer.

9. k,

I e.2II ll l:: l.,.

I •F~igure 141. Diagram of long term strength of

£1869 alloy at ?50° C;
1 - tests in air; 2 - in sodium (static
isothermal conditions); 3 - in a convective
current of sodium; 4 - calculated dependence.

'• The stress value for the tubular specimen which we use can
be approximately expressed in the form

MP

o iD•('8 0 -t) ' (220)
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where P is the load; D'is the external diameter of the specimen;
0 is the initial wall thickness of the specimen; k is a

coefficient characterizing the rate of mass transfer, determined
from equation q = kt, where q is the depth of corrosion in time
t'

Using relationships (219) and (220), as well as the
dependence between time to rupture and stress with no influence of

the medium TO = --no, we arrived at the following equation:

P)"no (6.--kt) "dt . (221)

0

The integral in equation (221) can be easily selected using

the substitution x = ( 6' - kt) /r where r is the denominator

of fraction no. We finally produce the followinp expression for

the time to rupture of the material in the presence of thermal
mass transfer as a dependence on initial stress:

t
I -f0 -n0-nt-

= (6o-- 6o 0±+Ak(nO--1) 6 o o ). (222)

It follows from equation (222) that the time to rupture of a

material in a convective flow of heat transfer medium, Tk and

the time without the influence of the medium T0 should be

related by the following expression

T = T (6o--[60 +k(no--1)60 "O to]' i). (223)

Let us determine the quantitative relationship of the
experimental and calculated depth. We will do this by calculating
the time to rupture of specimens of alloy LI869 in a convective
heat flow, usin,', formula (223). From the long term strength
diagram (see Figure 141) we find that n0 = 3.76. On the basis of

L'79, k = 2.62 X 10-6 mm/hr. The initial wall thickness of the
tubular specimen ( 0) in our experiments was 0.5 mm. Thus,

equation (223) as applicable to B1869 alloy tested in sodium at
7500 C has the form

T,,.3,8.10U 10,5-(6,75 + 9,8.10-o)-°,)362 . (224)

In connection with the specifics of the structure of
equation (224), significant errors in the calculation of Z k can

arise with small values of T 0, therefore, we will perform the
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45
calculation for ý'0 equal to 10', 10 and 105 hr. The results of

calculations are presented in Table 53. This same table shows the
experimental values of qkf iroduced from the long term strength

k
diarram shown on Figure 141.

Table 53

Calculated and :ýxperimental Values of
Time to Rupture of Alloy EIq69 in
Convective ilow of Sodium at 7500 C

,ro~hr I.. hr T OO I J ., br/To

(Ur9) ,!.5 260 0,26
104 8560 1,86 2 W 0,20
tu0 52400 0,52 13 UUO 0,15

,e can see from the table that the effect of decreased long
term strenigth of alloy E1869 observed in a convective flow of
sodium is considerably preater than.that which should be expected
on the basis of the calculations. The difference between the
calculated and experimental data can also be clearly seen from the
lonr tern strength diagram (see Figure 141). This result can only
be explained by the fact that the decrease in cross sectional
area of the srecimen occurring as a result of the process of mass
transfer is not the main reason for the decrease in long term
strength of the material.

Thus, the experimental data currently available convince us
of the local nature of the corrosion effect of the liquid metal.
Cbviously, the decrease in strength of a solid metal in a corrosion
active liauid metal is determined by physical and chemical
processes of their interaction in the end portion of a crack.
Analyzing this interaction in its general form, it can be
characterized by a certain mean specific work of interaction of
the medium and base metal over the lenrth of the crack o(
Then the expression for the change in energy of the metal when a
crack of length c is formed in it is written, similarly to
(180) in the form

AE = 2yc+pc- c-a-'c'12E. (225)

From equation (225), considering that the rulationship
d i i/dc = 0 is correct for the critical state of the crack, we
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we produce
lux /E(y +p/2 -- X/2)

(H - *C (226)

Consequently, the rupture resistance of the metal decreases with
increasing corrosion influence of the solid and liquid metals
(that is with increase in value of >).

SFigure 152. Diagram for
I explanation of

greater probability
of transition to
liquid metal solutionliquid of atoms located in

metal end portion of

Solid solution crack (1) than of
metal atoms in neighboring

portions of surface
(2 and 3).
(P equal load,
•-equal stress)

The influence of the liquid metal on the process of rupture
of the solid metal under the conditions of tests for long term
strength and other forms of tests with thermal mass transfer can be
described using the diagram shown on Figure 142. Since there
is always a concentration of stresses in the end area of the crack,
the atoms in this area are of essentially higher potential energy
than atoms in neighboring sectors of the crack and on the remaining
surface of the metal. Consequently, the probability of transition
to the liquid metal solution of the former is considerably greater
than that of the latter. Therefore, with comparitively low rate
of general corrosion (mass transfer), considerable localization of
corrosion in the end portion of the crack is possible. Une result
of this acceleration of the process of dissolution is rurture of
some atomic bonds and weakening of others, which in the final
analysis causes an increase in the rate of crack development and a
decrease in the time to rupture of the metal.
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Figure 143. Dependence of
640,% relative elongation

accumulated by
E1869 alloy in the
process of creep to
rupture on stress.

* Temperatures 7500 C:
0. • 1 - tested in air;

2 - in sodium, iso-
0,4 thermal static

conditions; 3 - in0,2 •convective sodium
12 256 ky/mm2  flux.

The effect of decreasing plastic deformation accumulated by
the specimen over the time to rupture is also related to the
increasing rate of crack growth, The decrease in total plastic
EI869 alloy when tested for long term strength in sodium in the
presence of thermal mass transfer can be seen from Figure 143.

Comnaring the corrosive influence of a liquid metal medium
to the adsorption influence, we should note that whereas the
adsorption effects can be observed almost immediately after contact
arises between the medium and the deformed metal, the appearance
of corrosion effects requires a certain amount of time, involving
the development of physical and chemical processes causing
irreversible structural changes in the metal. Therefore, the
corrosion influence may not appear with short term mechanical
tests of metals but may cause an essential decrease in their
strength and plasticity with longer tests - in experiments for
long term strength and fatigue. For this same reason, an increase
in the corrosive effect of the medium should be expected with a
decrease in the frequency of a fatigue test if the amplitude of
the stress (deformation)remains unchanged.

The lower dependence of the adsorption effect of a liquid
metal on time in many cases causes a catastrophic drop in strength
and plasticity of the material when it is deformed even at very
high rates. Since the diffusion effect also depends epsentially
on time (see Section C of this chapter), in all probability most
of the effect described in Chapter 1 result from adsorption.
However, it should be noted that the corrosion effect may appear
under conditions of deformation at high rates if the contact time
of the solid metal with the liquid metal preneding deformation is
lonF.
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On the basis of the considerationt; presented above concerning
the mechanism of the corrosion influence of linuid metals, we
can explain the experimentally observed regularities of the
influence of various factors on the lonr term strength of materials.

In Chapter II, Section 2 we present the results of experi-
ments characterizing the influence of temperature on the derree of
corrosion damage to alloy E1827 in sodium and steel B1612 in
lithium. They indicate that the long term strenrth reduction
factor of the materials decreases continuially with increasing
temperature, that is the corrosion influence of the liquid metal
increases. Since the values of coefficients at each temperature
are determined for the same test duration, this regularity can be
easily explained if we recall the exponertial temperature
dependence of the dissolution rate constant (see .art I, Chapter I,
Section 1).

Figure 100 shows the results of investigation of the
dependence of the influence of liquid sodium on EI69 alloy under
conditions of constant load on the scaling factor. In this case,
the effect is also fully determined by the corrosion influence
of the medium - thermal mass transfer, since the alloy at this
experimental temperature (7500 C) showed no decrease in long term
strength under isothermal static conditions. We can see from
Figure 100 that the decreý,se in long term strength (time to
rupture with constant load) is observed in a limited interval of

specimen wall thicknesses.

The disappearance of the effect of corrosion by liquid
sodium on specimens with low wall thickness (about 0.15 mm) is
explained by the high rate of crack development and vhe relatively
low rate of dissolution. Apparently, in this case the principle
share of the time to rupture is occupied by the incubation period
corresponding to the for'mation of cracks. The development of the
latter can occur at high rates, since the wall thickness of the
specimen is equal to the mean grain dianeter of the alloy being
investigated, so that an intercrystalline crack (this was the
type of rupture observed) moves without encounterinp such serious
obstacles as the joints between three grains.

The weakening of the corrosion effect of the liquid metal
with increasing wall thickness of the specimen depends on the
increase in crack length. Although as was noted in Part 1,
Chapter I, Section 1, the rate of dissolution of certain metals in
sodium is determined by the rate of their transition throumh the
interphase boundary, not by diffusion in the boundary film, in
this case the determining effect was apnarently diffusion. The
layer of liquid metal in the narrow rupture crack can be looked
upon as a local increase in the thickness of the boundary film.
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We then come to the conclusion that an increase in crack length
should lead to an increase in diffusion path of the metal dis-
solved in the end portion of the crack and, consequently, to a
decrease in the rate of dissolution, and also to a decrease in
the corrosion effect of the medium as a whole. Another factor
which might be significant in the reduction in the rate of
dissolution of the metal in the end portion of a long, narrow
crack is the increased degree of "feeding" of the liquid metal
solution in the crack due to dissolution of atoms from its walls.

The influence of the increased diffusion path on the scaling
effect can be estimated as follows. On the basis of formula (7)
the ratio of the maximum rate of dissolution of the metal (this
value can be used due to the increased energy of atoms in the end
portion of the crack) from shallow cracks c1  and relatively

long, deep crack c 2 will be (dn/dt)l/(dn/dt) 2 = c./c1 . In the

first approximation, considering the determining influence of the
rate of corrosion on the rate of development of a crack, we can
consider the 71-(dn/dt) 1  and T2 - (dn/dt) 2 , where fl and

v2 are the main rates of development of cracks in specimens with

wall thicknesses 1 and 62 respectively. If we assume that

cj and c; are the Griffith values of crack length in the

specimens, then as above equation (dn/dt)l/(dn/dt) 2 = c1

Keeping in mind that v1 = c / Z1 1 ;2 = c2/* 2, and assuming that

Cci ; '2/ J l' we produce 2 / Z1 l ( F2 £1) .

Thus, the change in wall thickness of a specimen should have
a strong influence on the effect of the liquid metal.

We can test the relationship produced using the data of the
graph on Figure 100 b (its right portion). The quantity on the
ordinate can be looked upon as values of time to rupture in
relative units. Taking the extreme points 0.5 mm and

2 = 2 mm, we find (S 2 / = 16 and z21 l ý; 7, that isu22 1

rather similar values. This result can be considered confirmation
of the assumption of the action of the mechanism of influence of
the medium described above. The somewhat weaker influence of
the scaling factor produced in experiments in comparison to the
calculated value is apparently determined by the lower rate of
dissolution of the metal in the end portion of the crack and the
maximum possible rate in these experiments Cee equation (7O7.
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The determining influence of the ratio of the rate of crack
development and the rate of corrosion is also indicate by the
experimental data on duration of individual creep periods and
plasticity during each period. It has been established that the
changes in duration and relative elongation in the second and third
periods in specimens tested in sodium with each value of wall
thickness between 0.15 and 2 mm were of the same type as for the
sumr..ary characteristics, that is the corresponding quantities in
specimens tested in sodium were lower than in specimens tested in
air. The relationship of these data to the concept outlined above
concerning the influence of the corrosion of the material in a
crack can be easily established if we consider the indication in
the literature of the formation of cracks in metal at the beginning
of the second creep period Z4009.

In Chapter II, Section 3 we find the results of experiments
indicating a reinforcement of the corrosion effect of liquid
bismuth on steel when the initial strength is increased. This
effect results from the higher level of potential energy of atoms
in the end portions of cracks (see Figure 142) in the high
strength material than in materials of lower strength. The
increase in the potential energy of atoms in turn should lead to an
increase in the rate of their physical and chemical interaction
with atoms of the medium, and there to an increase in the degree of
influence of the medium.

The reinforcement of the corrosive effect of the liquid
metal medium when its composition changes is a direct result of
the increased content of the more active component. For example,
an increase in the concentration of certain elements in the
liquid metal melt may lead to an increase in solubility and rate
of dissolution of the deformable metal or of some component in
the case of an alloy. Quite similar effects are observed, as
experiments have shown (see Chapter II, Sections 6 and 7) when
the concentration of the active comporent in the solid metal is
increased.

2. Lechanism of Facilitation of Plastic
Deformation During Dissolution of
Solid Metal in Liquid Metal

The facilitation of plastic deformation of a solid metal in
a liquid metal medium is expressed as an increase in the creep
rate under constant stress, and also as a decrease in the yield
point and hardening factor during tensile tests at constant rate,
is usublly caused by the adsorption effect of the medium (see
Section A, 1 of this chapter). In those cases when the liquid
metal has only corrosion effect, the effects of facilitation of
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nlastic deformation have not been observed, with the exception of
the trivial case of the reduction of the resistance to deformation
with a significant decrease in the cross sectional area of the
specimen carrying a load. '-e present below the results of a test
of materials for creep in a medium of liquid sodium LA17, which
indicate an increase in creep rate under conditions of relatively
weak corrosion influence of the medium.

Figure 144 shows the stable creep rate as a function of
stress for EI869 alloy tested ai 750 C in liquid sodium (under
static and conduction conditions) and in air. The test method
(see Chapter III, Section 1) assured that the process of thermal
mass transfer of the material of the gauge section of the specimen
occurred. We can see from Figure 144 that the creep rates of the
311oy in air and in sodium under static conditions correspond,
whereas in liouid sodium when mass transfer occurs the rate is
noticeably higher, and the difference in creep rates increases
with decreasing stress.

10-

104 1# h-r

Figure 144. Stable creep rate as a fun8 tion
of stress for EI869 alloy at 750 C.
1 - tested in air; 2 - in sodium,
inothermal static conditions; 3 - in
convective sodium foil.

Firure 145 shows creep curves of two specimens of EI869
31loy at identical stress, 15 kg/mm2 . We can see that the
specimen undergoing thermal mass transfer during the test shows a
hirher creep rate than the specimens tested in sodium under
isothermal conditions, and that the increase in creep rate is
observed not only during the second period, but during the first
veriod as well. These regularities are not ecific for E1869
alloy. They have also been observed in tests of other materials,
for example, E1827 and E1765 alloys in liquid sodium, L1612 steel
in liquid lithium.
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The effect of increasing creep rate described above does not
result from adsorption influences by the melted sodium, since under
isothermal static conditions the sodium has no such influence on
the material Ll34 g. This effect is also not related to the
diffusion influenge of the medium, since sodium does not diffuse
into £I869 at 75P C, as spectral avalysis has shown. The effect
cannot be explained by a decrease is cross sectional area of the
specimen as a result of corrosion, since special experiments
studying mass transfer have shown (see Part I, Chapter II, Section
3) that the corrosion rate of E1869 alloy under these conditions
is 0.02 mm/year. This means that even the specimen tested for
1000 hours would have a reduction in cross sectional area of less
than L4.

I o-42SZ
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Figure 145. Creep curves of EI869 alloy under
15 kg/mm2 stress at 7500 C in medium of
liquid sodium: 1 - tested under static
isothermal conditions; 2 - in convective
liquid metal flow.

The facilitation of plastic deformation of the metal in a
corrosion active medium which dissolves the- solid metal may
occur due to various causes. This effect may be caused by the
fact that as the corrosion front moves into the metal, dislocation
sources which were previously "blocked" by various obiatacles along
the path of movement of the dislocations can becone active again,
as these obstacles are removed by corrosion. Some of the Frank-
Reed dislocation sources with two toints of attachment may be
activated as a result of liberation of one point of attachment
and movement of this end of the dislocation line to the surface,
which has moved into the metal durinr the process of dissolution.
The increase in the number of surface sources of dislocations
with one point of attachment should also occur as a result of an
increase in the surface of the metal as a result of corrosion.
However, all of these processes can be effective only if the
greater movement of the corrosion front is rather hirh.
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The faciliation of plastic deformation ascribed above
apparently resulted from the following mechanism of the influence
of the corrosion active medium. As was stated in Section A. 1 of
this chapter, a dislocation which moves to the surface of the
metal must overcome an energy barrier approximately equal to

b 2 [379. Since there is a stress field around the dislocation,
as it moves from the mass of the metal of the surface a highly
stressed sector is produced before the dislocation. Obviously,
the dissolution of metal atoms from the surface of this sector is
more probable than from neiwhboring sectors. Thv4, a dislocation
or a part of a dislocation, may possibly be "dissolved," that is
the atoms at the head of the dislocation may be di I solved into the
liquid metal medium, so that the energy barrier (b Y) no longer
need be overcome. Schematically, the movement of the dislocation
to the surface of the metal in an inert or liquid metal medium
causes dissolution of the solid metal, as shown on Figure 146.

lie present the following calculations to confirm the above.
First of all, let us estimate the probability of dissolution of an
atom at the center of a dislocation. The probability of dissolution
on the atom from the nohdeformed crystalline lattice is determined
by the activation energy qp = Z + mbi ):

WP, -,e Qo+abt (227)

where % is Boltzman' constant; T is the absolute temperature;
o( is a coefficient conb~dering the mean increase in surface per

atom upon dissolution. In the case of dissolution of an atom from
the center of a dislocation (this is the area with the greatest
distortion, and therefore has the greatest deformation energy
density Qd ) the expenditure of energy required to dissolve an

atom is decreased by Qd. Thus, the pýrobability of dissolu-

.tion of an atom from the core of a dislocation is character-
ized by the quantity

Wpo.o AT (228)

Using expressions (227) and (228) and assuming o- = P I
we find that the condition for appearance of the effect of
facilitation of plastic deformation of the metal in the liquid
metal medium dissolving the solid metal is

IV N .=o c dlhr

IVP (229)
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a b

Figure 146. Diagram of
displacement of edge
dislocation to surfare
of metal deformed ii,
inert (a) and liouid
metal (b) medium, the
latter causing dis-
solution of the solid
metal.

Since the rate of dissolution is proportional to the
probability of dissolution, conditions (229) can also be written
in the form

r VQ" I•',1uhT • !

(230)

Let us estimate the value of the ratio of dissolution rates
v pdO/ v p. The approximate value of free energy of the core of

the boundary dislocation, calculated for the atomic plane 3769,
is

Q*~ Gab
2d~o ; GZz

d , (231)

where G is the shear modulus.

From thia, the mean value of free energy of the atom at the
core of the dislocation is

li2, ' (232)

where r 0 is the radius of the core of the boundary dislocation.

Let us perform calculations for a nicl:el alloy, assuming i =
.6lO 2 3~ 3o

= .7 -lO"' k7cm 06Q7, a = b = 3.5 - 10- cm; =10 K; r0

will be determine:' from the assumvtion that there are 19 atoms at
the core of the dislocation, from which r = o.23 10"cm.

Substituting these quantities into expressions (232) and (230),
we find that the v d Vp 1250. Con-!quently, the rate of
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dissolution of atoms at the core of a boundary dislocation is
more than 3 orders higher than the rate of dissolution of atoms
from neighboring, nondistorted sectors of the metal. Thus, the
result produced can be looked upon as confirmation of the
possibility of facilitation of plastic deformation of metal during
the process of its dissolntion.

Let us calculate the value of (230) for atoms at some distance
from the center 3f the bourdary dislocation. The expression for
the mean deformation energy for one atom Z376 in this case is

Ga•l j , (In _ -1) (233 )
Q': -,, t2( -v)(PI -i r! ro

where V is the Poisson coefficient; rI is the radius of the

area for which the deformation energy is being defined. Let us
deterxine qd for r1 = 10" cm, using the same values of

quantities in formula (233) which were used in preceding calcula-
tions; the Poisson coefficient will be considered equal to
0.3. Then we produce the value of 1.5 . 10-15 erg/atom for the
deformation energy density, and a value of Vpd/Vp = 1.01 for the

ratio cf the dissolution rates. Consequently, the rate of
dissolution of atoms outside the core of the boundary dislocation
is the same as for soms of the undeformed metal.

We have now estimated the possibility of facilitation of
plastic deformation due to dissolution from the energetic stand-
point. We must also estimate the possibility of this process in
consideration of its, kinetics. Obviously, in this case the kinetic
condition of Possibility of facilitation of deformation consists
of observation of inequality

Sd .234)

where t is the time required for transition of an atom ofP

a solid metal to solutions; td is the time required for the

dislocation to move to the surface of the metal, that is for it
to travel a path of length a.

.,e will consider the rate of dissolution to be approximately
equal to the rate of diffusion of a dissolved atom in the non-
moving boundary film of a liquid metal. Then the minimum distance
equal to a, which the atom must travel in order to enter the
liauid metal solition is determined by the expression

A D s (235)
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where Dt is the diffusion coefficient of the dissolved metal in

the liquid metal medium; K is a constant. Expression (235) yields
the approximate value of the dissolution time.

t P •KD (236)

Representing the rate of movement of the boundary dis-
location as vd and us Ang equations (234) and (236Y, we produce

the kinetic condition for possibility of facilitation of plastic
deformation due to dissolution in the form

a as (237)

and finally
V d__ a (238)

We will consider K = 2, a 3.5 -10-8 cm. The values of

diffusion coefficients in liquid metals Z3Z7 are usually 10 -

10-5 cm2 /sec. Substitut . *hose values into inequality (238),

we find that Vd /- 10 - 1O 4 em/sec.

in reference /417, the rates of movements of boundary
dislocations in ferrosilicon are determined experimentally. It is
established that in the temperature interval between 71 -nd 3730 K,
the rates of movement of dislocations vary between 10-2 and 10-2
cm/sec. The stress corresponding to the yield point in all cases
corresponded to the rate of boundary dislocation movement of

10-3 cm/sec. Obviously, under conditions of material creep the
rate of movement of dislocations will be even lower. Consequently
the experimental data showed that a kinetic condition for the
process in question (238) is also observed.

Thus, the estimates performed confirm the possibility of
operation of the mechanism of facilitation of plastic deformation
of metal in a corrosion active liquid metal medium. It should be
noted that this mechanism is not specific for liquid metals, and
can appear in any medium causing dissolution of the solid metal.
It should also be noted that an increase in the rate of dissolution
of the metal after its deformation has been repeatedly noted
experimentally, and indirect confirmation of the possibility of
this effect. Another confirmation of its possibility is the
method of study of the process of deformation broadly used in
laboratory practice, consisting of etching of metallographic
sections. As we know, sectors with increased energy as a result
of plastic deformation are etched preferentially.
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It might be thought that the reason for the effective
increasing creep rate is the formation of intercrystalline cracks

in the metal which has been exposed to sodium in considerably
larger numbers and with greater lengths than in the inert medium,
leading to an increase in effective stress. However, this
suggestion is negated by a comparison of the creep rate increase
factors in the first and second periods. We see (Figure 147) that
with constant stress the increase in creep rate is a result of the
corrosion influence of sodium at the beginning of the process is
greater than during its stable stage. This relationship of
coefficients is explained similarly to the explanation presented
in the discussion of the adsorption effect of facilitation of
plastic deformation in section A, 1 of this chapter.

We should discuss the reason for the absence of the effect
of increased creep rate in sodium under static isothermal
conditions. Let us calculate time to. 9 required to complete the

process of dissolution under isothermal conditions to 90%. In
Part I, Chapter 1, Section 4, it was stated that it is expressed
by the formula t0.9 = 2.3 VL / S, where V is the volume cf

the liquid metal; eA is the dissolution rate constant; S is the
surface of the solid metal from which dissolution occurs. For the
specimens which we used, VA /A = 0.25 cm. Since the literature
contained no information on the value of oL for nickel
dissolved in sodium, we will perform oiqr calculations using the_
dissolution constant of iron iý' sodium at 7500 C: o 4.53- 10"3
cm/sec 317, which is certainly no greater than the value of

A for nickel. Using these 4uantities, we find that t = 2 min.
0.9 =

Since heating of the specimen can the long term strength testing
machine is performed rather slowly, and since two hours generally
pass after the required temperature is reached before the load is
applied to the specimen, these two hours being used for precise
adjustment of the temperature, it is quite obvious that deformation
of the specimen under isothermal conditions begins with the
process of dis3olution in the practically saturated liquid metal
solution complete.

Chapter 1II, Section 2 presented experimental data on the
influence of temperature on the effect of facilitation of plastic
deformation (creep) of E1827 alloy in liquid sodium. The
regularity produced (see Figure 110) - an increase in the efect
of an increasing temperature - is explained by the increase in
the rate of the process of dissolution.

Data on the influence of the scaling factor (see Chapter
III, Section 3) can be explained by the fact that with a signi-
ficant decrease in wall thickness of the specimen and increase in
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Figure 147. Mean creep rate increase factor in
the first period (1) and stable creep
rate (2) as functions of stressofor E1827
(a) and E1765 (b) alloys at 750 C in liquid
sodium under thermal mass transfer
conditions.

deformation rate, condition (238) is not fulfilled and the effect
disappears. An increase in wall thickness of the specimen and the
corresponding "polycrystallinity" leads to a weakening of the
role of surface'effects in the deformatiod process, which also
results in disappearance of the effect at a certain value of the
ratio of mean grain diameter to wall thickness (in experiments
with E1869 alloy, d/S : 0.15).

In conclusion, we must emphasize that, in spite of the
facilitation of plastic deformation of the material when it is
dessolved in a liquid meoal medium, the total elongation of
specimens at rupture iv less than an inert medium. This is a
result of the fact of accelerated crack growth undt' the influence
of the liquid metal, as was pointed out in the preceding section.
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3. Influence of Oxygen in Purity in Sodium
on Long Term Strength of Materials

In Chapters VI, Part I of this book we indicated that the
corrosion influence of liquid sodium on unstressed materials is
increased as a result of contamination of the sodium with oxygen.
Correspondingly, we should expect a worsening of the strength
properties of materials in contact with sodium containing increased
quantities of oxygen.

Tests were performed for long term strength of E1869 alloy
in sodium with various oxygen contents at 750% C A767. Tubular
specimens were tested with wall thicknesses of 0.5 mm and internal
diameters of 10 mm. Pure sodium, containing about 0.01 weight %
02 was produced by filtration using a special device. High oxygen

contents (1 and 10% of the weight of the sodium in the internal
cavity of the specimen) were achieved by introducing the required
quantity of sodium peroxide to the specimen before welding on the
plug; sodium peroxide-, as we know /1327, decomposes at high
temperature to sodium oxide and oxygen. The long term strength
tests were performed with monoaxial extension of the specimens
according to the normal method. In addition to the sodium-contain-
ing specimens, control specimens were generally tested, with the
internal cavities filled with argon.

10 . . . V

4tr

101 70101 r, ;r

Figure 148. Time to rupture as a function of
stress for E1869 alloy in air and in 0
sodium under static conditions at 750 C:
1 - tested in air; 2 - in sodium with
0.01 wt % 02; 3 - in sodium with 1 wt %

02; 4 - in sodium with 10 wt % 02.

Figure 148 shows the diagram of the long term strength of
EI869 alloy. We can see that the alloy has an identical long term
strength in air and in pure sodium. The long term strength of the
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alloy is also unaffected by the introduction of 1 wt % 02 to the

liquid sodium. Increasing the content of the oxygen impurity to
10 wt % causes a sharp drop in long term irength of the material:
the degree of decrease in strength with this contamination of
sodium is equivalent to that caused by increasing the temperature
by approximately 1000 C. The construction of creep curves showed
the absence of any influence of pure sodium and sodium containing
1 wt % 02 on the creep rate of E1869 alloy. In sodium with

10 wt % 029 the creep curves were changed so sharply that the

ordinary three periods can not be separated on them; some specimens
in sodium with 10 wt % 02 showed negative creep. All of these

changes are a result of the chemical interaction of the alloy with
the oxygen in the sodium.

Microscopic analysis of rupture specimens has shown that
pure sodium causes no structural changes in the alloy (Figure 149).
In specimens tested in sodium strongly contaminated with oxygen
the internal surface showed a layer of products of the interaction
of the alloy with sodium oxide. Inspection of metallographic
sections also clearly shows an increase in the number of inter-
crystalline cracks and the depth of their penetration into the
structure of the metal.

Regularities of the influence of an oxygen impurity in
sodium on long term strength of materials similar to that described
above were also observed in the testing of alloy E1765 /276. A
decrease in long term strength as a result of contamination of
sodium with oxygen was also noted for E1851 steel Z282], although
in this case a slight effect was observed at a concentration of
i wt % 02.

If we compare the data of tests in sodium with 1 and 10 wt %
029 we notice the absence of any influence of sodium with 1 wt % 02

on E1869 alloy, compared to the strong influence of sodium with
10 wt % 02. Although different quantities of oxygen were placed in
the internal cavity of the specimens, since in both cases it
exceeded the equilibrium concentration (0.38 wt % 02 L139 at the

experimental temperature of 7500 C), liquid metal of the same
composition was in contact with the gauge section of the specimens;
the excess quantity of sodium oxide was present as a second phase.
This indicates that the mechanism of the effect of the liquid
metal on the material of the specimen, as well as the intensity of
the process in the two series of experiments should have been the
same. The difference in the effects of the medium on the long
term strength of the alloy produced in spite of the identity of
the mechanisms is apparently explained by the difference in the
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absolute oxygen content in the system. Actually, matallographic
analysis of specimens ruptured in sodium containing 10% 02 and

analysis of the creep curves indicate that the earlier rupture was
caused by the corrosive influence of the medium - chemical inter-
action of the material of the specimen with the sodium oxide. The
degree of damage in this case depends on the portion of the cross
section of the specimen subjected to corrosion which in turn
depends on the quantity of the reagent in the system anJ the
dimensions of the cross section. Therefore, the follouing
corrosiveness factor can be used to characterize the cirrosiveness
of the oxygen in the liquid metal system:

KOe , (239)

where P0  is the weight of oxygen in the system; S is the area of

the entlie surface of the structural ma;erial in contact with the
liquid metal; min is the minimal transverse dimension of the

submerged portion of the specimen (wall thickness in the case of a
tubular specimen).

-. •Figure 149. Microstructure
of surface layer of
EI869 specimens after

'A .long term strength
S ""testing at 7500 C

(by 150):
"a - tested in sodium
with 0.01 wt % 0

/~ý = 12 0 kg/mm2, 2

" 1885 hr; b -
-" . -in sodium with 10 wt

% .,0 = 5 kgm 2

• = :487 hr.

.24
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For long term strength tests in sodium of 10 wt % 02 in the

experiments described above, the corrosiveness factor was

4.9 k/cm3, while for tests with 1 wt % 02 it was about 0.5 g/cm3

As the experimental data show, no influence of oxygen on the long
term strength of a nickel alloy at 7500 C in a static sodium
system seould be expected if the corrosiveness factor is less than
0.5 9/cm . However, type EI85.L chrome-nickel anstenit¾ steel
does experience some influence of sodium at 700'o C even where
Kcor = 0.5 g/cm3 282]. The performance of experiments on the

determination of long term strength of various materials in
sodium contaminated with oxygen should provide the critical values
of corrosiveness factor for materials of various classes.

In connection with these results, we must also note that
although quite high per cent contents of oxygen in sodium were
used in order to produce the effect of decreased long term strength,
this does not mean that the influence of oxygen in any liquid
metals system will be observed only at these high degrees of
contamination. We know that large sodium installations are care-
fully screened and the content of oxygen in them is maintained
at low levels. However, since the effect of the influence is
determined by the absolute content of oxygen in the sodium, even
with high purification but with a large ratio of the volume of
liquid metal to the area of the internal surface of the installa-
tion, the agressiveness factor of the oxygen may be rather high.
Of course, we must recall the existence of the lower boundary of
the effect - the minimum concentration of oxygen in the sodium at
which the chemical reaction can occur.

4. Influence of Electrotransfer on Long Term
Strength of Materials in Sodium

Earlier, we presented the results of tests of the alloys
Ei869, EK827 and E1765 for long term strength in sodium under
thermal mass transfer conditions. It was demonstrated that the
decrease in the long term strength results only from the
corrosion influence of the medium. Careful studies of mass
transfer have been established that an electromotive force arises
between the ends of a long term strength specimen under tensile
stress (see Figure 95). It has been determined in exactly the
same manner as the EMF of convection chambers is determined (see
Part I, Chapter VII). Electrodes of KH18M1OT steel were welded
to the upper end of an extension tube made of KHl8MlOT steel and
to the specimen beneath its gauge portion. Consequently, one
end of the upper electrode was at the temperature of the cold zone
of the liquid metal system, on the other end was at room tempera-
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ture; the ends of the second electrode were at the temperature of
the hot zone and at room temperature. Connection of a potenti-
ometer to these electrodes demonstrated that an electromotive force
arises between the ends of the specimen, related to the presence
of a liquid metal inside the qecimen. The correctness of this
conclusion is confirmed by the fact that the EMF is several
millivolts when the liquid metal is present in the specimen and
the temperature difference between the hot and cold zones is
several hundred degrees, and only 0.1-0.2 my when the liquid metal
is absent in the specimen with the same temperatire difference.

The electromotive force produced is thrmoelectric, not
electrochemical in nature (see Part I, Chapter VII). However,
there is reason to believe that it might influence the corrosion
process even in this case.

Weeks and Klamut, as was stated earlier, assume AV that
the high electrical conductivity of liquid metals under the
influence of a thermal electromotive force might result in the
formation of a powerful electoicc twrrot, causing electrotransfer
of components of structural material. Therefore, we must determine
whether the reduction in long term strength of the material is
related to the electromotive force and consequently to electro-
transfer, or whether the corrosion process is determined only by
thermal mass transfer.* Tests of long term strength under
conditions of mass transfer with the passage of a constant electri-
cal current through specimens were performed for this purpose Z192.

A diagram of the experiment is shown on Figure 150. The
DC source used was a selenium rectifier type VSG-3M. The current
in the specimen circuit was regulated by a rheostat, with the
required current established at the beginning of the experiment
then left constant right up to the moment of rupture of the
specimen. Type EI869 alloy was used in the test. The temperature
of the gauge portion of the specimen was 7500 C, the temperature
of the cold zone - about 4000 C. These temperature conditions
were maintained during testing of the specimens with and without
current. In all tests, the current was maintained at 190 A. The
specimens were tested for long term strength at a stress of

15 kg/mm2 . The tests were performed using types UIM-5 machines.
The results of the tests are presented in Table 54.

in these long term strength tests, in contrast to the corrosion
testa, the electric circuit through the convection chamber was
closed through the support of the machine and a current passed
through the circuit.
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. Figure 150. Diagram of tests of

specimens for long term
3trength in liquid metal
under thermal maes trans-

2 fer conditions with
electric current from
external source passing
through specimen:
1 - sptiimen; 2 - recti-
fier; 3 - electric
furnace.

Table 54

Results of Tests of EI869 Alloy for Long Term
Strength in Sodium at 7500 C at 15 kg/mm2 Load
with Electric Current Passing Through Specimen

Current, a Polarity (sign) Time to rupture, Deformation creep

of specimen hr (elongation), %

- No current 161 0.20
I " " 197 0.24
" " 97 0.19

190 - 124 0.21
190- 115 0.22
190 + 202 0.18190 + 131 0.13
190 + 146 0.49

1639* 0.824

Specimen tested in air
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As we can see from the table, the liquid sodium causes
identical reduction in long term strength of the material in
comnarisona with this ievel in air, regardless of whether an
electric current passes through the liquid metal medium or not.
The direction of the electric current in the liquid metal medium
also has no effect on the lorg lirm strength of the raterial. The
values of time to rupture of all specimens in sodium lie witl.*
the limits of normal variation for long term strength tests.

We mentioned above that a current of 190 a passed through
the circuit, Of greatest interest is the electric current and
intensity in the liquid metal flow. Considering that the tube and
the liquid metal which fill it form a circuit consisting of
parallel connected conductors, we can determine that the current
passing through the liquid sodium was approximately 160 a, through
the tube - 30 a. The current density through the sodium was 204
a/cm2 , that is rather high.

In a moving liquid metal medium, of course, we cannot
observe the same effects of the electrotransfer of dissolved
elements as observed under static conditions in experiments with
capillary tubes Z418, 42Q7. However, we can assume that the
additional impetus imparted to the atoms in solution under the
influence of the electrical current will either lead or hinder
their movement under the influence of convection forces toward the
upper, cold portion of the chamber. Consequently, if the Impetus
was high enough, it could influence the process of mass transfer,
accelerating or retarding it.

Naturally, the influence of an electrical current should
depend on its direction. Whereas with one direction with current
the movement of the ions in the liquid metal solution toward the
cold zone will be more rapid, when the polarity is changed the
movement of the ions should be retarded by the effect of the
current. It is interesting to note that in the ascending and
descending flows of liquid metal the electrical impulses act on
the ions in the same direction, but in the ascending flow they
accelerate of decelerate the movement of the ions to the cold zone
(zone of crystallization) while in the descending flow they
correspondingly retard or accelerate the movement of the same ions
toward the hot zone (dissolution zone). Consequently, when tests
are performed using the method described above, the electric
currents should accelerate or retard while mass transfer, acting
on both of the liquid metal flows.

In the considerations outlined above show how an electrical
current can influence the process of thermal mass transfer. The
electric current may result from a thermoelectromotive force
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arising between the ends of a specimen or from an external source.
In experiments on the long term strength of E1869 alloy in liquid
sodium, the thermoelectromotive force amounted to a few millivolts.
Consequently, it was necessary that the 6xternal source of current
ireate a potential difference between the ends of the specimen
at least no less than the thermoelectromotive force. Only when
this condition can be observed can the electrical current caused
by the external source (if the direction is opposite) overcome the
influence of the thermo current in mass transfer, if the thermo
current has such an influence. In the experiments described above,
the potential difference resulted from the external source exceeded
the thermoelectromotive force by approximately one order of
magnitude. Consequently, the condition necessary for such tests
was observed. In spite of this, as the experimental results
show, the electric current had no influence on either the time to
rupture of the specimens or their plasticity.

Thus, we can conclude that the electric current caused by
the thermoelectromotive force has no influence on the process of
thermalmass transfer of E1869 alloy in liquid sodium, which leads
to early rupture of specimens in comparison with tests in air.
The influence of the liquid metal medium is neither increased nor
decreased with an electric current density considerably higher
(approximately one order of magnitude), achieved by connection of
an external DC source to the liquid metal system.

C. Diffusion Influence

The diffusion Jafluence of a liquid metal, in contrast to
the adsorption influence, occurs not at the Dhase boundnry, but
rather within the structure of the metal deformed, and leads to
changes in the mechanical properties of a certain sector of the
metal. Thus, the diffusion influence is not a surface influence,
but rather a volumetric influence. Diffusion of atoms of the
liquid metal into the solid metal forms a Iayer of solid solution.
Consequently, the nature of the influence of the medium depends
on the mechanical properties of the solution. Another essential
difference between the diffusion influence and the adsorption
influence is that the former is irreversible, while the latter is
reversible.

Changes in the mechanical nroperties during dissolution can
seemingly be determined on the basis of practice of alloying of
metals. However, alloying results in an increase in strength and
yield point and an increase in creep resistance of alloys, that
is the influence of alloying is opposite to that of liquid metals
(in certain cases the nature of the influence of liquid metals
and alloying may be the same; for example, see the results of
tests of monocrystals for creep a7J).
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The mechanisms of the increase in strength of solid solutions
in comparison to pure metals may be ivrious: interaction of the
stress field around atoms of the alloying elements with the stress
field of moving dislocations; inhibition of extended dislocations;
formatiov of close order; precipitation of dissolved atoms on
dislocation steps and resultir3 imvediments to motion; chemical
interactions of atoms of the alloying element and atoms of the
base metal, etc. Z376, 393, 4 2 1- 4 2 4,7 . Obviously, the influence of
these mechanisms in alloying of any element will be the same: an
increase in the strength of the soiid solution. Therefore, the
weakening influence of the liquid metal diffusion into the solid
metal must not be related to these mechanisms.

We must emphasize that the practice of alloying involves
primarily introduction of high-meltinx elements to metals. This
generally leads to an increase in the bonding forces in the
crystalline lattice Z425 - 42'7. One essential difference in the
alloying of low-melting elements is apparently the lower values of
bonding forces between the different atoms than between the atoms
of the base metal. This influence of alloying is indicated by the
decrease in the melting point of the solid solution. Obviously,
the influence of this factor, causing a decrease in strength, will
in some cases be greater than the influence-of the changes in
lattice parameter resulting from differences in the atomic radii of
the dissolved metal and the solvent. Furthermore, there is an
indi.catiun that distortion of the crystalline lattice is an un-
favorable factor for long term operation of a metal at high temper-
atue, for its heat resistance and should be kept to a minimum
1423,. The diffusion influence of a liquid metal medium at high
temperature, leading to a decrease in long term strength and an
increase in creep rate, ýzay be a result of the decrease in activa-
tion energy of self diffusion of the base metal due to distortion
of its lat .4e.

Formation of solid solutions with high concentrations of the
metnl of the medium are highly possible in the practice of the
usage of structural materials in liquid matal media. Therefore,
there is greater ` 'terest in cases of very low solubility of the
liquid metal in the solid metal. Although the degree of the
influence of the dissolved metal on the bonding forces, melting
point of the solution, etc., increases with increasing concentra-
tion, an essential decrease in the strength and plasticity of
the solid metal is possible even with a negligible amount of the
low-m-' t ing metal present. This influence is most probable if
the • •!ved -lement is horophilic. In this case, it might be
expected that an increase in its content at the grain boundaries
would lead to a de-rease in the coefficient of uiscosity at high
temperature which, --n turn, cauE~s an increase in the creep rate
due to the increased share cf intercrystallite slipping, and also
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leans to earlier formation of intercrystallite cracks and rupture
than in an inert medium. The horophilicity of atoms of the liquid
metal can facilitate rupture of a solid solution not only along
grain boundaries, but along boundaries of mosaic units, along
slipping planes and along sectors of "pretransient" type structures
in aged alloys if subcrystalline internal adsorption occurs L28-
430].

The case of the influence of a small impurity of a horopbi-
lic metal on the metal being deformed which we are analyzing
results from the diffusion influence of the medium, but it is
still a mixed diffusion-adsorption influence. The reason is that
the accumulation of the low-melting metal along the grain
boundaries leads to a decrease in their free surface energy. How-
ever, in spite of this the adsorption influence of the horophilic
metal and the ordinary adsorption influence resulting from processes
of interaction on the boundary between the solid and liquid metals
differ essentially. First of all, the degree of decrease of
surface energy of the metal at the boundary with the liquid phase
is greater than that which results from the presence of a small
amount of the low-melting metal in the boundary zone or surface
layer. Secondly, rupture in the case of "phase adsorption" begins
at the surface, while in the case of the influence of the horo-
philic impurity it begins in the volume of the metal. Third,
the magnitude of the a orption effect with "phase adsorption"
depends on the rate of propagation of a crack and the rate of
penetratior of liquid metal in the crack; the presence of the
horophilic impurity along the grain boundaries excluded influence
of these kinetic factors for the beginning of deformation, and

the magnitude of the effect is determined by the deposition density
of impurities in the boundary zone of the metal deformed. Fourth,
the adsorption effect in the case of "phase adsorption" is

reversible, while the similar effect caused by horophilic impuri-
ties is irreversible. Since the influence of horophilic impurities
is possible only afte:: diffusion has occurred, that is it results
in the final analysis from the occurrence of diffusion, this
mixed forz of influence of the liquid metal medium should be
analyzed in the section on diffusion influences.

Regardless of whether the low-melting metal diffuses evenly

through the voliume of the solid, deformed metal or principally
along grain boundaries, the influence of the medium on the develop-
ment on rupture cracks can be represented as follows. The
diffusion of atoms of a medium leads to a change in the physical
mechanical properties of the damaged sector of the solid metal
(Figure 151). Since the zone of plastic deformation of the metal
is located near the end portion of the crack, and since the
diffusion is accelerated due to the plastic deformation L431-434.,
the diffusion front here penetrates somewhat mor9 deeply into the
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, ••-J ZFigure 151. Diagram of rupture

a I of metal in diffusion

active liquid metal
liquid medium. (P - load;
metal Ci- stress).

solid! solid
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metal than at neighboring sectors. Penetration of the crazk into
the depth of the specimen now requires breaking of bonds between
atoms which are components of the solid solution. Since the bond
forces in the solid solution, one component of which is the low-
melting metal, are weaker than in the initial pure metal, they
are broken with a lower value of applied stress in the case of
tests with constant deformation rate, or breaking of the bords
requires a lower degree of thermal fluctuations in the ca7o of
tests with constant stress. In fatigue tests, the movement of a
crack occurs with a lower value of plastic deformation of the metal
adjacent to the end portion of the crack, or with a lower concen-
tration of vacancies Z370, 435, 4367 than when the diffusion
effect of the medium is absent.

In tensile tests with constant rate of deformation, the
diffusion effect of the medium in a crack can be characterized by
a certain mean value of specific work q; over the length of the
crack. Then the change in energy of the metal during the formation
of a crack of length c is expressed in the form

AaE t2yc+pc--•c- (240)

where E is the local value of modulus of elasticity of the metal
in the diffusion zone; the remaining symbols are the same as in
formula (180). Using equation (240) and the condition for the
formation of a Griffith crack d týE/dt = 0, we produce the
following expression for the rupture resictance

( I /1',p (v + p/2--/2) (241)
C

Thus, the greater the weakening the bonding forces in the
diffusion zone, the greater the equivalent work p , the greater
the decrease in strength of the metal.
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The dynamic effect is apparently significant in the
diffusion kfluence of the medium, in addition to the static effect
of weakening of bonds in the lattice of the metal, which is also
present if the solid solution is formed for the beginning of the
test. Its influence is related to continuous diffusion of the atoms
of the medium during deformation of the metal. The movement of
the diffusion flow of atoms apparently can lead to a decrease in
stability of the atoms which are in the metastable position in
the crystalline lattice. Under the influence of the diffusing
atoms of the medium, the atoms of the base metal will receive
additional impetus, which facilitate their transition to a more
stable position. Apparently, this influence can lead to liberation
of the inhibited boundary dislocation, to creep of this dislocation
to neighboring slipping planes as a result of transition to a
new position of atoms at the edge of the dislocation plane.
Apparently, the additional impetus of the diffusion atoms also
facilitates rupture of the bonds between atoms in the end portion
of the crack when the metal is tested for long term strength, since
this impetus decreases the thermal fluctuations supporting rupture
of the bonds.

The diffusion influence of the liquid metal may be particu-
larly greatly increased with unstable temperature regime of de-
formation if the temperature dependence of the solubility of the
liquid metal and the solid metal is sharply expressed. In this
case when the temperature is decreased the second phase may
separate; liquid metal, intermetallic compound or super saturated
solution, wihich looses coherent cjupling to the initial solid
solution. Nature ly, the most dangerous effect is the separation
of the liquid metel, since sectors of the new phase in this case
forms seeds for rupture cracks.

One essential feature of the effect of the diffusion
influence of liquid metal on solid metal is its time dependence.
The longer the cntact betfeen the liquid metal and the solid metal
before or during deformation, the greater the depth into the
specimen which the diffusion front can move, the greater the
change in the mechanical properties of the metal being tested.
Table 55 shows the dependence of mechanical properties of lead
specimens in extension at constant rate, as well as the number of
bends on contact time with mercury before the beginning of the
experiment £137]. The tests were performed using flat specimens
with a gauge section thickness of 1.2 mm and a width of 5 mm. We
can see from the table that as the duration of contact of speci-
mens with mercury increases, the effeit (decrease in strength,
plasticity and number of bends) of tho contact increases continual-
ly. The decrease in the degree of change of mechanical properties
as contact time increases it apparently caused by the approximation
of the solid solution concentration to the equilibrium of level.
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The considerable solubility of mercury ir lead lo rcnfirmed by
the data of /119.

An influence of holding time in liquid metal on the mechanical
properties of a solid metal similar to that described above was
also observed in short term tensile tests of type L62 brass Z438,
and copper-beryllium 12377 after contact with marcr-y.

The following observation, made during tests of armco iron
for creep in liquid zinc, saturated with iron (see beginning of
this chapter) is also related to the influence of time on the
diffusion effect of the liquid metal: the degree of influence of
the liquid metal on the creep rate of armco iron in the second
period was greater than the first period, that is the value of the
creep rate increase factor for the second period was greater than
for the first, with all values of applied stress (Figure 152).
This fact as well as the increase of the effect with decreasing
stress, are determined by the more complete occurrence of diflasion
processes as the diffusion time of atoms of the medium into the
deformed metal increases. We must note here that the relationhsip
between creep rate increase factors with adsorption and corrosion
by the liquid metal (see Sections A and B of this chapter) and
with the diffusion effect differ.

Table 55

Mechanical Properties of Type S3 Lead
Specimens has a Function of Contact
Time with Mercury before the beginning

of the Test

Time of Number
exposure to 0•B' kg/mm2  S2 6,1% V% of
mercury, sec bends

0 13.1 89.2 62 84 15
60 12.9 51.0 57 74 14

600 11.4 19.1 57 46 3
1800 10.5 14.8 57 30 2
3600 10.5 14.7 57 25 1
7200 10.4 12.6 56 17 1
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The decrease in strength and plasticity of monocrystals under
the influence of a liquid metal costing is also sometimes related
to volumetric diffusion of atoms of the medium, as was shown by
the works of V. N. Rozhanskiy Z43 9 , 440]. The diffusion of liquid
metal, as these works indicate, sometimes leads to the formation
of new phases, to the rupture of specimens along planes of induced
cleavage. Works on the investigation of internal friction in
metal specimens with thin surface coatings of low-melting metal
also indicate the diffusion influence of liquid metals C280, 281,
441]. The increase in internal friction established in these
works is proportional to the increase in grain boundary surface
area, indicating intercrystalline diffusion and horophilicity cf
the diffusing metal.

SFigure 152. Creep pate increase factor in the
first (1) and second (2) periods has a
function of stress in tests of armco
iron in liquid zinc saturated with ironat 500° C.

An indirect indication of the possibility of reducing the
long term strength of materials as a result rf the diffusion of

Slow melting metals can be found in the resulIts of /442-449. These
i works showed that the time to rupture at relative elongation of

heat resistant alloys tested under constant stress at high tempera-
ture decrease sharply even with negligible contents of Pb, Sb, Bi
and other low melting metals. For example, in the Pridantsev
established reference Z443J that the time to rupture for specimens
of ty e R1437 nickel alloy at 7000 C with a stress of 36 kg/mm2 is
88, 29 and 12 hr with a content of lead in the alloy of 0.0006,

0.0015 and 0.0050 wt. % respectively.

Since appearance of the diffusion influence of the liquid
metal on the solid metal during the deformation process requires
more rapid movement of the diffusion front into the depth of the
specimen than the movement of a crack, there is a kinetic
condition for the diffusion e~ffect. In the case of tensile testing
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of a metal at constant deformation rate, this coneition can be
produced as follows. We represent by t0 the time to rupture of

a specimen stretched at rate ; in an inactive medium. Suppose
its elongation at the moment of rupture is 6 ; then t 0 = i

We represent by t 1 the time required for diffusion penetration of

the liquid metal through a layer of the metal of the specimen with
thickness equal to its diameter L. If the diffusion factor
(volumetric or boundary, depending on the nature of propagation of

the crack) is D, then t1 • D/L2 . Since facilitation of crack

development is necessary for fulfillment of inequality t1 d to,

the kinetic condition for appearance of the diffusion effect of
the liquid metal will be

•D6

L2- (242)

Thus, the diffusion influence of the medium can appear only
with specimen deformation rates for which inequality (242) is
fulfilled. At higher rates of deformation, the specimen will not
experience the diffusion influence of the liquid metal. However,
it should be noted that condition (242) is correct if the contact
time of the specimen with the liquid metal before the test is not
great, that is if it is much less than tI .

It was shown in Chapters II and III that the diffusion
influence of the liquid metal on the long term strength and creep
of materials increases with decreasing temperature. For example,
tests at constant stress have shown that the relative decrease in
time to rupture and increase in stable creep rate of armco iron
under the influence of liquid zinc are greater, the lower the
temperature (see Figure 96, b and 109, b). The results of these
tests seem at first glance to be paradoxical, since the diffusion
factor increases exponentially with increasing temperature.
However, this influence of the diffusion factor of the liquid metal
is quite normal. During long term strength tests, it is possible
if the activation energy for diffusion of the liquid metal in the
solid metal is less than the activation energy for rupture of the
solid metal. This can be demonstrated as follows.

The diffusion influence of ;he liquid metal on a specimen
at two different experimental temperatures is approximately the
same if the depth of the diffusion zone is equal. Let us represent
by I and I2 the depths of diffusion penetration of atoms of the

medium into the specimen at temperatures T1 and T2 (T2 - T1 ). If
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the diffusion is volumetric, then 1i = &/Di and 2 =
11

we will assume that 11 and Z2 are the values of time to rupture
of specimens at temperatures T1 and T2 respectively. Having in

mind the relationship Z = Be 'T, where Q is the

rupture activation energy, and since D D0 e'Q-DRT, where is

the diffusion activation energy of the liquid metal into the
solid metal we produce

I KD [ 'expE (Q - QD)]
and

I- = KD."'oxp (QQ (Q43- • (2 -R)• (243)

Obviously, the degree of diffusion influence of the medium is
determined by the ratio l/ 12, which is equal to

T- e-, - Q -) (244)12 -

If 1 1 2 = 1, the degree of influence of the liquid metal

at various temperatures will be the same. We can see from equation
(244) that this case is possible if the activation energies for
rupture and diffusion are the same. If i1/2 - 1, when the

temperature is decreased the effect of the influence of the medium
increases. It follows from (244) that this is possible if the
rupture activation energy is greater than the diffusionactivation
energy. Finally, if 1i/ L2 Z 1, the degree of influence of the

liquid metal increases with increasing temperature. This last
case is possible if the rupture activation energy is less than the
diffusion activation energy.

Since the value of QD included in equation (244) represents

the diffusion activation energy in the metal near the end portion
of a crack with strongly distorted structure as a result of the
plastic deformation which has occurred, its value should be rather
low. In any case, it should be not over the activation energy for
surface diffusion which, according to the ,alcuiations of S. T.
Kishkin L445,, might be approximately 10 kcal/g.atom. The value
of rupture activation energy is generally several tens of kcal/g.
atom. Therefore, in most cases the second of the variants
analyzed above is realized when a liquid metal diffuses into a
solid metal.
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Commonality and Diffusion of
Adsorption, Corrosion and

Diffusion Factors

The efects of the influence of liquid metals on solid metals
in the stressed state described 2n the second portion of this book
result from the effects of the adsorption, corrosion and diffusion
factors. The macro effect observed experimentally is a result of
the individual or combined influence of these factors.

Experimental investigations have indicated that all three
factors act in the same direction and lead to a decrease in the
strength and plasticity of the solid metal, or in certain casee
made plasticize it. The effects of each of these three factors
are thermal dynamically determined, since the solid-liquid metal
system is brought to a state with lower thermal dynamic potential
than its potential in the initial state.

The identical nature of the influence of the adsorption,
corrosion and diffusion factors on thd mechanical properties of
the metal deformed is based on the identical neaure of their
influence on the atomic bonding forces in the solid metal, namely
a weakening of the atomic bonds. The mechanism of the influence
of the liquid metal medium on the strength and plasticity of the
solid metal in the limiting cases, when only one of the three
factors has Pn influence, can be conveniently analyzed by using
the diagrams of the interaction of the atoms of the medium and
the solid metal in the end portion of a crack (Figure 153). The
stability of the crack in the field of external forces results
from the bonding forces of atoms in its end portion. It can be
considered approximately that it is determined by the bonding

force f0  of the pair of atoms A - A whose interaction energy
kA

is maximal (see Chapter V, A, 1).

The penetration of atoms of an adsorption active liquid
metal into the crack leads to weakening of bonding iorce fU to

the value fAA and to the establishment of new bonds fAB (see

Figure 153, a). At this point, the crack can propagate by one

interatomic distaike by breaking bonds fAA and fAB' not bond f 0
26AA
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as before. Therefore, the condition of the adsorption influence

of the medium is written in the form

IA" A <f / < , (245)

where the supei'script y indicates that the corresponding values
are projections of vectors on the y axis, corresponding to the
direction of the influence of th external medium.

Due to the capability of adsorption active medium atoms to
perform surface migration, one atom of the medium is in principal
sufficient for propagation of a crack through the entire cross
section of the solid metal (having in mind a flat model one atom
thick).

Figure 153. Diagram of
adsorption (a),
corrosion (b) and

A • diffusion (c) in-
AD- • fluences of liquid

b (A metal on solid metal
b • at end portions of
0 - )0Acrack.

p Operte specific feature of the adsorption influence is its

reLrsbit:efte
p~priso te ea ecm h ae si hWniilsae
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The corrosive influence of the liquid metal, related to the
dissolution of solid metal - the most frequently encountered form
of corrosive destruction - causes breaking of the bonds of two
light atoms A - A in the end portion of the crack as well. This
rupture is facilitated by the transition of one atom into the
liquid metal solution (see Figure 153, b). Thus, the condition
for the corrobive influence of the medium is written as follows:

A < /A. (246)

Obviously, the effect of the corrosive influence is greater,
the less the concentration of atoms A in the liquid metal and the
higher the saturation concentration of the liquid metal solution.
The presence of one atom B in the crack will not in this case

cause a change in the bonding force of atoms A - A. After removal
of the medium, changes in the mechanical properties of the metal
are possible only as a result of irreversible changes in the

surface (dissolution) occurring during preliminary holding in the
liquid metal.

With the diffusion influence, which is related to diffusion
penetration of liquid metal into the solid metal, the bonds broken
are not between like atoms A - A, as in the case of adsorption and
the corrosion influences, but rather between different atoms A - B

(see Figure 153, C).

The condition of the diffusion influence is

A, <B<AA (247)

The degree of corrosive influence is greater, the stronger
.an inequality (247) and the higher the solubility of the liquid
metal in the solid metal. The effect of the diffusion influence
is irreversible, and removal of the medium from a surface of the
solid metal will not result in restoration of its mechanical
properties to the initial level. It should also be noted that
at hiph temperature the change in strength of plasticity of a solid
metal may result from an increase in the self-diffusion factor of
the metal- the base of the solid solution.

The interaction of atoms of solid tnd liquid metals in the

end portion of a crack with adsorption, corrosion and diffusion

influences can be considered identical formally, by introducing

a certain equivalent specific rupture work. Unage of this

equivalent leade to equations of identical form (181), (226) and
(241), which give the values of the strength of the deformed

metal when acted upon by a liquid metal radium, as determined by
one of the three factors.
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The adsorption, corrosion and diffusion factors differ not
only in the mechanisms of their influence on the process of

rupture of a solid metal, but also in the mechanisms of their
plasticizing influence. Thus, it has been shown [37V/ that
adsorption plasticizing rIsults from the effect of reduction of the
surface energy barrier b '' preventing the movement of dislocation
to the surface of the deformed metal. The facilitation of plastic
deformation as a result of the corrosion influence of the liquid
metal is possible as a result of solution of the surface atoms of
the solid metal located in the path of a dislocation moving toward
the surface, in the liquid metal /41i. Diffusion plasticizing is
apparently possible only at high temperatures. It is manifested
as an increase in creep rate of the solid metal in a liquid metal
medium and results from an increase in self-diffusion factors of
the base metal resulting from penetration of atoms of the medium
intercrystalline lattice. At low temperature, diffusion plasti-
cizing does not appear, since the distortion of the crystalline
lattice in this case has more influence on the plastic properties
of the solid solution (and also more influence on the strength
propertles) than does the decrease in the atomic bonding forces.

;e must note that the influence of the medium on the process
of rupture of this solid metal is greater than its influence on
the process of deformation. For example, in Chapter V, A, 1, it
is shown that with the adsorption influence of liquid metal, the
change in rupture activation energy (2b 2 A J ) is twice as great
as the change in the energy of activation r~quired for a disloca-
tion to move to the surface of the metal (b/A V). Ai3 a result
of this, the change in the strength and plasticity characteristics
(true tensile strength, rupture activation energy, limiting
relative elongation) is greater than the characte-istics of the
plasticizing influence of the medium (yield point, hardening
factor, creep activation energy). In particular, this is explained
by the fact, noted in Chapter I, Section 1, that when metals are
tested for rupture in an adsorption - active liquid metal medium,
the stress-strain diagram most frequently corresponds with the
diagram produced by testing in an inert medium, right up to the
moment of rupture, which occurs, in the liquid metal with consider-
ably lesd elongation of the specimen. The placement of the stress-
strain diagram of a material in liquid metal in the area of lower
stresses than the stress-strain diagram of the material in an
inert medium is generally much rarer.

In addition to thu difference in the mechanisms of the
adsorption, corrosion, and diffusion influence of the liquid metal
on solid metal, there is alsc a difference in the kinetics of the
influence of these factors. It was demonstrated in Chapter V,
C that in the case of the diffusion influence of the medium the
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critical value of deformation rate of the metal at which changes
in the mechanical properties of the metal are so observed as
defined by equation (242), that is the value of critical rate
dv is proportional to the value of the diffusiom factor for atoms

of the medium in the solid metal: vi ~ DT. Equations of the form

of (2142) can be produced similarly for the critical rate of
deformation with the adsorption (v,) and corrosion (v) influences

of the medium. The only d4 1ference will be that for the
characteristics of the ads--otion influence, we will have to
replace DT in the equation Jike (242) with the coefficient of

surface migration of atoms of the medium into a crack DM, or in

caie of the o:orrosion influence - with the coefficient of
diffusion of atoms of the deformed metal into the liquid metal
lt . Assuming in the first nuproximation that S is similar in

all tbree inequalities, written for the three forms of liquid
metal influence, we produce

va : d: :D P : DT. (248)

Since the rate of surface migration is considerable greater
than the rate of diffusion into the liquid metal, while this rate
is greater than the rate of diffusion in the solid metal, that is
DM )ý 'I DT, we find the following relationship of the values of

the witical rates of deformation of the solid metal: v* > v' ý' v•

Thus, if a liquid metal medium is capable of influencing a solid
metal by adsorption, corrosion and diffusion, in tensile testing of
specimens with various deformation rates the diffusion influence
will disappear first, followed by the corrosion influence, and
the adsorption influence will disappear only at the highest
deformation rates.
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